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Abstrat
The omplexity of software-intensive embedded systems in the automotive domain
has been steadily growing in the reent years. As a onsequene, ontroller-oriented
development proesses will be replaed by funtion-oriented ones. The main intention
of funtion-oriented development is an initial deoupling of hardware and software.
This inreases the exibility during development. Even more, the reuse of hardware
and software omponents is supported. To handle these apabilities, a superior view
on the struture of a system and its development rationale beomes neessary whih
is alled the arhiteture of the system. Arhiteture evaluation has to be performed
to assess the suitability of an arhiteture with respet to extra-funtional require-
ments on the system, i.e. quality attributes. Thus, the development rationale an be
expressed aording to the quality attributes.
In this work, an evaluation struture is proposed whih is alled the Quality
Attribute Direted Ayli Graph. It provides an expliit representation of extra-
funtional requirements and will be the basis not only for evaluation but also for
arhiteture analysis. An evaluation methodology in terms of evaluation tatis for
time-saving and ost-eient evaluation proessing is dened. Thus, an often great
number of possible arhiteture variants an be handled without ausing too muh
evaluation and thus development eort.
Arhiteture analysis will be performed to understand evaluation results and to
reason on development rationales. Analysis results are a valuable feedbak for ur-
rent as well as for future development projets. Arhitetural deisions on the system
omposition an be supported as their impat on the evaluation result an be pre-
dited. Furthermore, promising arhitetural hanges of arhiteture variants an be
identied whih again saves development eort.
With growing and moreover expressible arhitetural knowledge, deisions an be
supported more eiently and even guided arhiteture development beomes on-
eivable. Besides doumentation and ommuniation, the whole development proess
prots from deision support as even quikly made deisions beome more reliable.
Zusammenfassung
Die Komplexität Software-intensiver eingebetteter Systeme im Automobil ist in
den letzten Jahrzehnten ständig gestiegen. Daher werden Steuergeräte-orientierte
Prozesse durh Funktionen-orientierte ersetzt. Die Motivation Funktionen-orien-
tierter Entwiklung liegt in der Entkopplung von Hardware und Software, um die
Flexibilität in der Entwiklung zu erhöhen und die Wiederverwendung von Hard-
ware und Software zu unterstützen. Um diese Möglihkeiten handhaben zu können,
bedarf es einer übergeordneten Siht auf das System und die angewendeten Prinzip-
ien in der Entwiklung. Diese Siht wird als Arhitektur des Systems bezeihnet.
Durh Arhitekturevaluation wird die Eignung einer Arhitektur bezüglih extra-
funktionaler Anforderungen an das System, so genannter Qualitätsattribute, fest-
gestellt. Die angewendeten Entwiklungsprinzipien können vor dem Hintergrund der
Qualitätsattribute aufgezeigt werden.
In dieser Arbeit wird eine Evaluationsstruktur, der Quality Attribute Direted
Ayli Graph, vorgeshlagen. Sie bietet eine explizite Darstellung der extra-funk-
tionalen Anforderungen und ist niht nur die Grundlage für die Evaluation, sondern
auh für Arhitekturanalyse. Eine Evaluationsmethodik wird in Form von Taktiken
deniert, die eine zeitsparende und kosteneziente Durhführung der Evaluation
versprehen. Daher kann eine oftmals sehr groÿe Anzahl mögliher Arhitekturvari-
anten berüksihtigt werden, ohne dass zu groÿer Evaluations- und somit Entwik-
lungsaufwand entsteht.
Arhitekturanalyse wird eingesetzt, um Evaluationsergebnisse besser zu verstehen
und angewendete Entwiklungsprinzipien zu diskutieren. Die Ergebnisse der Ar-
hitekturanalyse stellen eine wertvolle Rükmeldung in Bezug auf die erreihte Qual-
ität sowohl in aktuellen als auh zukünftigen Projekten dar. Arhitekturentshei-
dungen bezüglih der Systemkomposition werden unterstützt, da der entsprehende
Einuss auf die Evaluationsergebnisse im Vorfeld abgeshätzt werden kann. Des
Weiteren können vielversprehende Veränderungen von Arhitekturvarianten identi-
ziert werden, was abermals Entwiklungsaufwand spart.
Mit steigendem und vor allem auh formulierbarem Arhitekturwissen können Ar-
hitekturentsheidungen immer ezienter unterstützt werden. Sogar Arhitektur-
entwiklung mit entsprehender Werkzeug-basierter Unterstützung rükt in greifbare
Nähe. Neben Dokumentation und Kommunikation protiert der gesamte Entwik-
lungsprozess von einer Entsheidungsunterstützung, die shnelle und zuverlässige
Entsheidungen ermögliht.
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1 Introdution
Software-intensive embedded systems have found their way into many every day life
produts. The automotive domain is only one example for an extensive integration of
suh embedded systems. A good share of the produt funtionality is ontrolled and
realized by an embedded system and growing funtionality means a growing embed-
ded system as well. To handle the omplexity of suh systems, model-based devel-
opment proesses have been established (see Florentz et al. [FMH04, FH04, FHB06℄,
Huhn et al. [HMF04, HMD
+
04℄, Rau [Rau02℄, Shätz et al. [SPHP02℄, and oth-
ers). Furthermore, the omplexity requires a strutured view on the software and
system ontaining the realized design priniples, i.e. the arhiteture rationale, (see
Perry and Wolf [PW92℄, Kruhten [Kru95℄, and Clements et al. [CBB
+
02℄). This
view is alled the software and system arhiteture. Arhiteture development has
beome an essential part of the software and system development (see Shaw and Gar-
lan [SG96, GS93, GS94℄, Hofmeister et al. [HNS00℄, Reussner and Hasselbring [RH06℄,
and Gorton [Gor06℄).
In the automotive domain, in whih system development is going to hange from
ontroller-oriented proesses to funtion-oriented ones aording to the AUTomotive
Open System ARhiteture approah (AUTOSAR, see Heineke et al. [HSF
+
04℄), ar-
hiteture will be in the enter of interest. Funtion-oriented development deouples
software and hardware to inrease the exibility of development. The main objetive
is to redue the omplexity of the embedded systems based on the integration of up
to eighty ontrollers and several sensors and atuators in a single system. Therefore,
fundamental deisions on the struture of the system have to be made early in the
development proess, i.e. during arhiteture development. After all, the initial de-
oupling of hardware and software later requires a thoughtful distribution of software
omponents on the available hardware and is no guaranty for suessful development
on its own. So-alled arhitetural deisions have to be made arefully and are the
rst to be made in the development and thus signiantly aet the quality of the
system under development.
To assess the quality of arhiteture, evaluation has to be performed and do-
umented to identify the most promising arhiteture variants and to prot from
experienes made during development. Arhiteture evaluation is direted to extra-
funtional requirements, so-alled quality attributes, whih state how well a systems
realizes its funtionality. As suh requirements over dierent onerns like perfor-
mane, reliability, modiability, osts, and so on, a strutured representation of the
quality attributes is neessary. Furthermore, the meaning of an arhiteture quality
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requirement needs to be expressed in order to provide a good basis for evaluation.
In this approah, the Quality Attribute Direted Ayli Graph will be introdued.
It will be used to model arhiteture quality requirements in detail and thus is the
bakbone of arhiteture evaluation and analysis. The results of arhiteture evalu-
ation and analysis provide the basis for understanding arhiteture rationale even in
ase of being a non-expert regarding some of the quality attributes ontained in the
evaluation.
While high quality an be attributed to the system arhiteture itself, low develop-
ment eort is mainly based on deision support. The expliit arhiteture quality re-
quirement representation by the Quality Attribute Direted Ayli Graph supports
deisions with respet to the identiation of promising arhiteture variants and
in terms of arhitetural hanges. Evaluation proessing methodology for eient
evaluation is mainly based on the quality attributes, i.e. the respetive evaluation
tehniques. Analysis for arhiteture potential takes detailed dependenies between
arhiteture and its evaluation into aount. Hene, tradeos between quality at-
tributes an be investigated to identify promising hanges of arhiteture variants.
With respet to design spae exploration as an established development disipline,
analysis for promising hanges an be onsidered as arhiteture spae exploration.
Evaluation as well as analysis results an be fed bak, whih inreases deision sup-
port in urrent and in future development projets. Espeially domains of software-
intensive high-quality systems with short innovation yles an highly prot from
time-saving and ost-eient system development. Deision support for eient
evaluation and arhiteture spae exploration is the rst step to integrate arhite-
ture development and evaluation approahes for improving the overall development
proess.
In Setion 1.1, arhiteture and its meaning in software and system development
will be introdued. In Setion 1.2, a distintion between software arhiteture and
system arhiteture is made. Essential dierenes are highlighted regarding needs
of arhiteture evaluation and analysis. Arhitetural deisions with respet to the
automotive domain are presented in Setion 1.3. Setion 1.4 highlights the objetives
of this work. An outline is provided by Setion 1.5.
1.1 Arhiteture in Software and System
Development
Arhiteture is presented as aompanying ativity of the development of software-
intensive embedded systems in this hapter. To distinguish arhiteture from design
and other views, espeially strutural ones, some denitions are given below. It
is just a seletion of available denitions. An extensive olletion is available on
the homepage of the Software Engineering Institute of the Carnegie Mellon Univer-
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sity [SEI07℄. Eah of the following denitions will be disussed in short highlighting
the most important parts with respet to software-intensive embedded systems.
[...℄ the arhitetural design of a system an be desribed from (at least)
three perspetives  funtional partitioning of its domain of interest, its
struture, and the alloation of domain funtion to that struture. [...℄
Len Bass et al.
This denition is already related to the arhiteture of systems in ontrast to pure
software. The struture refers to the hardware of the systems onstituting the system
resoures. These are used by the system's funtions usually implemented as software
and mapped to hardware devies (the alloation). The embedded system arhiteture
presented in Chapter 2 is based on this priniple of mapping omponents of one view
onto another one. The above denition is more general whereas the embedded system
arhiteture is dediated to ontroller network systems.
The software arhiteture of a program or omputing system is the stru-
ture or strutures of the system, whih omprise software elements, the ex-
ternally visible properties of those elements, and the relationships among
them.
Len Bass, Paul Clements, and Rik Kazman
Besides the struture, emphasized in this denition (f. Bass et al. [BCK98℄),
the properties and relations among the omponents are mentioned. This aims to
a omponent-oriented view taking omponent details (element properties) and rela-
tions into aount that may motivate spei arhitetural deisions. Tradeos are
often based on suh relations whih impede to meet quality requirements in the re-
quired or desired way and thus are the enter of further investigations. Although
sensitivity analysis may need additional details and models, the relations mentioned
above are aountable for dependenies between quality attributes.
A ritial aspet of the design for any large software system is its gross
struture that is, its high-level organization of omputational elements
and interations between those elements. Broadly speaking, we refer to
this as the software arhitetural level of design.
David Garlan
The high-level harater of arhiteture as part of the design proess is pointed
out by David Garlan (f. Garlan and Perry [GP94℄). Computation and interation
are rst-lass itizens in the design domain this quotation refers to. This view on
a system is related to the funtion arhiteture and its demands of resoures in the
embedded system arhiteture in Chapter 2.
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Software arhiteture is the set of design deisions whih, if made inor-
retly, may ause your projet to be aneled.
Eoin Woods
The deisions regarding the omponents to be ombined into an arhiteture are
in the enter of interest here although omponents are not mentioned diretly. The
importane of suh deisions espeially as a basis for the projet is highlighted. Ar-
hiteture as struture as well as set of deisions attends the whole development
proess. The dependenies between omponents and deisions are mentioned in the
following setions.
Software arhiteture deals with the design and implementation of the
high-level struture of the software. It is the result of assembling a er-
tain number of arhitetural elements in some well-hosen forms to satisfy
the major funtionality and performane requirements suh as salabil-
ity and availability. Software arhiteture deals with abstration, with
deomposition and omposition, with style and esthetis.
Philippe Kruhten
Philippe Kruhten's denition (f. Kruhten and Thompson [KT94℄) is direted to
the satisfation of funtional and non-funtional requirements based on the software
struture. Moreover, the abstration by arhiteture and the omponent-based view
(see Setion 2.2) are brought into relation.
Software arhiteture is an important level of desription for software
systems. At this level of abstration key design issues inlude gross-
level deompositional omponents, protools of interation between those
omponents, global system properties (suh as throughput and lateny),
and life-yle issues (suh as maintainability, extent of reuse, and platform
independene).
Gregory D. Abowd
Besides arhiteture as a means of desription, its relation to quality attributes
again is pointed out in this denition (f. Abowd et al. [AAG95℄). They are referred
to as global system properties and life yle issues but an be onsidered as quality
attributes.
The denitions given above address various points of view on arhiteture as de-
velopment disipline. Reapitulating, the high-level strutural view as well as the
reasonable ombination of arhitetural elements are the essential parts of an ar-
hiteture. One question still remains regarding arhiteture in the development
proess. This question is onerned with the dierentiation between arhiteture
and design. After all, there are also strutural views in onventional design, e.g.
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lass diagrams. Aording to Paul Clements in [CBB
+
02℄, it is a matter of ab-
stration. Atually, design of every level an be arhiteture. It is the viewpoint
of onsidering ertain aspets of design whih denes what arhiteture atually is.
The more detailed a design task is, the more detailed arhiteture deisions an be.
Arhiteture in a low-level design task an be muh too detailed to be onsidered
as high-level strutural view of other tasks. Thus, it depends on the software and
system to be developed and more preisely on the part of the development proess
whih is onsidered. Instead of developing another arhiteture desription language
(f. Debruyne et al. [DSLT04℄, Feiler et al. [FGH06℄, Dashofy et al. [DdHT01℄, and
the Objet Management Group [OMG06℄), a metamodelspei for the automotive
domainis dened in Chapter 2. It desribes strutural views on embedded system
arhiteture in terms of ontroller networks used in the automotive domain. Beause
of the amount of various subdomains of the software-intensive embedded systems do-
main, automotive embedded systems are taken as a representative in the following,
although there may be ertain dierenes between the subdomains. A general dier-
entiation between software and system arhiteture is given in Setion 1.2 whih, in
rst plae, addresses the strong relation of embedded systems to their hardware.
Although arhiteture has a superordinate position in the development proess,
it will aompany the entire proess partially for denition and partially for quality
assurane. Thus, the view on arhiteture itself may hange over time in a develop-
ment proess. Nevertheless, arhiteture stays the superior struture of software or
a system in ombination with the rationale behind. Automotive embedded system
arhiteture will be in the enter of interest in the following hapters. Several details
extending the given oarse arhiteture denition of struture and rationale will be
disussed in the ontext of the partiular hapter or setion.
1.2 Software versus System Arhiteture
Why to make a dierene between software and system arhiteture? Espeially
with the latter one as software-intensive embedded system arhiteture whih will
be in the enter of interest in the following. Both have their funtionality dened
by software. After all, both are exeuted on hardware. There are two viewpoints
justifying this distintion. The rst is the tehnologial one taking the hardware into
aount. The seond one is direted to the evaluation based on quality attributes.
Extra-funtional requirements suh as performane and reliability strongly depend
on the underlying hardware platform. Software arhiteture usually does not inlude
the hardware platform as part of the arhiteture. Thus, extra-funtional require-
ments depending on hardware are harder to express and quantify in software than in
system arhiteture. Furthermore, the hardware resoures of embedded systems are
way shorter than in other domains, whih is beause of the additional tehnial and
physial restritions besides the eonomial ones. The weight, size, resistane against
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outside inuenes, power onsumption, network onnetion, and so on are onsider-
ably more ritial than they are in onventional systems. In addition, memory and
other parts of e.g. ontrollers are more ost-intensive than in non-embedded use.
Hene, the hardware as part of system arhiteture is more restrited and restritive
than the hardware as realization platform but not as part of software arhiteture.
An arhiteture evaluation reviews and assures the suieny of one or more arhi-
teture variants to meet the quality requirements. Thus, onrete quality attributes
have to be taken into aount. Against the bakground of software and system arhi-
teture, the orientation of quality attributes may hange. For example, the portability
of funtionality (software) to another platform (hardware) is a quality attribute of
a software user or an administrator whereas in embedded systems, it is a vendor's
ones. The dierene is again based on the hardware as part of the system. The
embedded system is provided as a whole, i.e. with hardware like ontrollers, sensors,
and atuators and often with network and power supply. Hene, it is not likely that
an embedded system user will ever hange the system exept hanging omponents
at ertain interfaes. The porting of software to another hardware omponent will
be performed exlusively by the vendor. Portability is needed to support omponent
reuse and maybe produt line approahes by the vendor and therefore has a dierent
meaning than with respet to software arhitetures.
It is quite important to have the information on the kind of arhiteture to be evalu-
ated for the given reasons of tehnology and quality attribute orientation. Evaluation
as a ommuniation vehile being part of arhiteture doumentation (see Clements
et al. [CBB
+
02℄) has to be understood in the appropriate ontext. The interpretation
of results an be quite dierent and even more the onsequenes on further devel-
opment of an arhiteture need a proper understanding of the bakground of past
arhitetural deisions and their evaluation results.
1.3 Arhitetural Deisions
Building an arhiteture is, like the whole software or systems development proess,
based on various deisions. Thus, arhiteture as struture or strutures of a system
(f. Clements et al. [CBB
+
02℄) is based on strutural design deisions regarding the
omponents and the way in whih to ombine them into a system or subsystem.
These deisions are alled arhitetural deisions. Although the struture should be
determined before building the system, this is not done in a single step. Arhitetural
deisions depend on earlier deisions and may inuene later ones. In this setion,
the levels of arhiteture deisions aording to the point in time to be made and
their onerns are disussed. A rst rough distintion an be drawn between top-
level, high-level, and low-level arhitetural deisions. Figure 1.1 shows a sequential
order from top-level arhitetural deisions down to low-level ones. Atually, neither
the sublevels nor the levels themselves are totally independent. The sequential order
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shows the hronology of the main levels' deisions. Sublevel deisions often may be
made in parallel or overlapping in time. On the right hand side of Figure 1.1, a
distintion between the impat of the levels' deisions (see Setion 1.3.1) and the
impat preditability (see Setion 1.3.2) is depited. The distintion of deisions
shows not only the dierenes of levels but presents whih ones are onsidered as
arhitetural deisions and therefore partially dene the arhiteture of a system.
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Figure 1.1: Deision levels
Top-level arhitetural deisions onern the funtionality of the system to be
realized. Funtional requirements are part of the funtionality. Extra-funtional
requirements are represented by quality attributes. The hoie of quality attributes
as well as their importane are assigned to the top-level, too. Thus, what the software
or system is meant to do and how well it is meant to do it are top-level deisions.
Espeially in evaluation proesses in whih several arhiteture variants are taken
into aount, a ommon denominator is needed for a fair omparison. The funtion-
ality stated by top-level deisions builds this ommon denominator. As one of the
earliest hoies, it is invariant and has to be respeted by all subsequent deisions
exept for the hoie of quality attributes whih an be seen as orthogonal. Nev-
ertheless, the quality attributes as extra-funtional requirements should be suitable
regarding the funtional requirements of the hosen funtionality.
High-level arhitetural deisions are those onsidering the appliation of arhi-
tetural patterns (see Bushmann et al. [BMR
+
96, BHS07℄, Shmidt et al. [SSRB00℄,
and Kirher et al. [KJ04℄) and various tehnial options in order to meet arhitetural
requirements represented by main quality attributes. Thus, high-level deisions are
mainly trend-setting ones. They are to be made early in the arhiteture development
proess, therefore inuening most of the subsequent low-level deisions.
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Dierent high-level deisions are those reating most diversity in arhiteture vari-
ants. A ommonly known type of deision is the number of ontrollers to be ap-
plied in the arhiteture. This an lead to a more entralized or more deentralized
arhiteture, whih restrits or at least inuenes nearly every subsequent deision.
Other ommon representatives are the ommuniation tehnology (e.g. digital against
analog, various bus systems), the power supply (installation of a 42 volts eletrial
system), and the proessor arhiteture (8, 16, and 32 bit).
Low-level arhitetural deisions are losest to the system's realization. They
deal with the hoie of the system omposition whih has to be done following the
top and high-level deisions. In Chapter 2, views on the arhiteture of embedded
systems are presented whih mirror the sublevels of low-level deisions. The rst
sublevel is the hoie of hardware omponents, i.e. ontrollers, sensors, atuators,
and ommuniation lines and how to onnet them. After the so alled hardware
arhiteture has been gured out, the funtionality has to be distributed to the
hardware, whih is the seond sublevel. This funtion mapping determines whih
funtions have to ommuniate aross ontroller boundaries. The third sublevel is
the ommuniation mapping taking the inter-ontroller ommuniation needs into
aount.
Atually, the arhiteture may be dened at this point but the system still needs
further development whih will be based on all previous deisions. Hene, further
steps are referred to as design instead of arhiteture. Even though many deisions
usually made in design are stated already in arhiteture or as arhitetural deision
in this hapter, implementation and onguration tasks still have to be done and
still have the hane to improve or spoil the system. In this setion, a dierentiation
between arhiteture and design has been addressed by expliitly denoting and di-
viding arhitetural deisions in ertain levels. Further deisions, usually muh more
detailed and aounting platform spei properties, an be onsidered as design
deisions without arhitetural bakground although earlier arhitetural deisions
have to be taken into aount, of ourse.
1.3.1 Deision Impat
The deision impat is the quality expetation of a dening deision in building an
arhiteture. For later development and reuse of arhiteture, the dierene of quality
aused by a hange of an arhiteture an be understood as impat, too.
The deision impat is greatest for earliest deisions (f. Bontempi and Krui-
jtzer [BK04℄), i.e. top-level diretly followed by high-level deisions. Subsequent
ones will depend on these and are restrited beause they have to take earlier dei-
sions into aount. As a onsequene, inorret early deisions bear many problems
and are the hardest to x. Top-level deisions whih lead to onrete funtional and
extra-funtional requirements are the most far-reahing. Atually, building a system
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without making these deisions, i.e. without requirements, is trivial as every real-
ization of a system an meet no requirements (f. Clements et al. [CBB
+
02℄). At
this point, the legitimate question arises, how top-level deisions an have impat
and on what. After all, they set the requirements and thus have been made from
srath. There are no onrete requirements to be taken into aount by top-level de-
isions. But, the funtionality to be provided and the demanded quality represented
by quality attributes are not given as arbitrary hoies by some management. The
superior goal is to build systems whih are realizable, attrative, and ompetitive on
the market. Thus, top-level deisions are made with a superior goal in mind.
High-level deisions restrit the options for later ones. They ll the gap between
the abstrat top-level and the onrete low-level. Consequently, the impat of suh
deisions is quite high, hene inorret deisions may be fatal for the whole projet.
High-level deisions are the rst to indue a number of arhiteture variants. Usually,
these variants follow one or more strategies to meet ertain requirements. Tradeos
between dierent quality attributes are often regarded at this level. Thus, high-
level deisions often prohibit a development in diretions other than the intended.
Therefore, most variants are disjuntive regarding their strategies they embark on.
The deision impat on this level an be ompared to the suess of the strategies in
meeting the quality goals.
Low-level deisions still have enough impat to support high quality systems as well
as to spoil the system. They an be likewise fatal but are easier to revise beause
the main diretions of the development are already stated by higher levels' deisions
and rethinking low-level ones does neither inlude withdrawal of earlier deisions nor
aounting new strategies. Thus, the hoies are more restrited than on higher levels.
Nevertheless, even low-level deisions are still arhitetural and state the struture of
embedded systems in this ase. Thus, hanges an still be ost-intensive, espeially
if parts of the arhiteture are already realized and for example fully ongured
ontrollers have to be hanged to add unattended or new funtionality.
1.3.2 Preditability
Knowing about a deision's impat is neessary to avoid surprises in arhiteture
development. To really benet from this knowledge, the impat needs to be predited.
In whih diretion and even more how muh will a deision impat the arhiteture
quality? The higher the preditability, i.e. the more preise, the greater the benet for
the development proess. But, it is not just the ability to predit that is interesting.
The preditions' reliability has to be taken into aount and therefore is a part if the
preditability, as well.
The preditability regarding dierent deision levels is ontrary to the impat itself.
The earlier a deision is made, the more impat it has, the less preditable it is. This
is due to the fat, that there is a wide range of onsequenes a deision an have
based on the many options not yet hosen by subsequent deisions.
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The preditability of top-level deision impat is based on experienes onerning
the buildability of the systems and tradeos of quality attributes involved. Hene,
preditability statements on this level are limited to an estimation of the harmony
of requirements stated by the level's deisions. Unrealisti requirement ompositions
an be avoided. Atually, the predition of the deisions' impat is interlaed in
the deision-making proess, not appended to the proess. The top-level's proess is
more iterative than other levels' proesses beause it bears not a number of variants
but a single set of requirements on whih no seletion is performed. Espeially as
most fundamental, requirements need to be reasonable, there is no alternative to
hoose in the end.
High-level deisions again ll the gap between top and low-level deisions. Their
impat an be predited easier beause the results of applying ertain arhitetural
patterns or tehnologies are well known. Atually, the patterns and tehnologies are
dened and developed to support seleted requirements. Preditability on this level
overs the impat diretion, i.e. if ertain qualities are likely to be fullled. Conrete
statements are rare on this level.
The impat of low-level deisions is the rst to be preditable more preisely, the
reason for whih is the strong relation to the system realization. It an be put diretly
into relation to one or more quality attributes (mostly subattributes of the main
attributes). Thus, the impat of a low-level deision as a determination or hange
of the arhiteture an be expressed by means of sensitivity analysis. Therefore,
dependenies of quality attributes on the arhiteture an represent the impat of
low-level deisions. These onrete dependenies allow quite preise preditions.
1.4 Objetives
The main objetive of the approah presented in this work is to provide deision
support for embedded system development in the automotive domain. By modeling
the arhiteture of embedded systems, the essential properties of the systems are
predened and an be evaluated. Arhiteture variants represent the deisions made
on how to build a system. Evaluationwith respet to expliitly modeled quality
requirementsresults not only in statements on the quality of the arhiteture vari-
ants but rather in statements on the deisions represented by the variants. Thus, the
impat of a deision an be identied. The feedbak of deision impat an be used
to improve the arhiteture quality as well as the development proess in terms of
supporting future deisions based on the experienes made. The preditability of de-
ision impat will be raised, whih inreases the reliability of arhitetural deisions.
The more aurate and reliable the impat of deisions and the quality of an
arhiteture an be evaluated, the less development eort will be spent on insuient
arhiteture variants. Furthermore, avoiding suboptimal deisions saves valuable
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development time, whih is quite short espeially for embedded systems as part of
an overall system to be developed.
As a great share of the funtionality of an embedded system in the automotive
domain will be required in future produts as well, reusability not only of parts
of the system but rather of arhitetural deisions made during the development is
highly desirable. Development experienes an be expressed in terms of good and
bad deisions made with respet to spei requirements. Therefore, an investigation
of arhitetural deisions by analyzing the results of arhiteture evaluation will be
performed.
The quantiation of evaluation results based on an expliit onsideration of hard-
ware as part of system arhiteture an be used to make evaluation results ompara-
ble with respet to dierent arhiteture variants and even spei deisions. Thus,
tradeos and relevant dependenies in the arhiteture as well as between arhite-
ture and evaluation results an be identied. Furthermore, quantiation supports
the analysis for arhiteture potential in terms of design spae and even arhiteture
spae exploration. Thus, deisions of how to hange an arhiteture an not only be
supported but rather be doumented, whih is an essential part in making deisions
easy to desribe, justify, and reuse.
All in all, knowledge of arhiteture quality as well of the onise doumentation of
arhiteture requirements and adequate arhitetural deisions will help to improve
the development of embedded systems. Eort spend on insuient alternatives an
be saved and suessful developments an be reused to save osts and time whih
both are quite short in development proesses.
1.5 Outline
Chapter 2 ontains an introdution on arhiteture modeling in terms of a meta-
model for embedded systems in the automotive domain. This metamodel denes
views on the arhiteture as basis for modeling and evaluation of arhiteture vari-
ants. Two ase studies of the automotive domain are modeled in Chapter 3. The
main deisions represented by the variants are disussed in detail. A metamodel
for evaluation strutures, alled Quality Attribute Direted Ayli Graph (QADAG
for short), is introdued in Chapter 4. An instane of the QADAG for one of the
ase studies is onstruted to illustrate how to use the QADAG to model arhite-
ture requirements. Important dimensions of arhiteture evaluation are introdued
in Chapter 5 as basis for dening evaluation tatis as part of a methodology for
time-saving and ost-eient evaluation proessing. An example for appliation of
the tatis is given with respet to the evaluation of one of the ase studies. The
ase studies presented in Chapter 3 are evaluated in Chapter 6. Parts of the input
needed for evaluation is given in Appendix A. The results of the evaluations are
ontained in Chapter 6 as well as in Appendix B. Dependenies of the arhiteture
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evaluation and resulting sensitivities of the evaluation results on arhitetural dei-
sions (i.e. hanges) are introdued in Chapter 7. Arhiteture analysis based on the
arhiteture requirementsrepresented by QADAG instanesand on the evalua-
tion results is presented in that hapter as well. In Chapter 8, the ase studies are
analyzed by the analysis approahes of the previous hapter. The analysis results
are disussed with respet to deision support in terms of how to proeed in the
arhiteture evaluation. Chapter 9 onludes.
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Views on embedded system arhiteture at ontroller network level will be presented
in this hapter. These views have been motivated by the automotive domain. They
are not meant to represent the system in every detail but to represent arhitetural
variants and thus deisions, i.e. in whih way the struture has been determined
and whih omponents are applied. Atually, most details are not available right
from the beginning. Thus, the modeling of the views presented in this hapter is
extendable to be apable of representing details available at dierent points in time
in the development proess.
As already stated in Setion 1.1, ontroller networks used in the automotive domain
are taken as representative for software-intensive embedded systems. The develop-
ment proess is usually oriented towards the ontrollers in this domain but more ex-
ibility in distributing the funtionality as well as the reuse of hardware and software
is aspired. The benet of a hange of the development proess to a more funtion-
oriented one are the derease of the number of ontrollers needed to build the system
in ombination with less development time mainly based on reuse (f. AUTOSAR,
see Heineke et al. [HSF
+
04℄). An expliit deoupling of hardware and software is
neessary to ahieve these goals. The views dened in this hapter are meant to
provide this distintion and to express dierenes in arhiteture variants. Hene,
the development proess an be oriented towards the funtions of the system to be
built instead of towards given ontrollers providing the funtions.
In Setion 2.1, fundamentals of arhiteture modeling are presented. The un-
derlying omponent-and-onnetor viewtype (C&C, see Clements et al. [CBB
+
02℄) is
introdued in Setion 2.2. All viewsas parts of the embedded system arhiteture
are based on this viewtype and thus represent the onnetion of omponents on a
ertain level. Setion 2.3 presents the funtion arhiteture whih is a C&C view on
the funtionality provided by a system. This funtionality is assumed to be invari-
ant in dierent arhiteture variants thus stating a ommon basis for omparison.
The hardware arhiteture in Setion 2.4 provides a view on ontrollers, sensors, and
atuators onneted via ommuniation lines building the ontroller network. The
mapping of funtions to ontrollers is ontent of Setion 2.5. The ability of sepa-
rately developing hardware and software is one of the main advanements expliitly
taking the arhiteture of a system into aount. After funtions have been mapped,
the inter-ontroller ommuniation an be derived from the funtion mapping and
be mapped to ommuniation lines, whih is desribed in Setion 2.6. Setion 2.7
addresses the visualization of arhiteture. Arhiteture examples are given in the
automotive ase studies in Chapter 3.
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2.1 Arhiteture Modeling
Some of the terms of arhiteture used in the following setions are given below al-
though they are introdued in detail in their respetive ontext. Most of the terms
may be generally known but need to be brought into relation with arhiteture mod-
eling to avoid misunderstandings.
2.1.1 Types, Instanes, and Renement
A type predenes the ontent, the signature, and sometimes the behavior of arhi-
teture modeling elements. Thus, a type may be onsidered as more or less omplex
data struture for modeling purpose. The ontent is meant to denote the attributes
of an element whereas the signature denotes the interfae, i.e. how to aess the ele-
ment in an arhiteture. If the arhiteture element is meant to have behavior, this
may also be predened by the type. The behavior desribes the element's ativity
in runtime and its reation to stimuli. All in all, a type ompounds similarities of
its elements. The hierarhy of types desribes their inheritane, i.e. generalization
and speialization. The diretion of speialization fouses the renement of a type
by adding further detail to the original type denition. The type of the type of some
element (or even type) is alled its supertype.
The instane of a type is a onrete element implementing the denitions of its
type. It has properties aording to the attributes dened by the type. If the element
has runtime presene, its behavior may be speied if not already done by the type.
In this ontext, runtime presene is meant to be the existene of the element as suh
in runtime, i.e. there is a ounterpart in the runtime system for the modeling element
of the design time system.
2.1.2 Viewtypes, Styles, and Views
To emphasize partiular points of interest of a omplex system and its struture,
dierent views on the system may be useful. In order to highlight the points of in-
terest, a view needs to abstrat from details not in the enter of interest. Clements
et al. state three types of views useful in software arhiteture in [CBB
+
02℄ alled
viewtypes. These viewtypes are direted to implementation units, to elements with
runtime behavior and interations, i.e. runtime presene, and to non software stru-
tures. They are alled the module viewtype, the omponent-and-onnetor (C&C)
viewtype, and the alloation viewtype.
The viewtypes predene only the fous of the view, e.g. the deomposition of a
system. To atually dene the view in detail, a so-alled style will be given (in the
notation of UML lass diagrams, see [OMG03℄ and Jekle et al. [JRH
+
04℄ in this
work). A style an be onsidered as appliation of the viewtype for speial purpose,
i.e. to highlight arhiteture onerns by dening a view based on the viewtype.
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viewtypes allocationC & Cmodule
Client−Server Custom Style...Pipe−and−Filter
Pipe−and−Filter
View View View
CustomClient−Serverviews
styles
Figure 2.1: Viewtypes, styles, and views, f. [CBB
+
02℄
Thus, a style is a onrete denition of a view in terms of a given viewtype. The
renement from viewtype via style to a view is depited in Figure 2.1 (f. [CBB
+
02℄).
An example for a style based on a viewtype with deomposition purpose may be a
systems deomposition of the hardware. Another one may be the deomposition of
the software. Thus, separate views on the system hardware and software an be
provided by views whih are predened by the styles.
The Custom Style represents the styles dened in Setions 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6
espeially for the purpose of providing views on automotive embedded system arhi-
teture and their variants. In terms of types as disussed above, the styles provide
the renement from viewtype to view. As will be disussed in Setion 2.2, the C&C
viewtype is hosen to be the viewtype as basis for dening the views on embedded
systems in this approah. The terms omponent and onnetor will be explained
below in order to inrease the understandability of the following setions.
2.1.3 Components and Connetors
For the desription of the struture of a system, a deomposition is neessary. The
elements of whih the system struture will be omposed are omponents and on-
netors aording to the C&C viewtype. The omponents represent the part of whih
a system is omposed whereas the onnetors desribe how the omponents are put
together, i.e. are onneted one to another. Components as parts an be held in a
library on their own whereas onnetors need the ontext of the omponents to be
onneted. Hene, they annot be held in a library on their own. Dependent on the
omponent types to be onneted, the onnetors have a speial onern. They are
not meant to be just links between omponents but to desribe onnetions in detail
aording to the style urrently applied.
2.1.4 System and Environment
With respet to arhiteture modeling in this approah, a system onsists of the soft-
ware realizing the funtionality of the system and the hardware on whih the software
will be implemented. Furthermore, the sensors and atuators as well as ommunia-
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tion lines are omponents of the system. Views on a system often ontain the system
interfae to its environment. The interfae to the environment of a system needs to
be taken into aount with respet of the meaning of environment. First, a system
as subsystem of a bigger one has an environment of similar systems. The interfae to
this part of its environment is built by the elements of the system and their interfaes.
In embedded systems in the automotive domain, suh interfaes usually are realized
via buses. Seond, a system as embedded part in an environment needs to provide
additional interfaes to that non-similar part of its environment, i.e. the non-eletri
and non-eletroni parts of the environment like mehanial parts and devies. Those
need e.g. an atuator driving them. Thus, the sensors and atuators of the system
build the interfae to the environment of the embedded system. In the automotive
domain, power window systems ontain a simple example for suh interfaes. The
atuator to drive the window is a motor and atually belongs to the embedded sys-
tem. The window itself ontains no interfae to the system. Nevertheless, the power
window system needs to know when the window is e.g. losed. Sensorsagain part
of the systembuild the interfae of the system to the window heking its status.
The onnetion between the sensors and the window are not onsidered as part of
the embedded system. The views on embedded system arhiteture dened later will
ontain all elements neessary for modeling the interfaes to the environment.
2.1.5 Funtionality, Funtions, and Features
The funtionality of a system desribes what the system is meant to do. In software-
intensive embedded systems, the funtionality of the system usually is realized by
software. There are some exeptions in whih small parts of the funtionality may be
realized in hardware but these are onsidered as auxiliary funtions and thus are not
taken into aount any further. Like a system an be omposed of subsystems, its
funtionality an be omposed of the subsystems' funtionalities. Nevertheless, dif-
ferent views on the funtionality an be provided regarding its realization by software
omponents and its notieability by the system user, whih in fat are not uniform.
In this setion, both viewpoints are disussed with respet to their usage in this
approah.
Funtions in terms of software omponents are needed to deompose the funtion-
ality in order to distribute it among hardware omponents. Thus, for the use in the
views on embedded system arhiteture, whih will be dened in Setion 2.3, fun-
tions are software omponents to be distributed. An adequate level of abstration
needs to be found to ahieve an appliable deomposition and distribution. Hene,
the lowest level will be software omponents or sets of them that an be run on a sin-
gle ontroller, i.e. the smallest unit to be mapped. This lower bound assures that only
exeutable distributions an be modeled. The upper bound of funtions should be set
aording to provide enough omposition to reasonably distribute the funtionality
among the ontrollers. A omposition of software omponents to a single funtion
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an be useful as long as their ombined mapping is intented by the funtion designer.
Espeially in ases in whih the system funtionality is extended, the question arises
whether to extend an existing funtion or to dene an additional one. An example
for this senario is the extension of a power window feature by a Short Lift Control
funtion. This funtion extends the original one by realizing short movements of the
window to release it from its groove, whih is neessary when the door is opened and
the window is not framed by the door. In the ase study in Setion 3.1, the Short
Lift Control will be modeled as an additional funtion beause it may be mapped
to another ontroller than the original Power Window Control funtion. In future
projets, a ommon mapping may be intented. Short Lift Control may beome part
of the Power Window Control funtion in other projets.
The expliit modeling of tasks, proesses, and software omponents like drivers
et. as parts of funtions is omitted with respet to funtions as distributable parts
of the funtionality. Although suh a renement may beome interesting for further
analysis of the system and later implementation, it is not raised to the arhiteture
level of this approah.
Features as part of the funtionality of a system are meant to be user notieable.
The user of the system will not be aware neither of most parts of the hardware
nor the software and espeially not of their deomposition. Thus, a feature is no
diret omposition of funtions although it is realized by them. Moreover, the users
of the system are not standardized. What a user may notie and what seems to
stay unnotied strongly depends on the atual user. Therefore, the identiation
of features may be less easy than the denition of funtions. An example for the
derivation of features from funtionality may be the feature list from whih to selet
when ordering a new automobile. Power windows build a feature as user notieable
part of the funtionality. The Short Lift Control does not while it usually is not
notied as part of funtionality on its own.
Although the terms funtionality, feature, and funtion are settled now, the mean-
ing of these terms beomes even more ompliated trying to set them into relation. At
least when variant, version, and onguration management omes into view, one and
the same feature of dierent systems is not neessarily built of the same funtions.
Moreover, the same funtion may be used to realize dierent features.
The view on funtionality deoupled from the hardware allows for hanges in the
development proess in order to provide more exibility in distributing the funtion-
ality as well as the reuse of the hardware and software omponents as aspired by
e.g. the AUTOSAR development partnership, see Heineke et al. [HSF
+
04℄. While
urrent development is oriented towards ontrollers, whih provide parts of the fun-
tionality mostly direted to features, the deoupling of hardware and software pro-
vides the distribution of funtions to seleted ontrollers. Besides inreased exibility
and omponent reuse, fewer ontrollers may be needed to realize a system and the
development time may be redued as well. Hene, funtion-oriented development
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proesses are the upoming way whih need to be supported by appropriate views
on the system arhiteture as will be dened in this hapter.
2.1.6 Arhitetural Deisions and Variants
One of the main purposes of the approah of the urrent work in modeling arhiteture
is the representation of arhitetural deisions on the basis of arhiteture variants.
An arhiteture variant is built to provide the requested funtionality and meet the
quality requirements stated by quality attributes. An arhitetural deision is meant
to be a deision of how to build or rather hange an arhiteture. If several variants
of arhitetures are available, the hoie of one of them may ontain several deisions.
A deision does not neessarily onern the whole arhiteture but an be foused
on ertain areas. Hene, variants with respet to spei deisions regarding only
ertain areas are taken into aount as well. Dierent levels of arhitetural deisions
are presented in detail in Setion 1.3.
2.2 Component-and-Connetor Viewtype
Arhiteture is meant to be the struture or strutures of software or a system (see
Setion 1.1). These strutures are based on a deomposition of the system into
omponents desribing the parts the system is built of. Furthermore, onnetors are
needed to desribe how the omponents of a system are omposed to a system or
maybe part of it. The omponent-and-onnetor viewtype, C&C viewtype, is not just
meant to desribe omponents of a system and how to put them together by using
onnetors but even emphasizes the runtime presene of its elements (see Clements et
al. [CBB
+
02℄), whih is onform to most of the ommon views on embedded system
arhiteture. First, the elements have runtime presene beause they are elements
of models of the systems struture. This struture usually does not hange during
runtime, i.e. the struture is stati, not dynami. Thus, the elements dened in the
arhiteture design time have a ounterpart in runtime. Seond, the properties of
those elements usually are related to resoure onsumption (memory, bus apaity,
power, et.). Those resoures are onsumed at runtime. The onern in building
embedded system arhitetures is foused on resoure alloation. Although there
are several other onerns, most of them are at least indiretly related to resoure
onsumption. One example is the extendability of a system. Not just interfaes
to new funtionality but also resoures reserved and available for performing that
additional funtionality build the enter of interest. Another example is reliability.
As important input for reliability evaluation, the mean time between failures (MTBF)
of omponents, is related to runtime.
Figure 2.2 shows the C&C metamodel used to dene dierent views of the view-
type. In Setions 2.3 to 2.6, the views needed for embedded system arhiteture in
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Figure 2.2: The omponent-and-onnetor viewtype
the automotive domain, rst dened in Florentz and Huhn [FH06℄, are presented as
styles. They are kept abstrat to provide most universality and allow adaption to the
needs of arhiteture development in dierent states. Extensions of the metamodel
atually the stylesan be used to rene the views. As automotive embedded sys-
tems are taken as example, the views represent embedded systems based on ontroller
networks.
It is a frequently asked question whih element to be a omponent and whih one
to be a onnetor. The answers will be given in the respetive setions in ombina-
tion with a detailed desription of the intention of the views and the elements shared
by them. Aording to Clements et al. [CBB
+
02℄, a table ontaining summarized
information on the view is given at the beginning of the desription of the respetive
view. Nevertheless, some general arguments regarding omponents and onnetors
are brought forward. First of all, omponents stay omponents in all views. There is
neither a hange of an element from omponent to onnetor nor in the other dire-
tion aross views. This is important to keep larity of the views as well as of their
instanes, i.e. arhiteture models. Seond, omponents are meant to be available
in a digital library and thus are invariant regarding their appliation in an arhi-
teture variant. Connetors, whih dene how an arhiteture is put together, will
not be available in libraries beause they are not expressive without their omponent
ontext. To build that ontext, onnetors are essential in every arhiteture view.
David Garlan states the great importane of onnetors in [CBB
+
02℄ espeially in
terms of their omplexity, i.e. onnetors are not meant to be only trivial onneting
elements but rather essential elements of C&C views.
Figure 2.3 outlines the four views on the embedded system arhiteture presented
in the following setions. The onnetors of eah view are represented by hexagons.
1. The rst view is onerned with the onnetion between funtions, more speif-
ially between required and provided signals of funtions.
2. The seond view takes hardware onnetors between hardware devies and
ommuniation lines into aount.
3. The third view represents the funtion mapping.
4. The fourth view is the ommuniation mapping.
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Figure 2.3: Sheme of views dened for the embedded system arhiteture
The funtion arhiteture and the hardware arhiteture desribe whih omponents
are to be put together and how this should be done. The funtion mapping and
the ommuniation mapping are C&C views as well. But, they do not make a hoie
whih omponents to apply but how to onnet omponents already deployed in other
arhitetures (i.e. funtion and hardware). Hene, the mappings are mainly based
on the onnetion of the overall embedded system arhiteture. This entral use of
onnetors in the mapping again highlights the importane of onnetors as essential
elements in arhiteture modeling.
The elements of Figure 2.3 will be mapped to the Open Systems Interonnetion
(OSI) referene model in Figure 2.10 of Setion 2.6.
2.3 The Funtion Arhiteture
The funtionality of a system is desribed by its funtion arhiteture. Funtions
an be onsidered as software omponents requiring input and providing output. A
funtion's omputational behavior may be dened by ode, behavioral models (e.g.
state-based formalisms), and even by textual desriptions. The arhiteture model is
meant to represent the funtionality struture omposed of software omponents, i.e.
funtions, whih will be mapped to hardware later. Hene, the atual omputational
behavior is not in the enter of interest in this view on arhiteture. After all, it be-
omes interesting when the funtionality nally is mapped to the hardware platform.
Then, rst simulations an be performed and ommuniation behavior beomes ob-
servable. For arhiteture purposes, the funtions represent parts of the funtionality
and dene their signature, i.e. the input and output. Both of them are rened by
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required and provided signals as parts of the funtions. In order to onnet fun-
tions, their signals are onneted. Thus, the onnetors of the funtion arhiteture
are diretly linked to signals and only indiretly to funtions. Figure 2.4 depits the
metamodel of the funtion arhiteture view. Its essential elements are summarized
in Table 2.1. A more detailed desription of the elements, the onstrution, and the
appliation of the metamodel is given below.
omponents
funtions A funtion represents a software omponent as a part
of the system funtionality. The omputational be-
havior of the funtion is not neessarily inluded as
exeutable model in the funtion but it has to be
known at least informally. The signature of the fun-
tion is given as its required and provided signals.
signals A signal represents information to be ommuniated.
It is speied by its name, ontent, availability and
resolution.
onnetor
signal-to-signal A signal-to-signal onnetor desribes how to on-
net two signals. Beause signals are used to de-
ne a funtion's signature, a signal-to-signal onne-
tor indiretly onnets funtions by desribing how
a provided signal of one funtion is mathed with a
required signal of another one. Signals provided by
sensors and required by atuators are taken into a-
ount as well.
Table 2.1: The funtion arhiteture
2.3.1 Funtions
For evaluation purposes, the funtionality of a system is invariant. Variations of
funtionality over the arhiteture variants to be evaluated may ause an inequitable
ontext for the evaluation results. Determining the funtionality, i.e. building the
funtion arhiteture, is a top-level deision in arhiteture development (see Se-
tion 1.3). From the user's viewpoint, funtionality is built of features whih an be
onsidered as being user-notieable, e.g. power windows, adaptive ruise ontrol, and
so on. Atually, the deision of the system funtionality is based on features seleted
by e.g. a salesman or a marketing team. Those features to be realized by a system
determine the funtions to be mapped to the hardware arhiteture and vie versa.
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Thus, features provide a view on the system dierent from that of funtions but the
resulting funtionality is the same. The intent of the embedded system arhiteture
presented in this hapter is to point out arhiteture deisions. Thus, the view on the
system funtionality is direted to the funtions and not to the features in order to be
able to express variants of the distribution of the funtionality among the ontrollers
(see Setion 2.1).
0..1
Signal_SignalFunctionArchitecture
Architecture Component Connector
Function Signal
**
2
*
provides
* requires
* **
* *
Figure 2.4: The funtion arhiteture metamodel
As a software omponent realizes a part of the funtionality, funtions have ompu-
tational behavior requiring input and providing output. Although the omputational
behavior itself is not in the enter of interest of this view, however, the resoures
needed for their omputation are. Therefore, the requirements regarding the ROM,
RAM, and CPU apaity need to be expressed as properties of a funtion to allow for
evaluation of the mapping of these funtions to ontrollers. Requirements regarding
input and output are onsidered by the required and provided signals assigned to a
funtion. Both, funtions and signals, are omponents. Hene, their diret relation
is not in the sope of C&C viewtype, i.e. they are not onneted via a onnetor but
just assoiated. They build struturally omplex omponents.
2.3.2 Signals
The term signal is often used to desribe the message transmission between a sender
and a reeiver. The atual realization of a signal depends on the appliation domain.
A signal an be meant to be broadasted to a set of reeivers. For example, it an be
meant to be applied voltage (or maybe its hanges) on a wire onneted to hardware
devies. In terms of dening a funtion, signals are meant to be required input and
provided output. There are several dierent and domain-spei interpretations of
signals. The ommonality of all the interpretations is that information is ommu-
niated by signals. This is what is expressed by a signal in the metamodel given
above. For arhiteture desription, this ommon interpretation overs all needs.
The spei interpretation of a signal is overed by the ommuniation mapping (see
Setion 2.6, espeially Figure 2.10).
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The speiation of a signal ontains its ontent, its availability, and its resolution
in speial ases. The ontent is onsidered to be the information represented by
the signal. Besides a name and an informal desription, the width in bits and their
arrangement have to be speied, i.e. the format. The availability desribes the
point(s) in time in whih a signal is available namely the rate of its availability.
In ase of a required signal, the availability expresses a requirement as well. The
resolution of a signal sometimes is alled granularity and addresses the represented
information. For example, the position of a window an be given as opened, losed,
and somewhere in between. A higher resolution may provide the windows position as
a metri value of the range of the window movement in entimeter or even millimeter.
2.3.3 Signal-to-signal Connetor
As desribed above, signals represent information to be ommuniated. The funtions
to be indiretly onneted via the signal-to-signal onnetors usually are oordinated,
i.e. their required an provided signals are speied to math when the arhiteture is
omposed. Thus, signal-to-signal onnetors are trivial onnetors at most, referen-
ing the signals to be onneted. In ase of unoordinated funtions as well as sensors
and atuators, an interpretation of the signals' ontent beomes neessary to math
the ontent of the provided signal with that of the required one. A simple example
may be a door lath sensor providing a signal of a logial 1 meaning the door is
opened and a logial 0 meaning the door is losed. A funtion whih requires the
signal is dened to interpret the 1 as losed and the 0 as opened. The provided and
required signals both have the same ontent and bit width. A simple onnetor may
lead to onfusion if no logial interpretation is provided. Atually, the onnetor has
to toggle the bit to ensure the intended ommuniation. A more omplex example
may be given by a funtion providing information on the inline of the vehile in for-
wards and sidewards diretion, whih is needed to adjust the urve lights aording
to the steering angle (another signal). Some funtion may just need one diretion
of inline but both are provided in ombination. The signal-to-signal onnetor an
now be used to express the part of the provided signal mathing the required signal
and vie versa. Thus, unoordinated funtions an be onneted via signals. Reusing
funtions or even bigger parts of legay systems often requires this option.
Signals onstitute the interfae of a funtion. With funtionality as entral part
of funtion-oriented system arhiteture, the funtionality's interfae has to be pro-
vided to and required by the environment of the system. The interfae towards the
environment is realized by sensors and atuators (see Setion 2.4) whih provide and
require signals. A detailed desription of the system interfae of a system is ontent
of Setion 2.6.3.
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2.3.4 Types and Instanes
In data ow-oriented domains like embedded systems, a type and instane related
view on modeling elements often is disregarded. First, the instantiation is done
impliitly while building the model whih atually is stati. Thus, no hanges during
runtime have to be taken into aount at design time. Seond, libraries of predened
elements are often just sets of bloks providing spei behavior or funtionality.
The required input and provided output is expressed by a name and the number of
bits for eah of the bloks. Besides hierarhy, there is no omplex omposition like
signal-based interfaes for funtions. Those types of bloks usually are dragged to
the urrent model and are onneted output to input. A fully funtional system an
be build this way without even missing a types and instanes view on the system
omponents.
Although the systems to be built in the automotive domain are still stati, the reuse
of omplex omponents espeially with high interativity an benet from thoughtful
type denition and instantiation mehanisms supported by a digital library. The
advantages are listed below.
 The modeling of omplex omponents lead to high modeling eort. Reuse of
these omponents an save muh eort.
 Reuse of omponents leads to lower diversity of omponents in a system, and
following, less omplexity of the system itself. Understandability of the systems
struture and behavior is inreased.
 A entralized and global denition of funtions and signals allows more powerful
onformane heks on interfaes, i.e. the signals. Loal denitions arry no
information on this onformane and thus do not support automati heks.
 In ontrast to loal denitions, global ones build an anhor point for variant,
version, and onguration management. Those kinds of management beome
more and more important for model-based system development.
A power window system needs an instane of the same ontrol funtion for eah of
the windows to be powered. For brevity, all power windows are meant to work alike.
Besides a oordination funtion to handle e.g. priority of dierent bush-buttons and
swith-keys, no further dierenes have to be taken into aount. Thus, a funtion
type Power Window Control needs to be dened. It requires and provides signals that
have to be dened as well. Beause of the Power Window Control being still abstrat,
neither onrete input is required nor output provided. It depends on the appliation
of the instanes whih of the signals need to be onneted. But, the signal types an
be dened already, e.g. opening, losing, and loking of a window. Hene, for funtion
instanes, signal types are known whih is needed by and suient for ompatibility
heking. To get to the point, there should be no separate power window funtion
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in the library for eah of the windows if the funtions are alike. The only reason
for that may be to assign more onrete, i.e. initialized signals as interfae, whih
usually is done during instantiation. The instantiation should ontain (re-)naming of
the signals for a better identiation. However, this is not neessary for identiation
by the systems itself, for whih signal-to-signal onnetors are used. Nevertheless, a
serious naming is the basis for doumentation of the arhiteture.
The types and instanes disussion provides another argument for the hoie of
omponent or onnetor as supertypes of the arhiteture elements. Components are
the elements whih an be predened for later instantiation. Connetors are the ele-
ments whih annot be predened beause their existene outside a onrete ontext
does not make any sense. This ontext is provided by the onneted omponents.
2.4 The Hardware Arhiteture
The hardware platform of a system is desribed by the hardware arhiteture. It
onsists of devies, namely ontrollers, sensors, and atuators, as well as of ommu-
niation lines. Controllers are devies that an arry funtionality, i.e. funtions are
mapped to them. Besides available (restrited) resoures of the hardware, the om-
putational behavior is mostly given by the funtions. Sensors are meant to provide
input (atually their output) for the system from the environment whereas atuators
are meant to require output (atually their input) of the system to its environment.
Thus, sensors and atuators build the system interfae to the environment. Ignor-
ing signals for the moment, the omponents of the hardware arhiteture an be
divided into devies and ommuniation lines. The latter are meant to transmit
information to be ommuniated between devies. Therefore, the onnetors of the
hardware arhiteture, the devie-to-ommline onnetor, onnet a devie with a
ommuniation line and never two elements of the same omponent subtype. This
part of the arhiteture deals with the hardware platform on whih the funtionality
of the system will be realized. The signalsas shared omponents with the funtion
arhiteturebuild the interfae to the funtionality. They represent information
provided and required by the system environment. Figure 2.5 depits the metamodel
of the hardware arhiteture. The devie types of the hardware arhiteture are pre-
sented in Figure 2.6. Its essential elements are summarized in Table 2.2. A more
detailed desription of the elements, the onstrution, and the appliation of the
metamodel is given below.
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omponents
ontrollers A ontroller is a devie to whih funtions an be
mapped to. Beause of the diversity of ontrollers
used in embedded systems even in the same domain,
no renement is dened by this metamodel. The
available resoures like RAM, ROM, and CPU apa-
ity an be given as properties. If modeling of highly
omplex ontroller strutures beomes neessary, re-
nements an be done aordingly.
sensors A sensor is a devie whih provides signals. Hene, it
is a soure. It represents an interfae to the embedded
system environment.
atuators An atuator is a devie whih requires signals. Hene,
it is a drain. Like a sensor, it represents an interfae
to the embedded system environment.
signals Same as in funtion arhiteture (see page 21).
ommuniation lines As a piee of hardware, a ommuniation line is a
omponent of the hardware arhiteture, not a on-
netor. It may be a simple ommuniation line with
just one soure or a bus to whih several soures an
be onneted. Its properties, e.g. diameter or trans-
mission rate, depend on the atual tehnology ap-
plied. A ommuniation line may even supply power.
onnetor
devie-to-ommline A devie-to-ommline (short for ommuniation line)
onnetor onnets devies with ommuniation lines.
For example, the onnetor may ontain information
on devie-related priority in ase of a onnetion to a
bus.
Table 2.2: The hardware arhiteture
2.4.1 Controllers
With respet to the runtime behavior, ontrollers provide one part of the most inter-
esting resoures for performane analysis. Controllers host funtions whih require
these resoures for being performed on an adequate level of quality. The knowledge
about resoure restritions is one advantage of embedded system analysis, although
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Figure 2.5: The hardware arhiteture metamodel
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Figure 2.6: The omponents of the hardware arhiteture
the restritions usually bear the hallenge in the development of embedded systems.
A ontroller's ROM and RAM (in most ases) are alloated statially. Thus, no spe-
i runtime behavior is expeted regarding those resoures. Dynamially alloated
resoures like the proessor are very important for performane analysis. Besides the
ommuniation onguration of the network (see below), the proessor utilization
signiantly inuenes the atual performane of the system.
For the hardware arhiteture, the renement of a ontroller by adding its prop-
erties regarding resoure apaities is suient. For the arhiteture of a ontroller
itself, expliit modeling of its omponents may beome interesting. However, the
level of evaluation and analysis applied in the following does not require suh a de-
tailed modeling of ontroller-intern omponents. The mapping of funtions, whih
is addressed in Setion 2.5, and the resulting resoure usage under onsiderations
of environment and user behavior (say senarios) build the enter of interest for
performane evaluation (see Chapter 4).
Beause of the strong hardware relation in the embedded domain, the osts for
hardware have a great inuene on the overall system osts inluding hardware,
software, prodution, and installation osts. Thus, ontroller osts should be given
as property of a ontroller to be able to estimate the hardware osts of the system.
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Atually, the osts may hange not just over time but even over the number of units
taken from the vendor.
2.4.2 Sensors and Atuators
Sensors and atuators provide the embedded system interfae from/to its environ-
ment. They provide and require signals and thus need to be onneted to ommu-
niation lines for propagation of the respetive information. Beause of the dierent
types of sensors and atuators to be used, their onnetion an be quite dierent.
The dierenes are handled by the devie-to-ommline onnetor.
Although signals are usually not onsidered as hardware, they are onsidered as
omponents in the hardware arhiteture to build the interfae between hardware,
i.e. the sensors and atuators, and software, i.e. the funtions ontaining signals. An
alternative in order to avoid sensors and atuators to diretly provide and require
signals, pseudo funtions might be mapped to them instead (f. AUTOSAR, see
Heineke et al. [HSF
+
04℄). The meaning of funtions as part of the embedded sys-
tem's software-based funtionality would be extended to funtionality of hardware.
To avoid mixing up hardware and software, the atual interfae between them has
been hosen to be based on signals and not on pseudo funtions. Thus, signals are
onsidered as omponents in the hardware arhiteture. Furthermore, the atually
existing abstrat harater of signals as information to be ommuniated is overed
by this modeling deision beause no distintion between the providing and requiring
omponent types is made by a signal itself.
At least when looking to partiular parts of an embedded system, not all infor-
mation required or provided will be available or onsumed inside the system or by
the interfae based on sensors and atuators. Often, interfaes are realized by buses
propagating the respetive information. Setion 2.6.3 addresses this kind of interfae
of subsystems.
Again, a non-tehnial but important property of sensors and atuators is their
osts. Like ontrollers, the great number of units in the embedded system domain
justies a thoughtful onsideration of even small ost dierenes between variants
of a single devie. Furthermore, the doumentation of osts for understandability
of arhitetural deisions still has a great meaning. With osts as driving artifat,
the shared use of sensors espeially their provided signals is motivated. Moreover,
installation spae an be saved whih is not just short but the position of a sensor
often is predened by its eld of appliation. The installation of several sensors may
be impossible not just beause of the osts but beause of the exlusive positioning
requirements. For example, the rotation wheel sensorit is a physial part of the
brakesprovides the veloity signal required by a great share of the overall funtion-
ality. Obviously, an exlusive sensor for every funtion (e.g. antiblok system, ruise
ontrol, air onditioning, radio, loking system, et.) is not pratiable. Although
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a redundant installation of many sensors is available for safety reasons, they do not
provide the same signal to dierent funtions.
2.4.3 Communiation Lines
Communiation lines are used to propagate information throughout the system. They
are linked to devies but are no onnetors. The reason for this is based on the dif-
ferent types of ommuniation lines whih need to be onneted in dierent ways
to devies. Thus, additional onnetors beome neessary to desribe those onne-
tions. Communiation lines an be just lines to arry information as pulse or even as
power to drive an atuator. Extended ommuniation lines are e.g. buses. Atually,
buses are pulse-driven lines as well but with another level of interpretation. This
dierentiation is addressed in Setion 2.6. In this setion, ommuniation lines are
presented in terms of onnetivity in the hardware arhiteture. Hene, they are
hardware omponents with mostly physial bakground.
As one important property, their diameter needs to be suient to ondut the
power neessary for ommuniation or even driving an atuator. In ombination with
the line length, the ommuniation line weight and osts an be expressed. Besides
the assignment of the lines (see Setion 2.4.6), the weight to be arried by the ar
and espeially the osts are most interesting properties of the ommuniation lines
in evaluation. A omplete able harness of an automotive system might weight more
than one hundred kilograms. More weight leads to an inreased fuel onsumption.
Additionally, the osts for the raw material, the opper, inrease the overall osts
of the nal produt. Like devies, ommuniation lines should be seleted under
thoughtful and eonomial onsiderations.
2.4.4 Devie-to-ommline Connetor
As shown in Figure 2.3, onnetors (denoted with 2) are loated between a devie
and a ommuniation line. Again, there are no onnetors between two omponents
of the same subtype.
Usually, there is an eletrial onnetion from a ontroller to e.g. a sensor, rep-
resented by a ommuniation line, on whih voltage is applied. In ase of simple
ommuniation lines, the onnetor desribes how to represent the abstrat ommu-
niation on the line. This is usually done by applied voltage. For example, a rotary
door lath an determine whether a door is opened or losed. An opened door may
be represented as applied voltage (e.g. 5 volts). A losed door is represented as no
applied voltage.
Moreover, it is possible that some information is not diretly available as a signal.
Let the sensor be a hall sensor whih ounts rotations of an eletri motor. This
sensor does not provide the absolute position of the window powered by the motor
but its relative one with respet to its old position. Suh a omplex interpretation of
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a signal has to be realized by an additional software omponent that omputes the
absolute position and is not to be handled by a devie-to-ommline onnetor.
A speial onnetion may be that from a ontroller to an atuator. An atuator
needs to be driven by power. Thus, in most ases, the ommuniation line onduts
power to the atuator simply swithed or even ontrolled by the ontroller. In those
ases, the onnetor has to represent more than a one bit onnetion in terms of
applied or no applied voltage. A more detailed one with several steps or even a
stepless one beomes neessary. An example an be given with smooth window
losing. When the window approahes its nal position (e.g. losed), the eletri
motor has to be slowed down to ahieve the smooth losing. In this ase, a simple
on/o ontrol is not suient. As a onsequene, more than a one bit information
has to be ommuniated via the line.
In ase of a bus to be onneted to a devie, the onnetor has to take the bus
protool to be used into aount. A respetive transeiver has to be physially
available at the onneted devie. Usually, just ontrollers are onneted to buses.
The onnetion of sensors and atuators has to be realized via more or less simple
ommuniation lines. Nevertheless, some sensor and atuator types are available
as so-alled smart sensors and atuators, respetively. In this ase, they are able
to interpret, reeive, and send bus messages on their own. This provides a more
deentralized positioning with onsiderably higher osts as trade o.
2.4.5 Omission of Power Supply
The power onsumption of devies is another important property of an embedded
system. Atually, the ontrollers and atuators are the omponents that onsume
most of the available power. Nevertheless, the power onsumption of ontrollers an-
not be initially given independently from their appliation in the embedded system.
Their need for power strongly depends on the funtionality realized by the embedded
system and thus has to be evaluated after the system arhiteture has been built.
To supply espeially distributed systems with power, additional power supply lines
have to be added. In the embedded system arhiteture presented in this hapter,
this power supply is omitted for now. The intention of the arhiteture model is
the representation of arhitetural deisions. Beause of the distribution of power
onsumers over the whole system, i.e. the installation spae, power supply an be
taken as granted for the moment. Atually, it has to be designed for a partiular
arhiteture. Thus, the arhiteture is input for the power supply design and not vie
versa. The dierenes in power supply layout an be enormous for one and the same
system (f. Gemmerih et al. [GSZ
+
05℄). Nevertheless, those dierenes an hardly
be taken into aount in early stages of system arhiteture. Moreover, dierenes in
the arhiteture may not ause signiant dierenes in the power supply, beause
most of the onsumers have to be plaed invariant with respet to arhitetural dei-
sions. Their loation regarding the installation spae is predened by their intention.
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Espeially atuators have to be installed in plaes in whih their ativity is needed.
For example, break lights have to be installed at the rear end of the ar and power
window motors near the respetive window.
The onern of the layout of the system, or more preisely of the network, is
addressed in Setion 2.4.6. Although it is not onsidered as part of the arhiteture
in terms of representing arhitetural deisions, its meaning for the overall system is
outlined in that setion.
Although power supply may be available at nearly every geometri loation in the
system, there is one problem that is taken into aount already in the arhiteture
development by the hardware arhiteture. The approximate length of ommuni-
ation lines an be taken as basis for estimations of the osts and the installation
problems of the able harness (see Setion 2.4.6). Moreover, a diret powering of
atuators over a relatively long distane leads to long ommuniation lines. Those
need a partiular diameter to atually ondut the needed power. Suh power pro-
viding ommuniation lines ause additional osts and weight to be onsidered in the
arhiteture development.
2.4.6 Network Layout
The alignment of the able harness ontaining ommuniation and power supply
lines is one part of the layout. Positioning of ontrollers, sensors, and atuators is
another one. Besides purely geometri restritions, environmental onditions have
to be taken are of. The network layout may be onsidered as subdisipline of
hardware arhiteture. Beause of its omplexity, it is not addressed by that view on
arhiteture but separately mentioned.
Atually, a three-dimensional geometri model is neessary to exatly alulate
the alignment of the able harness. But suh models are rarely available at the ar-
hiteture development level. Beause of strongly restrited geometri options, the
alignment of the able harness annot be done arbitrarily anyway. The predened
alignments will support estimations of the length of ommuniation and power lines
if the loations they have to reah are approximately known. These loations of sen-
sors, ontrollers, and atuators, whih are to be onneted via the able harness, an
be modeled by properties of the devies. A partitioning of the installation spae in
predened loations an be done on the arhiteture level already. Thus, loations
like e.g. driver door, engine ompartment, rear end left side, and so on are su-
ient to estimate the length of ommuniation and power lines. Additionally, parting
points
1
, whih bear hardware and installation osts, an be taken into aount in
between ertain loations. Thus, the osts of the able harness based on its align-
ment and preset by the positioning of devies an be evaluated even without exat
1
Parting points are speial plugs at whih the able harness is separated initially. Usually, the
harness is not parted any more after installation at this points.
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Figure 2.7: PREEvision topology model
three-dimensional models. An example is given by a so-alled topology model of the
arhiteture tool PREEvision (f. Ringler et al. [RSB07℄) as an be seen in Figure 2.7.
By supporting information on the length of the predened able onduits, the length
of any ommuniation line aligned in the onduits an be estimated.
Nevertheless, after the arhiteture and thus its network layout have been deter-
mined, there is still muh potential in the able harness design. A detailed modeling
inluding parting points, fuses, branhes, and plugs allows optimization regarding
hardware and installation osts of the harness. While oarse-grained onsiderations
of these elements are impliitly made by the designer of the network, a high-preision
integration of this problem needs to be taken into aount in separate. In Gemmerih
et al. [GSZ
+
05℄, an appliation of layout algorithms is presented to ahieve a ost-
eient layout of the able harness. Beause of the omplexity of this problem, an
integration in early arhiteture may lead to high modeling and evaluation eorts.
Thus, the appliation should be deferred to later phases of development.
2.4.7 Types and Instanes
Like in the funtion arhiteture, the omponents of this arhiteture view should
be kept as types to be instantiated in later appliation. Representing real hardware
omponents instead of virtual software omponents, their instantiation mathes their
atual installation. This points up the fat that instantiation is no further extension
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but simple appliation with assigning names. Nevertheless, dening types is impor-
tant for the same reasons as already disussed in the types and instanes setion of
the funtion arhiteture (see Setion 2.3).
Again and more obvious, the hoie whether omponent or onnetor is supertype
of an arhiteture element an be onrmed by the argument that omponents an
exist on their own while onnetors are not viable without omponents. Atually,
an instane of a onnetor an exist without ontext but does not make any sense.
Thus, elements that an atually be touhed by some installer are omponents, the
onnetion of those omponents represented by onnetor instanes are reated by
the installer. Communiation lines are omponents that are often onsidered as
onnetors beause a onnetion is built via this type of omponent. With respet
to the previous argumentation, ommuniation lines are onsidered as omponents
of the hardware arhiteture.
Signals are omponents of the hardware arhiteture for interfae reasons. Nev-
ertheless, they should be handled in the same way as in the funtion arhiteture.
For modeling purposes, there is no signiant dierene in signal type denition or
instantiation regarding their appliation in funtion or hardware arhiteture.
2.5 The Funtion Mapping
The funtion mapping onnets omponents of the funtion arhiteture, the fun-
tions, to omponents of the hardware arhiteture, the ontrollers. Hene, this view
of the embedded system arhiteture has a onneting (say mapping) intention. The
omponents of this arhiteture are shared omponents, no new ones are introdued
at this point. With respet to a funtion-oriented arhiteture development in on-
trast to a ontroller-oriented one, the mapping of funtions is of partiular interest
as it provides enhaned exibility. Figure 2.8 depits the metamodel of the funtion
mapping. Its essential elements are summarized in Table 2.3. A more detailed de-
sription of the elements, the onstrution, and the appliation of the metamodel is
given below.
omponents
funtions Same as in funtion arhiteture (see page 21).
ontrollers Same as in hardware arhiteture (see page 26).
onnetor
funtion-to-ontroller A funtion-to-ontroller onnetor maps a funtion to
a ontroller.
Table 2.3: The funtion mapping
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2.5.1 The Components
As already mentioned, the omponents of the funtion mapping are shared with
the funtion and the hardware arhiteture. A funtion is the smallest unit to be
mapped. A feature as part of funtionality onsists of several funtions realizing
it. For example, a power window system onsists at least of the a Power Window
Control funtion for eah of the windows and a oordinator funtion. Depending
on the kind of power window system, additional or extended funtions for more
windows and further funtionality like short lift (see ase study in Setion 3.1) an
be part of the feature. Smaller units like tasks or proesses are not yet onsidered
beause they do not represent arhitetural deisions whih is the main intention of
this embedded system arhiteture model. They have to be taken are of due to the
funtion mapping and thus are not to be dened by the mapping. But at least for
more detailed performane evaluation, they beome quite interesting. In that ase,
the funtions may need some renements representing their inner struture of tasks
and proesses.
Nevertheless, the omponents relevant for the funtion mapping are the funtions of
the funtion arhiteture and the ontrollers of the hardware arhiteture. Although
a more detailed view on the mapping will beome neessary in the design phase, for
arhiteture purposes this preision is suient.
2.5.2 Funtion-to-ontroller Connetor
A funtion is onneted (say mapped) to a ontroller by a funtion-to-ontroller on-
netor. In the rst plae, the onnetor just determines whih funtion to be mapped
to whih ontroller. In most arhiteture models, this mapping is represented by an
alloation viewtype (see Clements et al. [CBB
+
02℄) instead of a C&C viewtype. Hard-
ware omponents play a entral role in embedded systems. For this reason, they are
represented as omponents of the arhiteture instead of just a hardware platform to
be alloated. Hene, a onnetor is needed to onnet funtion omponents to on-
FunctionMapping Function Controller
Architecture Component Connector
**
Function_Controller
**11*1*
Figure 2.8: The funtion mapping metamodel
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troller omponents. In the seond plae, further information on the onguration of
ontroller and funtion an beome interesting, whih are not yet needed to desribe
the dierenes of arhiteture variants.
2.6 The Communiation Mapping
In ontrast to the funtion mapping, the ommuniation mapping represents way
more details about the atual onnetions. First, a signal is not neessarily on-
neted to just one ommuniation line. Seond, the onnetor itself arries more
detailed information on how to represent the signal on the respetive line. That does
not mean that the funtion mapping is less important. Atually, it is required by
the ommuniation mapping to determine whih signals have to be ommuniated
between hardware devies. The fous of this view on arhiteture is the inter devie
ommuniation while the intra devie ommuniation is not addressed here. Fig-
ure 2.9 depits the metamodel of the funtion mapping. Its essential elements are
summarized in Table 2.4. A more detailed desription of the elements, the onstru-
tion, and the appliation of the metamodel is given below.
omponents
signals Same as in funtion arhiteture (see page 21).
ommuniation lines Same as in hardware arhiteture (see page 26).
onnetor
signal-to-ommline A signal-to-ommline (short for ommuniation line)
onnetor maps a signal to a ommuniation line. Al-
though signals are onneted by signal-to-signal on-
netors, they are mapped independently to ommuni-
ation lines. Atually, the respetive onnetors have
to math.
Table 2.4: The ommuniation mapping
2.6.1 The Components
Like the funtion mapping, the ommuniation mapping does not introdue any new
omponents to the embedded system arhiteture model but onnets shared ones
(see Table 2.4). There is one signiant dierene how the omponents are shared
with respet to the other views. The signals are not onsidered to be a part of another
omponent like in the funtion and hardware arhiteture as part of a funtion, sen-
sor, and atuator, respetively. Their aliation is expliitly not mentioned beause
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Figure 2.9: The ommuniation mapping metamodel
it is already overed by the previous views without whih a ommuniation mapping
does not make any sense in most ases. In those ases, in whih a ommuniation
mapping is reasonable even without the previous views, i.e. as interfae for an in-
omplete system or a subsystem, the aliation is usually still unknown anyway (see
Setion 2.6.3). Hene, the signal aliation is not taken into aount by this view.
However, the ommuniation lines are used like in the hardware arhiteture.
2.6.2 Signal-to-ommline Connetor
The signal-to-ommline onnetor onnets a signal to a ommuniation line. Its
atual appearane diers regarding the underlying ommuniation line. Figure 2.10
arranges the C&C-based sheme of Figure 2.3 to the Open System Interonnetion
(OSI) referene model (see Zimmermann [Zim80℄). Although, an embedded system
is typially not referred to as open system, its devies do ommuniate with eah
other. They are not losed, thus have an interfae for interonnetion with others.
With sensors and atuators building the interfae to the system environment, even
ommuniation from outside is supported. An embedded system is stati in most
ases. In ontrast to most open ommuniation systems in whih new omponents
an be added quite easy, the ommuniation partiipants are known at design time
already. This fat may let an embedded ontrol system appear less open. Never-
theless, an arrangement to the OSI referene model an be useful to distinguish the
dierent onnetors used on the views as well as to outline the dierenes of vari-
ous signal-to-ommline onnetors. Furthermore, the realization of ommuniation
priniples in the embedded system an be made expliit and desriptive.
In Figure 2.10, the underlying hardware platform is outlined by the gray olumns
onneted via the physial interonnetion media (layer 0). The gray parts represent
an example instane of the OSI arhiteture. The olumns an be onsidered as
devies of hardware on whih funtionality may be mapped (f. onnetor 3 in
Figure 2.3). In ase of a sensor or atuator, the appliation layer an be negleted
as no funtion an be mapped on them. The arrangement of embedded system
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arhiteture elements to the OSI layers is disussed in the following paragraphs. The
seven layers of the OSI arhiteture are shortly introdued at the beginning of eah
of the paragraphs. See Zimmermann [Zim80℄ for a detailed introdution to the OSI
referene model.
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Figure 2.10: The elements of the views mapped to OSI referene model
Appliation Layer (7) The Appliation Layer is the hierarhially highest layer
and thus ontains the highest abstration of distributed ommuniating appliation
entities of the OSI arhiteture. This level of appliation is direted to the ommu-
niation of the system. The atual funtionality of the system is loated on top of
the Appliation Layer.
The funtions of the embedded system arhiteture as parts of the funtionality
and data proessing units are loated at the Appliation Layer. To proess a se-
nario, e.g. a use ase, funtions will proess information required from sensors and
other funtions to provide to other ones as well as to atuators. The need for om-
muniation is given by a senario represented by e.g. a sequene diagram. It ontains
information on whih data to be proessed by whih funtions and thus via whih
devies and ommuniation lines.
Presentation Layer (6) The Presentation Layer provides the interpretation of
the ommuniated data based on their presentation. The loation independene of
this layer, and thus platform independene, enables the diret linking of its entities
without onsidering the underlying layers.
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For a ommon representation of data, signals are introdued to desribe required
as well as provided information (see Setion 2.3). Signals provide a bitwise repre-
sentation of the data to be ommuniated. The onrete representation enables the
linking of funtions regarding their interfae (alled signature in the omputer siene
domains) dened by signals. The signal-to-signal onnetor is used to link signals
onsidering their respetive meaning.
This abstrat handling of signals is needed to provide a ommon basis for interfaes
of system omponents and the system environment. The utilization of the OSI arhi-
teture layers refers to their tehnial realization. Hene, the neessary distintion
of dierent appearanes of signals is onsidered by the OSI arhiteture as presented
below.
Session, Transport, and Network Layer (5-3) Although there is a strongly in-
tended distintion between the Network, Transport, and Session Layer, they are taken
into aount in ombination at this point. Partiularities of exemplarily applied teh-
nologies are mentioned below to outline the appliation of the signal-to-ommline
onnetor. Following, the three layers are shortly introdued.
Funtional and proedural means for network servie data exhange between trans-
port entities are intended by the Network Layer. Its servies are based on the Data
link Layer. The Transport Layer provides data transfer between session entities.
Higher layers do not need to be onerned about how to atually provide reliable
transfer. This is onern of this layer. The Session Layer assures the ooperation
between entities of the Presentation Layer. Besides a binding of these entities, the
ontrol (say oordination) of the presentation entities is taken into aount by this
layer.
From layer 5 down to layer 1, the ontent of the layers depends on the tehnology
applied. Dierent ontents allow independent ommuniation on the upper layers
(6 and 7). Two examples are given: A simple ommuniation line and a CAN bus.
A signal-to-ommline onnetor speies the transition from the upper layers to the
lower ones. Atually, the ontent of layers may be impliitly implemented by the
hosen tehnology whih will be mentioned for the examples.
Applied voltage may be used on the Physial Layer for ommuniation and is re-
layed by the Data link Layer in ase of a simple ommuniation line (see below). The
signal-to-ommline onnetor, loated at layers 3 to 5, maps the signal representation
to the ommuniation line. Thus, an interpretation beomes neessary to be able to
link two entities of the Presentation Layer (atually signals) on the Session Layer.
This is not diretly done by the onnetor but by referening the ommuniation be-
tween session entities. Beause of the trivial realization of simple ommuniation line
onnetions, neither the servies of the Transport nor of the Network Layer are ex-
pliitly implemented. Routing and swithing, usually handled by the Network Layer,
are realized by the xed onnetion to devies. Beause just one sender is allowed
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in this ase, the ommuniation diretion is non-ambiguous. The possibilities of the
Transport Layer are restrited aordingly. As a onsequene, the mapping of a sig-
nal to a ommuniation line is represented by a mapping to the lower layers whih
provide applied voltage as onnetion harateristis for simple ommuniation lines.
For instane, an applied voltage of 5 volts may be interpreted as logial 1 whereas
no voltage applied may be interpreted as logial 0 or vie versa.
In ase of ommuniation via a bus, e.g. a CAN bus, the Network and the Transport
Layer have more abilities. The Data link Layer already provides the frames for CAN
messages. To keep osts low, espeially for CAN transeivers, dynami transport
is disapproved. Predened messages are used for simple aess to the ontained
information. This denition an be aounted to the Transport Layer. Beause of the
simple hardware struture of CAN, swithing and routing are not diretly supported.
Aeptane ltering is loated on layer 2, whih ensures syntati orretness of
frames. But, speial CAN transeivers support ltering messages regarding their ID
and ontent by masks. Only parts of a ertain frame will be aepted and diretly
written to e.g. some register of the ontroller. That way, the transeiver does not
need to support arbitrary CAN messages, whih would be more expensive to realize.
The ontent of the messages may be diretly (interpretation inlusive) provided by
the transeiver. Additional hardware or software for interpreting arbitrary messages
an be saved as well. Moreover, addressing ertain ontrollers an be realized in
that way instead of just broadasting messages via the bus. Although this proedure
seems to be somehow inverse, it supports simple addressing from the reeiver's point
of view. Therefore, information on how to lter messages regarding their ontent is
loated on the Network Layer.
Data link Layer (2) Funtional and proedural means to provide data links be-
tween network entities is the intention of theData link Layer. It uses servies provided
by the Physial Layer.
In ase of simple ommuniation lines, Medium Aess Control (MAC) is realized
by the onnetion between devie and ommuniation line. There is no dynami
aess intended. Logial Link Control (LLC) is negleted as well beause of the
strongly limited information to be ommuniated. Neither MAC nor LLC servies
are implemented for simple ommuniation lines. Hene, the Data link Layer an be
onsidered as simple relay.
MAC and LLC provide the following servies for the CAN bus. MAC : Data enap-
sulation/deapsulation, frame oding (stung), medium aess management, error
detetion, error signaling, aknowledgment. LLC : Aeptane ltering, overload no-
tiation, reovery management. In the automotive domain, MAC and LLC are
implemented by a CAN transeiver.
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Physial Layer (1) The Physial Layer represents harateristis of physial on-
netions. These an be e.g. eletrial or mehanial harateristis. The hara-
teristis have to be supported by the atual physial medium for interonnetion
(sometimes informally referred to as layer 0).
The onnetion harateristis for simple ommuniation lines are applied voltage
in most ases. For example, 0 and 5 volts may be applied to ommuniate between
entities of this layer. For atuators, a ommuniation line may need to provide power
for driving the atuator. Besides an adequate onnetion and suient diameter of
the physial medium, even speial transeivers might beome neessary to ontrol
the ommuniation by power transfer.
In ase of a CAN bus (at least low speed CAN), the physial medium is nothing
else than a wire. Applied voltage is used on this layer like for simple ommuniation
lines. The devie-to-ommline onnetor spread aross layer 1 and 2 in Figure 2.10
desribes the onnetion via a CAN transeiver. The appliation and detetion of
voltage is handled by this transeiver.
2.6.3 Subsystem Interfae
Arhitetural deisions often aet just parts of a system, i.e. a subsystem. To avoid
modeling eort, the arhiteture of just the subsystem is modeled and an interfae to
the system and its environment beomes neessary. This interfae is stated by om-
muniation. Hene, signals are required or provided aross subsystem boundaries.
In most ases, these signals are to be transmitted via a bus. The ommuniation
mapping is syntatially independent from the mapping between signals. Atually,
the logial relations of signals represented by a signal-to-signal onnetor are taken
into aount. The advantage of the independent ommuniation mapping is the abil-
ity to map ommuniation, i.e. signals, even if the ommuniating parties are not
yet known, i.e. the interation partner of the environment is not in the viewpoint
of the subsystem. Beause of predened ommuniation on e.g. a bus, the interfae
to/from the system environment is ontained in already dened bus messages repre-
senting sets of signals among other information. The signal-to-ommline onnetor
maps a signal to a ommuniation line and therefore ontains information on the
signal representation on this line. In ase of a bus, the message identier and the
positions of the relevant bits onstitute the signal-to-ommline onnetor. And in
some ases, additional information on partiularities regarding the CAN transeiver
applied to handle the messages are added. If the subsystem is extended or even
integrated, signal-to-signal onnetors may be applied and a mapping of the newly
added signals will have to be done aording to the existing mapping of the signals
of the original subsystem. If the integration is done with an existing (sub-) system, a
mapping of signals to ommuniation lines may already exist on both sides. Thus, a
onformane hek needs to be performed aording to the signal-to-signal mappings,
i.e. the logial mapping of signals.
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2.6.4 Communiation Mapping Alternatives
The intention of the mapping is outlined espeially with respet to the OSI referene
model. The legitimate question arises, why the signal-to-ommuniation onnetor
has been dened the way it has been. A onnetor between signal-to-signal onnetor
(1 on the Presentation Layer) and ommuniation line ould have been dened
to express the same information. The atual deision is based on several reasons
exeeding the intention of simple representation of arhitetural deisions.
With the appliation of the C&C viewtype as metamodel for the dierent views
on the embedded system arhiteture, a determination of what will be a omponent
and what will be a onnetor has been made (see Setion 2.2). A onnetor be-
tween a ommuniation line and what is now the signal-to-signal onnetor would
require the latter to be dened as omponent in the ommuniation mapping. An-
other possibility would be a further subdivision of omponents and onnetors in
the funtion arhiteture by replaing the signal-to-signal onnetor by a onnetor-
omponent-onnetor onstrution. The rst way is in breah with the idea of keeping
omponents as omponents in all views. The seond way leads to a too ne-grained
struture ontaining either dummy onnetors or a dummy omponent. The on-
netion of signals to ommuniation lines is more onsequent on the one hand and
represents the atual realization proess on the other hand.
The signal-to-signal onnetor represents the onnetion between two signals. De-
pendent on the ommuniation partiipant, this onnetor may not be uniform al-
though the provided signal is the same. The distintion between how a signal is
provided and how it is atually required should not be represented in a onnetion
between signal-to-signal onnetor and ommuniation lines. Exatly the same pro-
vided signal would be mapped multiple times beause of multiple and even dierent
signal-to-signal onnetors needed. This is against the intuition of providing a signal
just one (ignoring redundany for safety reasons at the moment).
For modeling purposes, it an be quite interesting to know whih provided signals
are ommuniated via some ommuniation line already. This in ombination with
the option of providing the signal to multiple reipients favors a single mapping of
one signal to one ommuniation line instead of a multiple mapping of the onnetion
between two signals. Furthermore, predenition of e.g. bus messages is supported
this way. Signals an be assigned to the ontent of a message even before being
onneted to another signal. Although it sounds onfusing to propagate a signal
without even knowing if and by whom it is required, predened bus onguration
ontaining predened bus messages are ommon pratie. And building systems not
top down but for example based on legay parts may require this kind of predening
ommuniation even though not all partiipants are already/initially known.
To meet the ommon intuition of ommuniation, fundamentally inuened by
the standardization of the OSI referene model, the signal-to-ommline onnetor is
vertially arranged between entities of adjaent layers belonging to the same ommu-
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niation entity, i.e. the funtion. A diret onnetion from signal-to-signal onnetor
to a ommuniation line would mean a vertial onnetion in between two dierent
ommuniation partiipants whih is not intended by the OSI referene model.
2.7 Arhiteture View Graphs
The arhiteture view graphs presented in this setion are introdued to display ar-
hiteture variants. The distintion between dierent arhiteture variants is the
main interest. Many details will be omitted by the graphial representation beause
they are not neessary to represent a variant and thus may ause onfusion. A-
tually, a omplete arhiteture of an embedded system in the automobile industry
has several hundreds of thousands of elements. The types of elements ontained in
the view graphs are given in Figure 2.11. Atually, all the elements are omponents.
Connetors will be represented by ombinations of omponents in most ases. This
is in ontrast to the ommon interpretation of boxes and lines view graphs that maps
omponents to boxes and onnetors to lines. The best example are ommuniation
lines and buses. Of ourse, they are meant to onnet ontrollers after all. But they
are omponents and not onnetors (see Setion 2.4). Trying to be ompliant to the
ommon interpretation would add nothing to the expressiveness of the view graphs
but would make them big and onfusing. Thus, a onnetion is visualized by ompo-
nents in touh in most ases. Figures 2.12, 2.13, and 2.14 ontain abstrat modeling
examples supporting this argument.
controller (named)
smart actuators
actuators
smart sensors
sensors
BUS
Function
ECU
communication line
bus (named)
function (named)
Figure 2.11: View graph legend
via communication lineECU
connection of
sensor and controller
Figure 2.12: Connetions between ontroller and sensors/atuators
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Figure 2.12 depits the onnetion between ontrollers and sensors or atuators,
respetively. This onnetion is established via a simple ommuniation line. There
are two onnetors neessary, one between e.g. sensor and ommuniation line and an-
other one between the ontroller and the ommuniation line. These are represented
by the ommuniation line in touh with the devies.
communication line
ECU ECU
smart device and bus
connection of
BUS
connection of
bus and controller
connection of
smart device and
Figure 2.13: Connetions to ommuniation lines
In Figure 2.13 a onnetion via a bus is presented. Besides ontrollers, smart
devies (i.e. smart sensors and atuators) are onneted to the bus. The more om-
pliated tehnial realization of the smart devies is expressed by their dark ending.
Smart devies are not only applied at buses. To avoid long and expensive power
supplying ommuniation lines, swithes an be added to atuators, whih help to
ontrol the atuator via a simple ommuniation line. This option is depited at the
upper left part of the gure.
A Funct.
A Funct. B Funct.
C Funct.
ECU
A Funct.
B Funct.
C Funct.
ECU
C Funct.
B Funct.
Figure 2.14: Three styles of funtion mapping visualization
The funtion mapping an be represented in dierent ways. The rst option in
Figure 2.14 ontains expliit onnetors (the dashed lines). If many funtions are to
be mapped, this type will be preferred. The middle and the right style dier just
in the labeling of the ontroller with its name. Atually, the label does not need to
ontain a name. In some ases, having a signiant property's value as label an
be more helpful and expressive. The representation of onnetors by plaing the
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funtion instanes inside of a ontroller instane saves additional boxes and lines.
This inreases the larity without omitting details.
Signals are not regarded in the view graphs for several reasons. First, even small
and restrited systems an have hundreds of signals to be ommuniated. The rep-
resentation of eah of them would lead to total onfusion in a view graph. Seond,
the onnetors onerning signals are quite powerful and diverse. Thus, no ommon
representation is available. If needed, signal onnetions should be separately given.
Third, the ommuniation mapping needs to be done aording the ommuniation
hardware of a variant. Usually, there are no alternatives but only one possibility
to ommuniate a signal from one devie to another one. Thus, a oarse-grained
ommuniation mapping an be diretly derived from the funtion mapping.
ECU
four
ECU
hardware architecture
BUS
A
Function
C
Function
D
Function
three
ECU
one
ECU
two
function architecture
function mapping
Function
B
Figure 2.15: Alternative arhiteture view graph
An alternative to present an arhiteture is given in Figure 2.15. Even this small
and simple system omitting sensors and atuators nearly lls up the entire drawing
area. Three-dimensional (or at least ISO 3D) drawings are popular as well beause
of their nie appearane and extended drawing options in a layered struture. Nev-
ertheless, the simple arhiteture view graphs presented above are totally suient
to represent arhiteture variants and espeially arhiteture deisions.
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In this hapter, two automotive ase studies are introdued by presenting their ar-
hiteture variants. The rst one is a Body Comfort System onerned with the
power windows, the entral loking system, and the onvertible top developed in
ooperation with the VOLKSWAGEN AG (f. Mielke [Mie07℄). The seond one is
a multimedia system, the In-Car Radio Navigation System, ontaining radio, navi-
gation and man-mahine interfae funtionality. The latter ase study is taken from
Wandeler et al. [WTVL06℄. The ase studies over dierent states of arhiteture
development and evaluation.
First, the development bakground of the ase studies is dierent. The Body
Comfort System is based on extensions of a legay system. The extensions require
reuse of (maybe hanged) available omponents or even new development of some
of them. All in all, most of the legay system will be reused and extended, whih
represents the atual development proess and its hange from ontroller-oriented to
funtion-oriented development. The In-Car Radio Navigation System is an example
for variants built from srath. The underlying hardware arhiteture and the map-
ping of funtions to the devies is based on arhitets' deisions and without taking
legay systems into aount.
Seond, the Body Comfort System ase study with its many variants highlights a
seletion-intensive arhiteture evaluation proess whereas the In-Car Radio Naviga-
tion System with an already quite low number of variants is direted to more detailed
modeling. Thus, the rst one is useful to illustrate the evaluation methodology deal-
ing with time-saving and ost-eient redution of the number of variants to nd
the most promising one. The seond onemodeled in more detailsupports more
reliable statements on the system quality as well as further analysis of the potential
of the arhiteture variants.
Third, although both ase studies are from the automotive domain, their dier-
ent intentions and arhiteture rationale point out the appliability of the approah
presented in this work in dierent elds of appliation.
The Body Comfort System and the In-Car Radio Navigation ase studies are in-
trodued in Setion 3.1 and Setion 3.2, respetively.
3.1 Body Comfort System Arhiteture
The Body Comfort System (BCS) ase study is an embedded system for appliation
in onvertibles. A onvertible is featured by a speial body, i.e. its top is onvertible.
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The Body Comfort System ontains a power window system, a entral loking system,
and a ontrol funtion for the onvertible top. Like most embedded systems in the
automotive industry, new systems are built by adding funtionality to legay systems
ausing as few hardware hanges as possible. Other than building an arhiteture
from srath, this poliy an save ost-intensive development and takes available and
established omponents and even arhitetures into aount. Furthermore, ommon
parts of several systems are muh easier to support and to maintain. The Body
Comfort System is based on a double extension of a Legay Power Window Control
System. The rst extension is the Short Lift Control (SLC) added to the power
window funtionality, the seond is the Convertible Top Control (CTC).
The power window funtionality of the legay system was originally built to ontrol
four power windows of a ompat ar. The doors of the ompat ar were supposed
to frame the windows. Other bodies like onvertibles or oupés do not provide frames
for the windows by their doors. Those windows are alled frameless windows. They
are integrated in the doors but need to be held by the grooves at the body (espeially
the top) for an eetive wind- and water-sealing. Thus, opening and losing the doors
requires short lifts to release the windows from their grooves. The same is neessary
for opening and losing the onvertible top.
In this ase study, the top needs to be onverted manually. However, some ontrol
of the top is neessary for safety reasons. This ontrol is onerned with providing
information on the state of the top (inlusive proper loking) and with the permission
of opening and losing of the top.
Two out of three arhitetural deisions are onerned with extensions of a legay
system regarding the power windows and the onvertible top. A third deision is to
be made regarding the battery to be applied in the system. It is an example for a
deision that is slightly out of sope in terms of the embedded system arhiteture
views presented in Chapter 2 but nevertheless needs to be taken into aount.
In the following setions, the arhiteture of the legay system as well as the
extensions are presented. The latter are setioned regarding arhiteture deisions,
thus based on variants of the respetive deision. Two variants are provided for
the Short Lift Control. For the Convertible Top Control, three variants are taken
into aount. The battery deision provides three variants. A total of 18 variants
(2× 3× 3) results from these three deisions as presented at the end of this setion.
3.1.1 Legay Power Window Control System
The Legay Power Window Control System shown in Figure 3.1 is based on a Lo-
al Interonnetion Network
1
with a Body Control Devie (BCD) as master and
1
A Loal Interonnetion Network (LIN, [LIN06℄) is a low ost master-slave bus system for vehiles.
It is realized by a single wire and meant to meet low ommuniation requirements of body
funtionality. LIN provides transmission rates up to 20 bit/s.
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four Power Window Devies (PWD) as slaves. Besides the Central Loking Con-
trol (CLC) and misellaneous funtions (mis), whih are not in the enter of interest
here, the Body Control Devie implements the Power Window Control Coordina-
tor (PCC). The Power Window Control Coordinator oordinates the Power Window
Control (PWC) instanes, i.e. enabling and disabling the Power Window Controls
with respet to hild lok, lamp 15 (ignition), entral loking, and so on. The door
lath sensors are neessary for the Central Loking Control, whih are onneted
via simple ommuniation lines. Furthermore, a Controller Area Network
2
bus is
installed. The CAN bus is out of sope for the power window system but beomes
interesting for the extension by the Convertible Top Control. Atually, just a setion
of the entire system is shown to keep the omplexity in bounds. Both, the front
Power Windows Devies installed in the two doors of the body and the rear Power
Window Devies installed at the left and right rear exterior installation spae of the
body (there are no rear doors) are all about the same. The are onneted via ommu-
niation lines to a power window motor as atuator, a swith, a hall sensor deteting
motor rotation, and a fore sensor measuring the fore with whih the window is
powered. Additionally, the Power Window Devie at the driver's door is equipped
with swithes for all windows and one for the hild lok.
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Figure 3.1: Legay Power Window Control System
In Chapter 6, additional details on the arhiteture as well as on the extensions
are provided with respet to the evaluation tehniques applied. The desriptions
of the arhitetures in this hapter are onerned with omposition aspets and the
rationale of the variants, respetively. The parts arried over from the legay systems
2
A Controller Area Network (CAN: Robert Bosh GmbH [Rob91℄) is a bus for vehile appliations.
Its twisted pair wiring enables ommuniation whih is robust against noise. Depending on the
bus length, CAN provides bit rates up to 1 MBit.
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are grayed out in the following gures in order to highlight the parts whih are
essential for the extensions.
3.1.2 Short Lift Control
As already mentioned in the introdution of this setion, Short Lift Control is needed
to drop and lift a power window just a little bit for releasing it from its grooves. The
legay system does not ontain this funtion. There are two variants of extension.
The rst maps the Short Lift Control to the Body Control Devie as it still has some
resoures left. The seond one maps the funtion to the front Power Window Devies.
Usually, onvertibles just have two doors. There is no need for Short Lift Control
for the rear windows with respet to the opening and losing of doors. The short lift
required for opening and losing of the top an be integrated with the Convertible
Top Control.
Short Lift Control on Body Control Devie
There are two reasons to map the Short Lift Control to the Body Control Devie.
First, door lath sensors are already available at this devie. They are required by
the Central Loking Control to notie whether a door is opened or losed. Seond,
the Body Control Devie has free resoures for extensions. The latter may be a bit
problemati as the reserves will be used for funtionality extensions that are needed
for spei bodies only (those with frameless windows). The Body Control Devie
will be used in various produts. Thus, most of the units produed will not benet
from this extension whih dereases the resoure reserves for all body produts. For
a detailed disussion of this topi see Setion 6.1.
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Figure 3.2: SLC on Body Control Devie
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Beause Short Lift Control is needed for both of the windows in the front doors,
two instanes have to be installed. As depited in Figure 3.2, no hardware hanges
are required for realizing the Short Lift Control whih is an advantage of this variant
of extension. A possible tehnial problem is given by the ommuniation between
the Short Lift Control and the respetive power window motor. If the door lath
detets a door is opening, the Short Lift Control has to drop the window, whih
has to be done immediately. The ommuniation between the respetive devies is
realized via a LIN bus. The evaluation will have to assess if the relatively slow LIN
bus does not ause too long delays.
Short Lift Control on Power Window Devies
The advantage of mapping the Short Lift Control to the Power Window Devies is
a possible inrement of performane by not using the omparatively slow LIN bus.
Furthermore, the resoure reserves of the Body Control Devie an be saved for
further extensions that do not fous systems with a speial body.
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Figure 3.3: SLC on Power Window Devies
The drawbak of this solution is the neessity of a hardware hange as depited in
Figure 3.3 by the blak Power Window Devies. Besides an extension of the front
Power Window Devies, additional door lath sensors need to be installed. The al-
ready available ones annot be onneted to the Power Window Devies for tehnial
reasons. Thus, additional hardware osts arise regardless of the osts for extending
the front Power Window Devies. Although the Power Window Devies are alike
regarding their tehnial onguration, the front Power Window Devies are not
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exatly the same as the rear ones. The reason for this is the installation spae avail-
able at the respetive loations whih requires slightly diering devies. Therefore,
the front and rear Power Window Devies are to be dierently built anyway, whih
redues the drawbak of hanging the front Power Window Devies.
3.1.3 Convertible Top Control
The Convertible Top Control for observing the top state also ontains some short
lift funtionality regarding the rear windows. Beause this part of the short lift is
exlusively used by the Convertible Top Control, it is not separately depited in the
arhiteture view graphs. The Convertible Top Control in this ase study is not used
to drive the onvertible top. If a powered top is to be installed, the Convertible
Top Control will have to be modied. There are four top lath sensors installed to
detet proper loking of the top. Two are installed at the front of the top and two are
installed at the rear end. They are needed by all of the variants of the Convertible Top
Control. Thus, they have to be installed anyway but their onnetion is an interesting
part with respet to their distribution throughout the body. If a ontroller for the
Convertible Top Control is applied, its position will be the installation spae at the
rear end of the body next to the atuator (the top) even though it is not onsidered
to be the powered variant in this ase study.
Convertible Top Control on Body Control Devie
The reason for mapping the Convertible Top Control to the Body Control Devie
is twofold. First, the top is part of the body. Thus, the Body Control Devie is
predestinated to realize its ontrol. Seond, required resoure reserves are available.
Their usage may avoid additional hardware installations. Atually, there are fewer
bodies needing Convertible Top Control than Short Lift Control. The latter is also
needed for oupés. Hene, the argument against resoure usage for just a subset of
the Body Control Devie users arises like for Short Lift Control.
The onnetion of the front top lath sensors is unproblemati beause of their
loation nearby the Body Control Devie as an be seen in Figure 3.4. The top lath
sensors at the rear end have to be onneted to the Body Control Devie via long
ommuniation lines. Beause they do not need to provide any power, their diameter
and therefore osts are kept low. For later modiations to support powered tops,
several additional ommuniation lines providing power for the atuators of the top
need to be installed, whih may drastially inrease the osts. However, the manual
top does not need those atuators, whih makes the mapping of the Convertible Top
Control to the Body Control Devie worthwhile to be taken into aount.
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Figure 3.4: CTC on Body Control Devie
Convertible Top Control on a Redued Convertible Top Devie
Convertible top devies for powered tops are already available. Beause of the manual
handling of the top in this ase study, these devies are too powerful and thus too
expensive. The reuse of legay omponents, even though they need to be modied,
is ommon in the automotive industry. Thus, a Redued Convertible Top Devie
(RedCTD) is taken into aount in this variant as depited in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: CTC on Redued Convertible Top Devie
Besides the redution of a onvertible top devie, the CAN bus already installed in
the legay system needs to be extended to reah the rear end of the body in whih the
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Redued Convertible Top Devie will be installed. The rear top lath sensors do not
require long ommuniation lines to the Body Control Devie anymore beause they
an be onneted to the Redued Convertible Top Devie. But the front top lath
sensors do need long ommuniation lines to be onneted to the Redued Convertible
Top Devie in order to avoid hardware modiations on the Body Control Devie.
Hene, the mapping of the Convertible Top Control seems to be irrelevant for the
onnetion of the top lath sensors in this ase. But for later modiations of the
Convertible Top Control for powered tops, the appliation of a separate devie seems
promising.
Convertible Top Control on Mini Convertible Top Devie
As ost-eient alternative to the Redued Convertible Top Devie, a Mini Convert-
ible Top Devie (MiniCTD) is applied in this variant (see Figure 3.6). If this variant
is be realized, a modiation for supporting a powered top will be more ompliated
than in the Redued Convertible Top Devie variant.
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Figure 3.6: CTC on Mini Convertible Top Devie
The onnetion of the Mini Convertible Top Devie and the redued one are alike.
The main dierene of this variants is based on the hardware osts of the respetive
devie. A further dierene is the modiability to possible appliation for powered
tops.
Variants not Taken into Aount
There are two arhitetural deisions for whih no variations are taken into aount.
These deisions are onerned with the onnetion of sensors. Due to the poliy of
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avoiding hardware hanges, the sensors are not onneted to the nearest ontroller
available but are onneted via ommuniation lines to the nearest one that is already
aeted by hardware hanges. Thus, none of the atual not aeted ontrollers need
to be hanged regarding their hardware (i.e. the sensor onnetion).
The rst deision is onerned with the onnetion of the front top lathes. De-
pendent on the underlying variants of the Convertible Top Control, the sensors will
be onneted either to the Body Control Devie if the Convertible Top Control is
realized on it or to the separate onvertible top devie in the other ase. In the latter,
the front top lathes are onneted to that devie as well. A variant with Convertible
Top Control on a separate ontroller and the front top lathes onneted to the Body
Control Devie in order to relay the signals via the CAN bus are not onsidered.
This variant would intend a hardware hange of the alternatively unhanged Body
Control Devie.
The seond deision is onerned with the onnetion of the additional power
window swith. This swith simultaneously aets all windows and is available in
onvertibles only. Its loation at the driver's door panel motivates its onnetion to
the Power Window Devie of the driver's door. However, if no hardware hanges of
that Power Window Devie are required by other deisions, the swith will be on-
neted to the ontroller realizing the Convertible Top Control. Thus, the ontroller
not aeted by hardware hanges in order to onnet the top lathes stays unhanged
regarding its hardware.
3.1.4 Battery Capaity
The hoie of a battery does not diretly aet the system funtionality but aets the
durability of the system in standby. Espeially in onvertibles that onsume more
power while in standby than bodies with losed top, the durability may beome
ritial. The reason for this is the interior surveillane that is tehnially more
omplex if a hard top is missing. Usually, the battery is seleted aording to the
engine to be started (the bigger the engine, the bigger the battery needs to be). With
growing need for eletrial power supply of embedded systems, the battery apaity
beomes more and more important. Even though batteries with ustomized apaity
are available or may even be developed, three standard types are onsidered in this
ase study. These types have 50Ah, 61Ah, and 72Ah apaity, respetively.
There is no graphial representation of this arhitetural deision, beause power
distribution is not taken into aount in detail. Nevertheless, long durability and
life time of a battery are arhitetural requirements of a system espeially beause of
their user notieability. With respet of the deisions in this ase study, the durability
mostly depends on the standby urrent of the devies to be supplied.
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Figure 3.7: Overview of the 18 BCS variants
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Figure 3.8: Four view graphs representing 12 variants
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3.1.5 The Variants
Three arhitetural deisions with 2, 3, and 3 variants, respetively, lead to a total of
18 variants by building the Cartesian produt as shown in Figure 3.7. The 2 variants
for the Short Lift Control are vertially arranged whereas the 3 variants for the
Convertible Top Control are horizontally arranged. The 3 variants of batteries to be
installed are represented by the third dimension. Beause the hoie of the battery
is not presented graphially, 6 instead of 18 view graphs an be omposed. As later
evaluation will show that the Redued Convertible Top Devie will not bring up
workable systems. Figure 3.8 depits the four remaining view graphs representing
12 variants with respet to the battery deisions. Table 3.1 enumerates all of the 18
variants.
variant in
Figure 3.8
SLC CTC battery
BCD BCD 50Ah down right
BCD BCD 61Ah down right
BCD BCD 72Ah down right
BCD MiniCTD 50Ah down left
BCD MiniCTD 61Ah down left
BCD MiniCTD 72Ah down left
BCD redCTC 50Ah no
BCD redCTC 61Ah no
BCD redCTC 72Ah no
PWD BCD 50Ah top right
PWD BCD 61Ah top right
PWD BCD 72Ah top right
PWD MiniCTD 50Ah top left
PWD MiniCTD 61Ah top left
PWD MiniCTD 72Ah top left
PWD redCTC 50Ah no
PWD redCTC 61Ah no
PWD redCTC 72Ah no
Table 3.1: BCS variants overview
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3.2 In-Car Radio Navigation System Arhiteture
The In-Car Radio Navigation System (ICRNS) ase study desribes a multimedia
system with funtionality onsisting of radio, navigation, and man-mahine-interfae.
This ase study was introdued by Wandeler et al. [WTVL06℄.
Besides standard radio funtionality like volume ontrol, a tuner, and so on, the
radio funtion (RAD) ontains RDS (Radio Data System) and TMC (Tra Mes-
sage Channel) handling. The latter will be required by the navigation funtion for
replanning routes in ase of tra jams. The navigation funtion (NAV) onsists
of user input support for the destinations, route planning, and guidane by audible
and visible advies. Besides interation with the radio and man-mahine funtions, a
onnetion to a database as well as relative and absolute positioning information are
required whih are omitted in this ase study beause they an be realized outside
the fous the arhiteture modeling of this approah. The man-mahine interfae
(MMI) is onerned with user interation. Hene, the input key handling and the
output via display are the main intentions of the man-mahine interfae.
3.2.1 The Variants
Figure 3.9 shows three of the originally ve variants taken into aount in this ase
study. In the original ase study, Variant I is C, II is D, III is E. Variants I and II
are based on a ontroller network whereas Variant III is based on a single ontroller
solution. The network-based solutions ontain a 72 kbps onnetion as the labels
shows. The proessor speed is denoted by the labels at the respetive ECU. For
brevity, the user notieable atuators (e.g. keys) and sensors (e.g. display) are not
expliitly modeled in this ase study. They are integrated with the ontroller on
whih the respetive funtion is mapped. Atually, they ould have been modeled as
well but their appliation is invariant and thus not in the enter of interest for building
variants. In ontrast to the Body Comfort System ase study, the variants are not
based on extensions of a legay system but given as possibly promising variants
by system arhitets. Thus, a dierentiation regarding variants due to extension is
not feasible for this ase study. Moreover, the low number of variants given does
not motivate further dierentiation. The variants will be evaluated in Setion 6.2.
Subsequently, the evaluation results will be ombined with further analysis results to
unover arhiteture potential as shown in Setion 8.2.
I
RAD
NAV
MMI NAV
MMI
RAD
NAV
RAD
MMI
72 kbps 72 kbps 130 MIPS 260 MIPS260 MIPS 22 MIPS 113 MIPS
IIIII
Figure 3.9: Variants of the In-Car Radio Navigation System
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The requirements to be met by an arhiteture are represented by quality attributes.
Usually, these requirements are more or less ompeting. Meeting all of them on the
best ahievable level is highly unlikely. In fat, tradeos have to be taken into aount
to ahieve an overall satisfying result. Hene, the quality attributes need to be
arranged in a strutured way that ontains a weighting of the attributes representing
their relative importane. Furthermore, a detailed desription of how to evaluate
an arhiteture aording to given requirements has to be provided. In Florentz
and Huhn [FH06℄, a metamodel alled Quality Attribute Direted Ayli Graph
(QADAG) has been introdued for a strutured quality requirements representation.
It provides a basis for evaluation methodology and even deision support. Besides
knowledge of how to evaluate an arhiteture, information on evaluation sensitivity,
eort, and soundness are quite interesting and an be attahed to a QADAG instane.
Setion 4.1 introdues quality attributes representing arhiteture quality require-
ments whih are an essential part of arhiteture evaluation. A metamodel for eval-
uation strutures, the QADAG, is introdued in Setion 4.2. Setion 4.3 disusses
how to onstrut a QADAG instane for a spei evaluation. An overview of related
arhiteture evaluation strutures is given in Setion 4.4.
4.1 Arhiteture Quality
Quality attributes represent arhiteture quality requirements. Besides a requirement
itself, additional information on how to understand the requirement and evaluate re-
garding it has to be provided. In this setion, an overview of arhiteture quality
requirements is given. At rst, general quality attributes as used in software arhi-
teture are presented. Afterwards, typial quality attributes as used for evaluation
of embedded systems in the automotive domain are disussed.
[...℄ a requirement is a system's externally observable harateristi [...℄
Alan M. Davis
Quality of software and systems often is synonymously used for fulllment of its
requirements. With arhiteture as development disipline, the funtional and stru-
tural aspets of software and systems an separately be taken into aount. A dis-
tintion between funtional and extra-funtional requirements is used to ategorize
requirements regarding their intention. Funtional requirements deal with what a
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system should do whereas extra-funtional requirements deal with how well a system
does what it is meant to do (see Gilb [Gil88, Gil05℄). Besides e.g. performane and
reliability, typial extra-funtional requirements deal with e.g. eonomis and even
regulations by law. Another term, behavioral requirements, has been established
dealing with how a system does what it is meant to do (see Hohmüller [Ho99℄).
The strong relation of behavioral requirements to the funtions' realization and thus
to funtional requirements motivates to onsider behavior requirements as a subat-
egory of funtional requirements. The quotation from Davis [Dav03℄ shows that the
term requirements overs both, funtional and extra-funtional requirements as both
are observable by e.g. the user of the system. If the system does not workwith
respet to funtional requirements, the user will notie. If the system does not
work wellregarding extra-funtional requirements, the user will notie as well,
even though the system does what it is meant to do but not on a desired level of
quality. To meet both, funtional and extra-funtional requirements, is equally im-
portant. A system's quality will not be onsidered suient if at least the funtional
requirements are not met. Hene a yes/no result regarding the funtional require-
ments an be stated. With extra-funtional requirements, suh a quality estimation
is more ompliated. A system an do what it is meant to do not just well or in-
suient but more or less well. This leads to the problem of dening what atually
is meant by how well. Another problem arises with the amount of extra-funtional
requirements beause a ombination of several evaluation results beomes neessary.
Both of these problems are addressed in Setions 4.2 and 4.3. Although funtional
inluding behavioral requirements are of ourse not to be left out in the development,
extra-funtional requirements are the most interesting for arhiteture development
and for the approah presented in this work.
The term non-funtional is expliitly avoided beause nearly every requirement
or rather its fulllmentmore or less aets the funtionality of the system. Hene,
a distintion between requirements aeting the funtionality and those not aeting
it an hardly be done in a useful manner.
Extra-funtional requirements are usually represented by quality attributes (f.
Bass et al. [BCK98℄). Examples for ommon quality attributes are availability, mod-
iability, performane, seurity, testability, usability, et. Espeially for embedded
systems inluding hardware, requirements regarding eonomis, e.g. osts, need to be
onsidered. Unit osts are strongly bound to the arhiteture. The hoie of quality
attributes depends on the domain in whih a software or system is developed. Even
the meaning of a quality attribute may not neessarily be the same. With respet
to a ommon interpretation of arhiteture qualities, a system will have a quality
attribute if the requirements are met or will not have it if the requirements are not
met. There is nothing in between. In pratie, this binary interpretation of quality
attributes may not be suient. Espeially in the automotive domain, usually sev-
eral arhiteture variants are developed to be ompared by evaluation. In ontrast to
binary quality results, quantied ones an add muh value to the omparison of the
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results. The eet of even slightly dierent arhiteture deisions ontained in the
arhiteture variants an be observed based on quantied results. Thus, a quanti-
ation of quality is aspired whih is disussed in Setion 4.4. However, to speify the
meaning of a quality attribute, whih is not suiently done by simply giving it a
name (see Bass et al. [BCK98℄, p. 281), an expliit desription of the requirements is
essential. A short overview of the most ommon attributes and their typial meaning
with respet to their appliation domain is provided in the following.
Quality attributes are seleted in order to express desired quality of a software
or system. Thus, the atual hoie depends on the requirements predened by the
appliation domain. Will the arhiteture be developed for one spei ustomer to
meet its requirements or will it be developed for several users of a spei domain?
Will the user be aware of the system's existene or is it embedded into another one
that hides the system? These questions are useful to be envisioned to understand the
meaning of quality attributes. Nevertheless, further speiation stays neessary.
The ISO/IEC 9126 standard [ISO91a℄ denes quality attributes for software prod-
uts. The produts are meant to over requirements of several potential ustomers
with basially the same but slightly dierent needs. These software produts, whih
are not individually developed for a spei ustomer, are alled COTS (Commer-
ials Of The Shelf). To speify and evaluate a ustomer's needs, the ISO/IEC 9126
quality attributes (atually alled quality harateristi in [ISO91a℄) an be used.
Afterwards, various software produts an be evaluated with respet to the quality
attributes to assess their quality and nally the most appropriate produt for the
ustomer. The quality attributes suggested by ISO/IEC 9126 are listed below.
 Funtionality:
The existene of funtions with spei properties
to satisfy the ustomers needs.
 Reliability:
The apability to provide performane on a ertain level
under stated onditions for a stated period of time.
 Usability:
The eort for use of the produt by an implied set of users.
 Eieny:
The relationship between performane and the amount
of resoures needed to provide the performane
under stated onditions.
 Maintainability:
The eort needed to realize spei modiations.
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 Portability:
The ability of the software to be ported
from one platform to another one.
The COTS harater of the software is reeted by the funtionality attribute. For in-
dividually developed produts, the funtionality an be onsidered available whereas
COTS development may dier from the atual needs of the potential ustomer, whih
are maybe stated even after the development has been nished. A good portion of
the attributes above deals with eort and resoure utilization. While osts are not
diretly taken into aount, they are impliitly ontained in those quality attributes.
Another attribute typial for COTS is portability. During development, the realiza-
tion platform is not yet known. Even hanges of the platform during life time of the
produt are possible. Therefore, the portability needs to be onsidered.
Software arhiteture with the bakground of developing individual systems is ad-
dressed by Bass et al. [BCK98℄. Although suh systems are not nal after devel-
opment, they do not have the COTS harater, whih shifts the quality attributes
appliation and their meaning. Bass et al. identied the following quality attributes
as the six most ommon and important system quality attributes:
 Availability:
The system's availability as perentage and the
time needed for system repairing/reovering.
 Modiability:
The osts and time needed for hanges.
 Performane:
The response time of the system, the eeted elements
as well as eort and money needed to provide the performane.
 Seurity:
The time needed for reovery after an attak.
 Testability:
The test exeution time and the overage of the tests.
 Usability:
The time to perform spei tasks and the number of errors
or problems ourring.
All of the quality attributes identied by Bass et al. are at least in parts measurable in
time. A strong eort orientation regarding design time as well as runtime is ontained
in all of them. Although osts are not diretly represented, they are addressed by the
eort whih overs personnel and monetary resoures for development and appliation
of the system.
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The quality attributes identied as most ommonly used for embedded systems
in the automotive domain by Florentz and Huhn [FH06℄ and Florentz [Flo07b℄ are
listed below.
 Costs:
The osts for hardware and in some ases for software,
e.g. liense osts for navigation system software.
 Performane:
The system load, resoure utilization, and ation to reation lateny.
 Physis:
Physial onstraints whih are more or less user observable,
e.g. battery apaity.
 Modiability:
Capability of the system arhiteture to be modied for
e.g. supporting produt line approahes.
The redution of osts to hardware osts is an indiation for the strong relevane of
hardware osts in high volume produtions of embedded systems. As the hardware
is already ontained in the system, its osts signiantly inuene the produt prie
and protability. Taking modiability as quality attribute into aount is not yet
very ommon in the automotive domain. Usually, inreased modiability leads to
additional osts. Possible savings of development eort for building new systems or
adapting legay systems with low modiability an be amortized quite well beause
of the high volume of prodution. Hene, advantages of modiability will not pay o
very well at least in a ontroller-oriented development proess. This will ertainly
hange after funtion-oriented development proesses will have been adapted in the
automotive industry and modiations of the system and its omponents will be-
ome more neessary. Moreover, the reuse of omponents in modiable arhitetures
leads to dereased omplexity of the systems and to less omponent diversity to be
maintained at design time as well as at runtime. This, again, will help to save osts
in development and maintenane of the systems in use.
4.2 The Quality Attribute Direted Ayli Graph
In this setion, the Quality Attribute Direted Ayli Graph (QADAG), a hierarhi-
al evaluation struture of quality attributes, is presented (rst dened in Florentz
and Huhn [FH06℄). The QADAG represents quality requirements of arhitetures and
provides the basis for analyzing arhiteture quality (see Florentz [Flo07b, Flo07a℄).
The intention of the QADAG is to integrate an expliit representation of arhiteture
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Figure 4.1: QADAG metamodel
requirements with a proper basis for analyzing evaluation results and identifying ar-
hiteture potential. Figure 4.1 depits the metamodel of the QADAG. The upper
part denes the elements for desribing a quality attribute in detail. The hierar-
hial omposition of quality attributes by the omposite pattern (see Gamma et
al. [GHJV95℄) is represented in the lower part. This strutural design pattern denes
a omposition-based hierarhial renement used to build the QADAG as desribed
in Setion 4.2.1. The subsequent setions will introdue the elements of the QADAG
one by one.
4.2.1 Quality Attribute Hierarhy
The hierarhy of the QADAG metamodel is highlighted in Figure 4.2. Besides the
ommonalities of all quality attributes, an attribute is either omposite or leaf. The
omposite pattern makes the QADAG a tree like struture, namely a DAG (direted
ayli graph). As a DAG is less restritive than a tree, quality attributes are not
restrited to our only one within the struture. If a quality attribute needs to
be onsidered as subattribute of more than one omposite attribute, the DAG will
permit suh a requirement modeling. However, this speial ase will not be disussed
in detail in this work.
Figure 4.3 depits two dierent layouts of the same QADAG example instane.
Whih one to hoose depends on the width and depth of the QADAG and doumen-
EvaluationTechnique
11
1..*
LeafQA CompositeQA
QualityAttribute JoiningTechnique
Figure 4.2: Quality attribute hierarhy (part of the metamodel)
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Figure 4.3: Example QADAG layouts
tation preferenes. As an be seen in Figures 6.1 and 6.10, both layouts have their
advantages. For instane, the rst one (high layout) may be preferred for quite wide
QADAG instanes, i.e. with several omposite attributes. The latter (wide layout)
provides the separation of strutural and arhitetural impat areas.
4.2.2 Evaluation Tehniques
An evaluation tehnique desribes how to evaluate an arhiteture aording to a par-
tiular quality attribute. To ahieve a proper desription of an evaluation tehnique,
the following information needs to be provided:
Means applied for performing the evaluation. Means refer to metris, instrumenta-
tion, external methods, et. and how to apply them to get the evaluation result. The
hoie of the means will be used to ategorize the evaluation tehniques aording to
Abowd et al. [ABC
+
96℄ as an be seen below.
Fous of the evaluation means. The evaluation means usually are applied on er-
tain parts of the arhiteture. For instane, the RAM load is separately evaluated for
eah of the ontrollers. For ommuniation performane, the ommuniation lines
are taken into aount. Hene, the fous of the appliation of evaluation means has
to be stated. In most ases, the fous is determined by the resoures of omponents,
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the evaluation means aims at. If a resoure, e.g. the RAM of a ontroller, is not
substitutable aross omponents, these omponents will onstitute the fous. Fur-
thermore, only a seletion of some omponents may be interesting for the evaluation.
Again, an example is provided by ommuniation performane. Only buses may be
taken into aount for ommuniation performane whereas simple ommuniation
lines usually are omitted.
Aggregation of the subresult. In ase of several subresults for the resoure load
of e.g. eah of the ontrollers, an overall result has to be alulated as output of the
evaluation tehnique. The example of resoure load motivates to take the worst sub-
result into aount as it may be a bottle-nek. Building a (maybe weighted) average
of the subresults is another example. Atually, it depends on the intention of a qual-
ity attribute and has to be given as part of the evaluation tehnique. Modiability
is an example in whih only seleted parts of an arhiteture are to be taken into
aount. Spei ontrollers, like Convertible Top Devies, are not as important for
extendability as e.g. a Body Control Devie. Thus the evaluation result for the body
ontroller will have more inuene on the overall result of the evaluation tehnique.
Input needed to perform the evaluation. The aquisition of input data plays an
essential role in the overall evaluation eort (see Setion 5.1). Hene, it is quite
important to denote the input data in ombination with the preision neessary to
avoid spending too muh eort on too extensive data aquisition and bearing the risk
of inaurate or even defetive output based on impreise input.
Context of the evaluation. The ontext desribes the situation in whih the ar-
hiteture has to provide the required quality. The situation is mostly given by the
senarios attahed to the quality attribute that is taken into aount for evaluation.
Atually, the senarios may be onsidered as a part of the input as well. However,
senarios are not part of the arhiteture modeling but of the arhiteture quality
requirements and thus are separately taken into aount (see Setion 4.2.5).
Evaluation tehniques an be ategorized with respet to the means of evaluation ap-
plied. The ategories identied by Abowd et al. [ABC
+
96℄ are questioning tehniques,
measuring tehniques, and hybrid tehniques.
Aording to Abowd et al., questioning tehniques are usually based on senar-
ios, questionnaires, and heklists. They are also referred to as qualitative teh-
niques. Measuring tehniques are based on metris, simulations, prototypes, and
experiments. They are also referred to as quantitative tehniques. As senarios are
onsidered to be the drivers of evaluation tehniques (even measurement-based ones)
and metris are used by experts to estimate an arhiteture's quality with respet to
senarios, questionnaires, and heklists, most of the tehniques applied in this ap-
proah an be onsidered as hybrid tehniques. Nevertheless, the distintion between
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measurement tehniques and questioning tehniquesthe latter representing experts
knowledgeis held up in order to emphasize expliit representation of measurement
tehniques (espeially metris) as a basis for analysis of the evaluation results and
the interation intensity of performing questioning tehniques.
4.2.3 Joining Tehniques
A omposite attribute as hierarhy element has a joining tehnique attahed to join
the results of its subattributes with respet to a spei weighting of the subat-
tributes. There are two ways of joining results aording to their state of interpreta-
tion. Either, the results are already interpreted by interpretations of the subattributes
(see Setion 4.2.4). Thus, the joining an be done without interpretation but with
weighting the input and normalizing the output. Alternatively and in spei ases,
the results are not yet interpreted but are of the same unit and ontext to be e.g.
added before being interpreted by the omposite quality attribute's interpretation
instane. An example for this ase are osts of dierent kinds of hardware. These are
separately evaluated (up to the raw value, i.e. osts in EUR) to keep the results more
detailed and transparent. Costs, however, are substitutable resoures. Savings at
one part of an arhiteture an be invested in another one, i.e. the sum of osts is of
interest. Thus, a ombined (or joined) interpretation does make sense. However, the
joining based on interpreted quality values is the ommonly used one due to dierent
evaluations, raw value units, and meanings of their result.
One additional detail of the joining tehniques has to be mentioned here. The
weights of the subattributes are not part of the subattributes themselves but rather
part of the joining tehniques. This is by reason the QADAG being a direted ayli
graph and not a tree. Hene, quality attributes may our multiple times as already
mentioned above. Their weight may be dierent for eah of their ourrenes. Making
the weights part of the joining tehniques avoids onfusion regarding the atual weight
at the respetive omposite attribute.
4.2.4 Interpretation of Results
The results of an evaluation are given as raw values (sometimes in terms of the re-
sponse measure of a senario), e.g. reation lateny in milliseonds. Additionally, a
quality rate expression is useful, whih is an interpretation of the raw value to a sale
from 0 to 100%. It denotes the arhiteture variant's meeting of a requirement rep-
resented by a quality attribute. While raw values are less expressive for people in an
arhiteture development proess, who are not lose to a partiular aspet of arhi-
teture, the interpretation to a quality rate an be seen as a ommon ommuniation
basis for arhitetural deisions.
If no evaluation tehnique or the neessary input data are available, expert knowl-
edge usually will be taken as substitute. In most of these ases, an interpretation
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Figure 4.4: Interpretation of results
beomes obsolete beause the expert states his estimation results as quality rate
instead of estimated raw value to be interpreted.
The interpretation of raw values has two main objetives. First, an overall eval-
uation result is based on several partial results that need to be joined. Thus, a
ommon basis is neessary whih is provided by the interpretation to quality rate
values. Seond, the expressiveness of raw values is restrited to experts. To provide
a ommuniation platform by performing evaluation, the expressiveness needs to be
improved by providing interpretations for that raw values. These will help people
not familiar with the respetive ontext to understand the meaning of an evaluation
result. Moreover, the eet of hanges of the raw value beome transparent even
though the impat of the arhiteture on some raw value may still be unknown. Fig-
ure 4.4 ontains an example for an interpretation of osts from the In-Car Radio
Navigation System ase study (see Setion 6.2).
A quality attribute may be delared as K.O. attribute. If an arhiteture is eval-
uated to 0% due to a K.O. attribute, it will not be workable or even buildable, i.e.
K.O. Hene, it an immediately be rejeted from further evaluation and development.
A 0% interpretation regarding an attribute not delared as K.O. attribute does not
lead to a K.O. of an arhiteture but simply means that this quality attribute is
not fullled at all. Thus, if the evaluation result is never to exeed a spei value,
this will have to be expressed by a 0% interpretation for the unaeptable values in
ombination with the K.O. delaration of the quality attribute.
The raw value as well as the quality rate are taken into aount by the DataType
lass in Figure 4.1. The interpretation represented by the Interpretation lass. In
ase of expert knowledge inluding an interpretation, only the quality rate will be
available, i.e. one DataType instane and no Interpretation instane. In ase of a
omposite quality attribute with a joining tehnique and no interpretation, the only
DataType instane represents the resulting quality rate.
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4.2.5 Senarios
Senarios are used to desribe the ontext of an evaluation tehnique, i.e. whih
spei requirements has an arhiteture to meet in whih situation. Examples for
various senarios are use ases as performane and usability senarios and probable
hanges of an arhiteture as modiability senarios. As several dierent stakehold-
ers require arhiteture quality in terms of dierent extra-funtional requirements,
the representation of the arhiteture with respet to the requirement diers as well.
For a user, the arhiteture is represented by the system. Atually, as the system is
not neessarily visible to the user, the arhiteture is represented by its funtionality.
A system developer view on the arhiteture is given by the views dened in Chap-
ter 2. Hene, the atual appearane of a senario depends on the stakeholder-spei
appearane of the arhiteture. To be able to express the dierent kinds of senarios,
Bass et al. [BCK98℄ suggest six items building the basis of a senario desription.
Soure of stimulus, e.g. stakeholder, developer, tester, user
Artifat of the arhiteture, i.e. the aeted part of an arhiteture
Stimulus of the artifat, e.g. message, test performane, hange intention
Environment of the arhiteture, i.e. the arhitetures state of development and
mode of use, whih is dierent from the environment of the system
Response to the stimulus, e.g. system reation, development steps to perform
Response measure for quantifying the response for quality statements
Figure 4.5 shows the arrangement of the items as presented in Bass et al. [BCK98℄.
The response measure is most interesting for evaluation sine it denotes potential
evaluation tehniques to be applied in a quality attribute. Arhiteture evaluation
is used to assess the quality of an arhiteture with respet to the given quality
attributes. These ontain senarios desribing the interation of a stakeholder with
the arhiteture. For evaluation, these senarios drive the evaluation tehnique like
a test ase drives the test exeution. Thus, with the response measure as potential
output of an evaluation tehnique, the senarios an be onsidered to be the drivers
of an evaluation tehnique, whih provide/desribe stimuli of the arhiteture.
As performane is one of the main quality attributes of the ase studies, a per-
formane senario is given as an example. Figure 4.6 ontains a sequene diagram
desribing system reations on user interation. It is an expliit representation of a
senario. In ombination with information on the ourrene frequeny of the user
interation ontained in the senario (KeyPress() one per seond), the diagram
denes the stimulus part of a senario whih is shown in Figure 4.7 in aordane
to Figure 4.5. For performane senarios onsidering user interation, the user and
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system environment behavior in terms of interation frequeny is an important piee
of information to be able to alulate the system load and nally the delay of system
reations on user ations.
An example for a senario regarding the development of an arhiteture is a mod-
iability senario. Besides simple extensions and software updates without hanging
the system funtionality, embedded systems are rarely modied during life time.
Thus, the modiability is direted to produt line approahes and reuse in future
systems.
As an be seen in Figure 4.1, several senarios may be attahed to a quality at-
tribute and a senario may be attahed to several quality attributes as well. It
depends on the type of quality attribute, whih kind of senario (e.g. performane
senario, modiability senario, availability senario) may be attahed. For further
examples of dierent kinds of senarios, see Bass et al. [BCK98℄.
4.2.6 Constraints
Constraints are used to set onditions to be fullled, that are not expressible in terms
of the raw value of an evaluation tehnique, i.e. in terms of the response measure of
the senarios. The evaluation of performane is a good example for onstraints.
While the maximum lateny of system reation an be expressed in terms of the
response measure (e.g. lateny in ms), restritions on the use of tehnology providing
the resoures needed for performane are to be expressed by onstraints. Hene, the
use or avoidane of a partiular bus tehnology for a spei reason is a onstraint
beause it is not possible to integrate suh a requirement with the response measure.
Another example is the use of hardware of seleted vendors only beause there are
exlusive agreements. Those ontrats are neither expressible as response measure
nor expressible in terms of tehnial reasons.
Atually, heking the fulllment of the onstraints is not part of the evaluation
itself. Their fulllment an be assumed or even simply heked before the more om-
plex evaluation proess is started. Therefore, onstraints are mostly simple onditions
to be aepted and fullled during development and are not to be ostly evaluated,
whih is the main distintion between the fulllment of a onstraint and a quality
attribute. Beause onstraints are less strongly related to a quality attribute than its
evaluation tehnique and senarios, the onstraint may be assigned to a omposite
quality attribute but still has validity for all subattributes of the omposite one.
In some ases, the quality requirements of an evaluation may appear more as a
onstraints satisfation problem (see Tsang [Tsa93℄) than an evaluation in terms of
nding the most appropriate arhiteture. In those ases, not the quality attribute
onstraints themselves are referred to as onstraints of the satisfation problem but
the minimum requirements represented by the quality attributes.
As an be seen in Figure 4.1, several onstraints may be attahed to a quality
attribute and a onstraint may be attahed to several quality attributes as well.
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4.3 Construting an Evaluation
A method for the onstrution of a QADAGthe evaluation struturewill be pre-
sented in this setion. The Body Comfort System ase study, whih has been devel-
oped in ooperation with the VOLKSWAGEN AG (see Mielke [Mie07℄) and has been
introdued in Setion 3.1, will be taken as an example. It overs the most interesting
kinds of arhiteture requirements in the automotive domain. Hene, not the iden-
tiation proess of quality attributes but rather their hierarhial omposition with
respet to their usage for expressing partiular requirements are in the fous of this
setion. The evaluation based on the QADAG instane onstruted in this setion
will be performed in Setion 6.1.
4.3.1 Hierarhial Composition
The hierarhial omposition strongly depends on the spei quality attribute and
the seletion of its subattributes. The onstrution of a QADAG instane will be
demonstrated on the ase study QADAG of the Body Comfort System. If not al-
ready available, an assignment of quality attributes as subattributes to omposite
ones has to be performed. This step an be done top-down or bottom-up depending
on the development proess that will be aompanied by the arhiteture develop-
ment and evaluation. Top-down approahes will be applied if superior goals are
predened but no renement is given. Management deisions an be represented this
way. The renement has to be added by domain experts. Bottom-up approahes
usually are applied when more onrete requirements in terms of e.g. senarios are
available. Those are provided by stakeholders of the arhiteture with speial inter-
est in one or more of the quality attributes. The senarios an than be attahed to
quality attributes and some meaningful omposition has to be reated, whih is done
in stakeholder meetings and disussions. However, the aliation of subattributes
to omposite ones an be taken for granted with respet to partiular appliation
domains. Hene, most approahes are neither pure top-down nor pure bottom-up
approahes. Nevertheless, the ase study QADAG will be built in a top-down man-
ner beause this is the more appropriate way to show and understand the meaning
of the topmost quality attributes. These are performane, modiability, physis, and
osts as an be seen in Table 4.1. The table-based representation has been preferred
to the graph-based one (f. Figure 4.3) as it is apable to present weights, whih will
be needed later in this setion. Taking physis and osts as examples, the renement
of these quality attributes will be exemplarily performed by building the attribute
hierarhy.
The physial requirements (physis quality attribute) are an example for omposing
dierent as well as related subattributes. In order to avoid high fuel onsumption, the
weight of an automobile should be kept low. More powerful ontrollers do not only
have more weight but rather onsume more power, whih has to be provided amongst
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Topmost Quality Attributes
performane osts physis modiability
Table 4.1: Topmost quality attributes of the Body Comfort System ase study
others by a battery with additional apaity, again leading to more weight. Long
ommuniation lines will inrease the embedded system's weight as well espeially if
power has to be provided by them whih leads to larger ross-setional areas of the
ables. A quality attribute alled weight will be used to represent the requirement of
low weight. Another subattribute of physis takes an eletrial property of the battery
into aount, that is its apaity. This property has twofold eets on the system
arhiteture. The standby time of the system depends on the apaity available as
well as the life time of the battery. But the dependenies are not the same, whih
leads to a further renement of the battery quality attribute into standby time and life
time. Separately onsidering them is quite important beause they represent dierent
requirements based on dierent senarios, and after all, have dierent impat on the
overall evaluation result.
physis
weight battery
stby life
Table 4.2: Physis renement in the Body Comfort System ase study
An alternative to the additional hierarhy level is the diret deomposition of the
physis quality attribute into weight, battery standby time, and battery life time.
Nevertheless, the multi-level deomposition has been preferred in order to emphasize
the relation between standby time and life time as well as to keep the separation
between weightof the overall embedded systemand the strongly battery related
quality attributes.
Another example of hierarhial deomposition is the osts quality attribute. In the
automotive domain, espeially in high volume prodution, unit osts are an important
driver of the development. An estimation of unit osts in the arhiteture phase of
the overall development proess is neessary to avoid too expensive arhitetures in
terms of their realization. Software is either already ontained in the ontroller osts
(ontroller-oriented development paradigm) or may beone developedavailable
in a digital library. Thus, in the automotive domain, software often is onsidered
to be for free but at least its osts are overed by hardware osts. In partiular in
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high volume prodution, savings of units ost justify even high development osts
beause of their omparatively quik amortization. Keeping this argument in mind,
the ost quality attribute is omposed of ost for the ECU, the sensors and atuators,
and the eletrial system in this ase study. Software osts are omitted for the given
reason. Atually, installation osts need to be taken into aount as well but are not
yet available in this early stage of development.
osts
ECU s+a e.sys
Table 4.3: Costs renement in the Body Comfort System ase study
After building the hierarhial deomposition like shown above for all omposite
quality attributes, the fundamental struture is set. Up to this stage, it is only a
strutured listing of quality attributes. As disussed for the physis example, a on-
sideration of the arhitetural bakground should be aspired in order to represent the
arhiteture requirements instead of just the organizational struture of the stake-
holders. In the following setion, the struture will be extended by the joining of
quality attribute results with respet to their weighting.
4.3.2 Quality Attribute Result Joining
To join the results of quality attributes, a joining tehnique is attahed to eah of the
omposite quality attributes inluding the QADAG's root. To get a meaningful result
for a omposite attribute, the importane of its subattributes has to be expressed by
a weighting. Although there is no general poliy how to join the (interpreted) results
of subattributes, the ommon tehnique is a normalized weighted sum. The result
will be a quality ratebetween 0% and 100%independent of the number of results
to be joined beause of the normalization. The weight of eah of the subattributes
an be determined in dierent ways. The diret one is the determination of the
weight in a stakeholder meeting by simply disussing their importane (f. Bass et
al. [BCK98℄). Hene, determining the weighting is a more politial than a tehnial
proess whih an beome quite obsure without suient insights regarding the
mathematial bakground of the weighting. To support a more intuitive weighting,
an approah alled Analyti Hierarhy Proess (AHP) an be applied to determine
the weighting.
The AHP has been introdued by Thomas Saaty [Saa94℄ in 1994. It is based on
a pairwise omparison of the quality attributes to determine their relative impor-
tane. This pairwise weighting is done for eah of the omposite quality attributes
in separate. Thus, the determination of domain-spei weightings an be direted
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to domain experts. The AHP is exemplarily applied for the Body Comfort System
QADAG on the topmost level of hierarhy in Table 4.4.
x times more than
important perf. osts physis modif.
performane 1.00 0.67 1.33 2.00
osts 1.50 1.00 2.00 3.00
physis 0.75 0.50 1.00 1.50
modiability 0.50 0.33 0.67 1.00
sum 3.75 2.50 5.00 7.50
normalized by olumn sum average impat weight
performane 0.267 0.267 0.267 0.267 0.267 26.7% 80
osts 0.400 0.400 0.400 0.400 0.400 40.0% 120
physis 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 20.0% 60
modiability 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.133 13.3% 40
Table 4.4: Analyti Hierarhy Proess for the BCS ase study
The upper part of the table ontains the pairwise omparison of the importane
between the attribute in the row and the attribute of the respetive olumn. It
is a value between 1 and 9 with 1 meaning equal importane and 9 very strong
importane of the attribute in the row with respet to the attribute in the olumn.
Values between 0 and 1 represent the reiproal values. This part of the table an be
lled during a stakeholder meeting in whih questions about the pairwise importane
are disussed, e.g. How muh more important is performane with respet to osts?
The disadvantage of a pairwise weight determination is the possibility of inonsis-
tenies. Let A, B, and C be three quality attributes to be weighted. Let A be more
important than B and B be more important than C, then A must be more important
than C. But in a pairwise weight determination A and C need some omparison as
well. And if C is said to be more important than A, then a priority onit will arise.
Moreover, this redundany of omparisons may lead to inonsistenies whih do not
aet the absolute priority of quality attributes. This inonsisteny is alled numeri-
al inonsisteny by Saaty [Saa94℄. Let A be three times more important than B and
B ve times more important than C. Following A should be 15 times more important
than C. Even if A was ompared e.g. nine times more important than Cwhih is
no onit in prioritythen there is still a numerial inonsisteny (9 vs. 15). In
ontrast to priority onits, this type of inonsisteny is not fatal but an be quan-
tied by alulating eigen-values of the matrix ontaining the pairwise omparisons.
Saaty and Alexander addressed the problems of onit resolution in [SA89℄.
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The lower part of Table 4.4 ontains the alulation of the weighting. The values in
the olumns are normalized in order to get a sum of 1 in eah of the olumns. Then,
the average value of eah of the rows is alulated, whih leads to the weight of the
quality attributes. The equality of the normalized values in eah of the attribute rows
means that there is no inonsisteny in the pairwise omparison. Little dierenes
of the values would mean inonsisteny, whih is aeptable in a limited degree.
However, the handling of inonsistenies and even onits is desribed in Saaty
and Alexander [SA89℄ and is not taken into aount in this ase study. As already
mentioned above, the weight is based on the average value. Atually, it does not
matter if the weights are given as integer values or as perentages beause they will
be normalized during joining. Nevertheless, the perentage representation is reserved
for the strutural impat (see Setion 5.1.1) in this approah. It denotes the absolute
weight of a quality attribute regardless its position in the hierarhy. At the rst level,
there is no dierene between (normalized) weight and impat.
Table 4.5 represents the omplete QADAG instane with all its weights. The
row diretly above a quality attributes name ontains its weight with respet of its
neighbored attributes, i.e. with the same parent omposite attribute. The row above
the weight denotes the quality attribute's impat as absolute weight in the entire
QADAG.
Weights and Impat
26.7 % 40.0 % 20.0 % 13.3 %
80 120 60 40
performane osts physis modiability
13.3 % 13.3 % 13.3 % 13.3 % 13.3 % 8.0 % 12.0 % 6.7 % 6.7 %
100 100 100 100 100 100 150 100 100
omm ECU ECU s+a e.sys weight battery ext sal
4.4 % 4.4 % 4.4 % 6.0 % 6.0 %
100 100 100 100 100 impat
CPU RAM ROM stby life weight
QA name
Table 4.5: Weights and impat of the BCS ase study
It is important to mention that determining the weight without onsidering the
joining tehnique may ause some undesirable eets. A joining tehnique for qual-
ity rates ontains a normalization to keep the resulting quality rate between 0% and
100%. Beause of this normalization, the impat of the joined result has to be shared
by the subattribute results. This has to be taken into aount when building the hier-
arhy and setting the weights as an be seen in Figure 4.8. Using AHP to determine
the weights means taking the quality attributes into aount in separate. The hier-
arhial renement is not visible for the AHP. Thus, the problem with hierarhy and
impat may need to be onsidered in separate as well.
However, if normalization is left out, whih usually is the ase for raw value joining
like for the osts quality attribute, this problem will not appear. The spei osts
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without weight adjustment flat hierarchy with weight adjustment
33 % 33 % 33 % 25 % 25 % 25 % 25 % 25 % 50 % 25 %
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 200 100
A B C A B1 B2 C A B C
16.7 % 16.7 % 25 % 25 %
100 100 100 100
B1 B2 B1 B2impact difference
Figure 4.8: Hierarhy and impat
are added as raw values to be interpreted (after being joined) by the osts attribute.
The weight and the applied joining tehnique have to be known to alulate the
impat. Hene, it an be quite important to provide bothweights and impatin
ombination as done in Table 4.5.
4.3.3 Setting up Quality Attributes
Besides a tehnique to evaluate an arhiteture with respet to the quality attribute
and senarios to desribe the ontext of the arhiteture quality, the result and its
use are the most important parts of the evaluation. The evaluation tehniques will
be presented in Chapter 6 in detail. How to handle the results in order to express
arhiteture requirements in a hierarhial struture will be ontent of this setion.
The rst hoie to be made is whether the result should be interpreted or not.
Atually, this hoie has already been made in the top-down approah by hoosing the
joining tehnique whih either expets raw values (for later interpretation) or quality
rates (interpreted values). The seond hoie regards the interpretation instane itself
with speial fous on a potential K.O. delaration of the respetive quality attribute.
The interpretation has to be provided by the stakeholder or an expert of this domain.
Atually, the K.O. ondition has to be provided too, as it is part of the interpretation.
The interpretation has to be prepared to represent the K.O. For a K.O., the resulting
quality rate must be 0%. In ontrast to non-K.O. attributes, this result is fatal and
will not just lower the overall evaluation result but rejets the arhiteture variant
from the development proess. Thus, bad results, that are not meant to result in a
K.O., need to be interpreted to a quality rate of at least 1%. An example for suh
an interpretation is the battery standby time with a K.O. ondition of less than 40
days standby. Although a 40 days standby is not yet quite good either, it will be
interpreted to 1% quality rate. Nevertheless, the interpretation may even start with
a higher quality for variants whih just missed the K.O. ondition. Again, this has
to be set by the stakeholder or another domain expert.
The ase study evaluation in Chapter 6 ontains several examples for K.O. and non-
K.O. attributes. Their partiularities are disussed in the ontext of the respetive
quality attributes. Senarios will be presented in the ontext of evaluation tehniques
and their appliation in that hapter as well. As senarios are onsidered the drivers of
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an evaluation, an isolated presentation laks expressiveness. Moreover, the senarios
are determined by experts in most ases. Thus, a methodology for seleting senarios
for spei attributes an hardly be provided.
4.4 Related Work  Arhiteture Evaluation
In this setion, related evaluation strutures are disussed with respet to the Quality
Attribute Direted Ayli Graph presented in the urrent hapter. Based on the
typial appliation domain of the evaluation strutures, the omparability of the
evaluation results of dierent arhiteture variants is addressed at the end of this
setion.
ISO/IEC 9129 Quality Models
The ISO/IEC 9126 standard [ISO91a℄ suggests a distintion between internal and ex-
ternal quality and quality in use. Internal quality is onerned with quality regarding
the internal view on a software produt, i.e. the quality of models, doumentation,
and soure ode. Although this quality will inuene the overall produt quality,
it is not in the fous of quality represented by the QADAG as extra-funtional re-
quirements are not direted to the internal view. External quality in terms of the
ISO/IEC 9126 is onerned with quality regarding the external view on a software
produt. This external view is related to the extra-funtional requirements repre-
sented by the QADAG. Despite the distintion of internal and external quality, both
are represented in the same hierarhial struture of so-alled quality harateris-
tis and subharateristis. Atually, the harateristis and subharateristis an
be understood as quality attributes and subattributes. The topmost harateristis
are funtionality, reliability, usability, eieny, maintainability, and portability as
presented in Setion 4.1 (see Figure 4.9).
To asses the quality regarding a harateristi, a metri has to be identied. The
assessed quality has to be rated to exellent, good, fair, or poor. The distintion
between internal and external quality has to be taken into aount by the seletion
of the metris. The ISO/IEC 9126 does not presribe whih metris to use. Thus,
a onrete distintion between what atually is onsidered as internal or external
quality depends on the seletion of metris and is not neessarily determined by the
ISO/IEC 9126. However, this part of the evaluation struture has some similarity to
the QADAG even though it is a less onrete representation of quality requirements.
Quality in use refers to quality from a user's point of view. It is organized in a
separate hierarhial struture with eetiveness, produtivity, safety, and satisfation
as topmost harateristis (see Figure 4.10).
In ontrast to embedded systems in the automotive industry, the software produts
foused by the ISO/IEC 9126 may be developed for appliation by users with dier-
ent needs. The funtionality is not initially t to an appliation by a spei user like
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suitability
accuracy
interoperability
security
functionality
compliance
functionality
adaptability
installability
portability
co−existence
replaceability
compliance
portability
analyzability
changeability
maintainability
stability
testability
compliance
maintainability
understandability
learnability
usability
operability
attractiveness
compliance
usability
time behavior
resource utilization
efficiency
compliance
efficiency
maturity
fault tolerance
reliability
recoverability
compliance
reliability
internal quality
external and
Figure 4.9: ISO/IEC 9126 quality model for external and internal quality
quality in use
safety satisfactionproductivityeffectiveness
Figure 4.10: ISO/IEC 9126 quality in use model
in the automotive domain. Thus, it depends on the user how well the funtionality
of the software produt ts to the respetive needs whih are addressed by the har-
ateristis for quality in use. Atually, quality in use an be understood as external
quality from the user's point of view although it is separately taken into aount
by ISO/IEC 9126. The respetive harateristis an be integrated in a QADAG
instane whih then an be onsidered as user spei QADAG and may need to be
hanges for dierent user groups.
Further information on the ISO/IEC 9126 quality model is provided by Part 1
of the ISO/IEC 9126-1 standard [ISO91b℄. External metris for appliation in the
quality model are reommended in ISO/IEC TR 9126-2 [ISO03a℄. Internal metris
are suggested in ISO/IEC TR 9126-3 [ISO03b℄. Quality in use metris are given in
ISO/IEC TR 9126-4 [ISO04℄. A brief overview of the ISO/IEC 9126 is provided by
Jung et al. [JKC04℄.
Arhiteture Tradeo Analysis Method - Utility Tree
The Arhiteture Trado Analysis Method (ATAM) has been developed at the Soft-
ware Engineering Institute, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, USA. It is pre-
sented in Kazman et al. [KKB
+
98, KBK
+
99, KKC00℄ and Kazman and Klein [KK98℄.
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Utility
COTS SW
traffic re−direct to Site 2 in < 3 secs
Power outage at Site 1 requires
recovered in < 1.5 mins
Network failure is detected and
Restart after disk failure in < 3 mins
(M,M)
(L,H)
(H,M)Availability
HW failure
Data
confidentiality
Credit card transactions are
secure 99.999 % of time
works 99.999 % of time
Customer database authorization
(L,H)
(L,H)Security
Data integrity
Transaction
throughput
Minimize storage latency
on customer DB to 200 ms.
(H,M)
(M,L)
Deliver video in real timePerformance
Data Latency
New product
categories
Change web user interface
in < 4 person weeks
Add CORBA middleware
in < 20 person month
(L,H)
(H,L)
Modifiability
Change COTS
failure
Figure 4.11: Sample utility tree, f. [KKC00℄
It is a senario-based approah, i.e. senarios are used to desribe the quality require-
ments to be met by the arhiteture. The hierarhial struture of quality attributes
in ATAM is alled Utility Tree. Its leaves are senarios. This is one of the main
dierenes to the QADAG ontaining leaf quality attributes as leafs of the hierar-
hial struture and senarios as parts of quality attributes. Although the meaning
of senarios is quite the same, ATAM takes senarios into aount without spei-
fying evaluation tehniques how to assess the quality regarding the senarios. The
evaluation is usually based on expert knowledge. Senarios are separated into diret
and indiret ones. A diret senario an diretly be exeuted by an arhiteture
under evaluation. Senarios, for whih an arhiteture needs to be hanged to be
exeutable, are alled indiret senarios (see Kazman et al. [KABC96℄). Hene, re-
quirements met by an arhiteture are represented by diret senarios. Requirements
not yet met by an arhiteture are represented by indiret senarios. The onsid-
eration of requirements for evaluation by ATAM is onerned with the fulllment
of requirements (senarios) and not with the hierarhial struturing of quality at-
tributes, whih has only an organizational harater in ATAM. Priorities of senarios
will beome important for tradeo analysis espeially in the ontext of the Cost Ben-
et Analysis Method (CBAM) presented in Kazman et al. [KAK01, KAK02℄. The
appliation of the Utility Tree in CBAM will be disussed in Setion 7.4.
The prioritization of senarios as step of the ATAM will be addressed in Setion 5.3.
An example for a Utility Tree as hierarhial struture of quality requirements is
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depited in Figure 4.11 (f. Kazman et al. [KKC00℄, Fig. 3). On the right hand
side, the senarios are shown as leaves of the Utility Tree. The braketed values at
the leaves denote the prioritization regarding importane (rst part) and the risk
regarding the ahievement of this senario (seond part). H, M, and L, mean high,
medium, and low, respetively.
Goal Question Metri and Fator Criteria Metris Approah
The Goal Question Metri approah is presented in Basili et al. [Bas93, BCR94℄. A
goal desribes a requirement on a produt, a proess, or a resoure like personnel,
hardware, and software. Atually, this approah is not only direted to arhiteture
evaluation but provides a strutured view on requirements as well. With the goals as
topmost quality requirements (f. the topmost quality attributes in a QADAG), the
question represents the subattributes whih state how to evaluate an e.g. software
produt. Thus, a question an be onsidered as leaf quality attribute. Although
an evaluation tehnique in the QADAG usually ontains more details than just the
metri to be applied, a metri in the Goal Question Metri Approah has the same
intention as an evaluation tehnique in the QADAG. A goal is usually based on
several questions whih are again based on several metris. A metri an be used
by several questions whih again may be part of several goals. The hierarhy of this
approah is quite at. However, the idea of a non-tree-like usage of the struture is
more strongly intended than it is in the QADAG.
The Fator Criteria Metris Approah by MCall et al. [MRW83℄ strutures quality
requirements in fators equal to the topmost quality attributes in the QADAG. A
deomposition of fators into riteria is available in the QADAG by the deomposi-
tion into subattributes. Metris are used like in the Goal Question Metri Approah.
They are overed by evaluation tehniques in the QADAG. The struture and deom-
position is quite the same as in the Goal Question Metri Approah. The QADAG is
ompatible to both of them although it supports a onsiderably more detailed mod-
eling of quality requirements and the appliation and meaning of metris regarding
the fulllment of these requirements.
Domain-Spei Software Arhiteture Comparison Model
An approah addressing the omparison of arhitetures is the Domain-Spei Soft-
ware Arhiteture Comparison Model (DoSAM) by Berger et al. [BRST05℄. It is
based on a weighted and quantied result for the arhiteture quality assessed by
applying metris on the arhiteture variants. However, the quantied results are
not only weighted regarding the quality attributes but even regarding the servies
provided by the arhiteture (see Figure 4.12). A servie an be onsidered as fea-
ture in the automotive domain. With respet to the omplexity of automotive sys-
tems mostly aused by the amount of features to be realized, an importane-based
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Figure 4.12: Evaluation matrix, f. [BRST05℄
weighting of the features is hardly manageable. The DoSAM provides a detailed
and servie-based view on evaluation results. The omplexity of the arhiteture
and the funtionality of automotive systems is overed by evaluation tehniques of
the QADAG that handle the omplexity and provide aggregated results regarding
a quality attribute. As the QADAG is intended to be a means of ommuniation
between stakeholders, its summarizing table view (see Setion 6.1.11) is totally suf-
ient. For a more detailed look inside the arhiteture evaluation, Arhiteture
Potential Analysis is presented in Setion 7.3.
Comparing Quality
In ontrast to funtional requirements, whih are either met or not, extra-funtional
requirements an be met on dierent levels of quality. Both, the identiation of a
value or measurement to be the basis for the quantiation and the quantiation
itself are hallenging steps of requirement speiation. Moreover, they depend on
the appliation domain and thus annot be dened in general. As presented in
Setion 2.1, the ISO/IEC 9126 quality attributes have a strong relation to the eort
aused by the appliation of the software produts. The fous is shifted for system
qualities identied by Bass et al., for whih time is emphasized as entral aspet of
quality. For embedded systems, the quantiation of evaluation results, therefore
quality, an be taken into aount by interpretation instanes provided by experts
(see Florentz [Flo06, Flo07b℄). These instanes map the evaluation result to a quality
rate between 0% (requirement not met) and 100% (fully satised). In the following
paragraphs, the omparison of (quantied) qualities will be disussed with respet
to the ommon quality attributes used in dierent domains (see Setion 4.1).
The ISO/IEC 9126 suggests funtionality as one quality attribute. This allows for
dierent funtionality of dierent produts to be evaluated, whih atually leads to a
problem for omparison of the software produts and their underlying arhiteture.
The question arises, whih produt to prefer if one system has more funtionality
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but laks in terms of how well the funtionality is realized and another one realized
the funtionality quite well but misses to provide some parts of it. Even though a
solution for quantiation is available, the omparability is stritly limited. Thus,
the quality attributes suggested by ISO/IEC 9126 annot be diretly applied in the
automotive domain. However, a seletion of them may be interesting after some
adaption to the spei needs of embedded systems.
For the evaluation of single and individually developed systems as addressed by
Bass et al. [BCK98℄, a omparison of omplete system variants is not intended. The
evaluation is performed during the development proess and only parts of the system
are aeted by partiular development deisions. A quantiation may be possible
but the interpretation of the results has no point of referene as, i.e. quality dierenes
based on deisions aeting various partial quality results are not omparable either.
Kazman et al. [KAK01, KAK02℄ address this problem in the CBAM approah (Cost
Benet Analysis Method). The approah ompares the benets of dierent options
of investing development eort to improve ertain qualities of a system. The CBAM
will be disussed in Setion 7.4 with respet to the quantiation introdued in
Florentz [Flo07b℄.
Arhiteture variants of an embedded system in the automotive domain are meant
to have the same funtionality eah. Thus, the omparison of several arhiteture
variants is provided. Moreover, the omparison of variants with dierent funtionality
an be onsidered as misleading. With funtionality as ommon basis and quantiable
evaluation results, the ahievement of the development objetives, i.e. the fulllment
of the quality requirements, by dierent arhitetures an be ompared. The expliit
representation of the requirements by the QADAG provides omparison of seleted
requirements. Furthermore, deision support in terms of how to hange a variant
in order to inrease its quality an be provided (see Florentz [Flo07b, Flo07a℄ and
Florentz and Huhn [FH07℄). In ontrast to CBAM, not the development eort but
the development objetives themselves build the enter of interest. Thus, tradeos
diretly address the quality results and not the osts for ahieving the results like
in CBAM. This is not only possible beause of funtionality as ommon basis and
the quantiation of the results but rather beause of the development of several
arhiteture variants, whih is ommon for the embedded systems development in
the automotive domain.
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Arhiteture development should be guided by the evaluation rather than just being
monitored. Consequently, evaluation is more an aompanying ativity than a single
step. Performing arhiteture evaluation an be time-onsuming and ost-intensive.
A reasonable handling of evaluation resoures is neessary to get results in time, es-
peially if several arhiteture variants are to be onsidered. Based on the expressive
representation of the requirements and the expliit struture of the QADAG, evalua-
tion tatis an be dened and deision support an be provided. The methodology
presented in this hapter addresses ordered and eient proessing of the evaluation.
In ase of several arhiteture variants to be evaluated, the seletion of variants to
take part in further evaluation and development is one part of the methodology. A-
tually, this seletion is a deision, too. Hene, evaluation methodology and deision
support are diretly related disiplines in arhiteture development. Rejeting an ar-
hiteture variant from the evaluation proess is a deision against a ombination of
ertain arhitetural deisions made earlier whih are represented by the arhiteture
variant.
Methodology in the ontext of this hapter does not desribe an evaluation pro-
ess based on partiipants, their ativities and meetings, douments to be produed,
and presentations to be held (f. Bass et al. [BCK98℄). It is rather meant to be
a strutured proedure of eiently performing evaluation in terms of saving time
and osts. The proedure will be based on the QADAG on the one hand. On the
other hand, dimensions of arhiteture evaluation need to be dened in order to
know about the resulting eort and impat of the partial evaluation, i.e. regarding
partiular qualities. On this basis, tatis an be seleted that state when to evalu-
ate whih arhiteture variant with respet to whih quality attribute to ahieve an
overall eient evaluation proess. They are meant to be applied in a heuristi-like
manner and have partiular objetives like dereasing the extend of the evaluation
and handling its omplexity. All in all, eient evaluation means saving osts, time,
and personnel resoures.
In Setion 5.1 dimensions of arhiteture evaluation are introdued as basis for
evaluation tatis denition. In Setion 5.2, evaluation tatis are presented. Exam-
ples for a possible appliation in the Body Comfort System ase study are provided
for eah of the tatis. Related evaluation methods are disussed in Setion 5.3.
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5.1 Dimensions of Arhiteture Evaluation
The dimensions dened in this setion are meant to be a basis for evaluation tatis
and deision support. They are direted to evaluation in terms of its struture, its
results, and its proessing. Beause of the highly omplex eld of arhiteture evalua-
tion and the immense number of possible onsiderations, just a seletion of dimensions
an be taken into aount on a ertain level of abstration. Three of them are dened
in the subsequent setions (partially introdued in Florentz and Huhn [FH07℄). Eah
of them is divided into subdimensions dealing with the dimension topi in detail.
First, the bakground is presented. Seond, important measurements of the subdi-
mensions are disussed. And third, the appliation of subdimensions in evaluation
tatis and deision support is outlined. Examples for the appliation of the tatis
based on the dimensions are given in Setion 6.1.
5.1.1 Evaluation Sensitivity
The dimension sensitivity is split up into three subdimensions: the strutural impat
and the arhitetural impat on evaluation results and the robustness of evaluation
results. The strutural impat desribes the sensitivity based on the evaluation stru-
ture, i.e. the hierarhy of quality attributes. The arhitetural impat desribes the
sensitivity regarding arhiteture artifats. Figure 5.1 draws a line between ompos-
ite quality attributes and leaf quality attributes. The rst build the hierarhy whih
leads to the strutural impat as it denes the importane of leaf quality attributes
by the weightings related to the omposite attributes. The latter desribe how to
evaluate an arhiteture and thus impliitly determine the arhitetural impat. To
give a onrete statement on evaluation sensitivity, both impats have to be taken
into aount in ombination. The robustness of evaluation results desribes the inu-
ene of hanging the importane of the quality attributes for a onrete arhiteture.
There is a strong reiproal relation between impat and robustness. For the latter,
an arhiteture is onsidered as invariant whereas the evaluation struture hanges
aording to hanges of superior development goals. Although the evaluation stru-
ture an be onsidered invariant for a development proess, hanges of the struture
are useful to be onsidered at least with respet to future development projets.
Strutural Impat
The impat of the evaluation struture is based on the hierarhial omposition
of the QADAG, i.e. the hoie of quality attributes with their subattributes and
joining tehniques. The strutural impat an be onsidered as the absolute weight
of a quality attribute if the joining of partial results is proportional. Otherwise,
it an be quite diult to determine the strutural impat. For example, let a
ertain joining tehnique depend on the atual evaluation results. One subattribute
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Figure 5.1: Separator between strutural and arhitetural impat in a QADAG
is inluded quadratially whereas others are inluded just linearly. In this ase,
strutural impat depends on the arhiteture as well and is no longer exlusively
given by the hierarhial struture of the evaluation. Atually, the strutural impat
as determined by the evaluation struture an be analyzed in both ases: proportional
and non-proportional joining. To simplify matters, the proportional ase will be
addressed in the following. Non-proportional ases are out of the sope of this thesis.
The weighted normalized sum of the subattributes will be alulated whih, after all,
results in this ommonly applied joining tehnique.
Figure 5.2 presents an example of absolute weights whih an be alulated taking
the relative importane of a subattribute with respet to all other subattributes of the
same omposite one into aount. Usually, the absolute weight of leaf attributes will
be most interesting as arhiteture variants are evaluated by the tehniques loated
at these attributes.
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Figure 5.2: Weights and impat in a QADAG
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For evaluation tatis, the strutural impat is useful for arranging quality at-
tributes aording to their relative importane and thus to provide their possible
priority for evaluation proessing. Great strutural impat provides the possibility
to have a great share of the overall evaluation result. The more strutural impat is
overed by a still running evaluation, the more expressive its preliminary result is.
In deision support, the strutural impat supports the hoie of arhiteture arti-
fats to hange in order to aet ertain quality attributes, namely those with high
impat. Again, the arhitetural impat has to be onsidered but is individually
weighted by the strutural impat. Thus, not only an estimation of impat is pos-
sible but rather tradeo analysis based on arhitetural impat aligned aording to
results of sensitivity analysis an be performed (see Setion 7.3).
Arhitetural Impat
The arhitetural impat desribes the part of sensitivity that depends on arhite-
ture artifats. The overall evaluation result is hierarhially omposed out of partial
results. The desription of the sensitivities an be quite ompliated but not beause
of the amount of sensitivities or resulting tradeos. The most hallenging and in-
teresting fat is that sensitivities are not just existent or inexistent, i.e. sensitivity
points (see Clements et al. [CKK01℄). But rather, dependent on the atual arhite-
ture variant, the evaluation result may be inuened in dierent ways by hanging
the arhiteture variant. Hene, the atual sensitivity depends on the arhiteture
variant under onsideration.
The desription of sensitivity an be quantied in the embedded domain. For ex-
ample, hanging an arhiteture, whih is inured to minor hanges, may have less
eet than hanging one in a more ritial area regarding a stakeholder's needs.
This means, the sensitivity depends on the atual arhiteture variant. Figure 5.3
illustrates this issue based on a osts interpretation. Beause of the non-linear de-
pendeny between osts and quality, the atual value of the arhiteture variant is a
matter of partiular interest. The sensitivity, i.e. its arhitetural impat, strongly
depends on the atual arhiteture variant and may be onsiderably dierent for
other ones.
For evaluation tatis, the advantage of expliitly investigating sensitivities is the
ability to predit evaluation results (see Setion 1.3.2). Thus, possible strong in-
suienies of an arhiteture variant an be deteted quite early or even without
evaluation therefore avoiding unneessary evaluation eort.
For deision support, expliit sensitivities are even more valuable than for evalu-
ation methodology. The atual sensitivity of arhiteture is an important fator in
making a deision regarding a possible hange of the arhiteture. Dierent arhite-
ture variants may have dierent sensitivities as an be seen in Figure 5.3. A dieren-
tiated and more detailed look on eah arhiteture variant in a development proess
allows the orrelation of several sensitivities to get quantied statements about trade-
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Robustness
To get a proper evaluation result, the strutural impat of quality attributes should
not hange during evaluation. Nevertheless, hanges of requirements may our, for
example, as a reation to altering ompany goals or shifts of the market. The ro-
bustness of an evaluation result desribes the eet of suh hanges on the evaluation
result of a onrete arhiteture variant. The less the quality is aeted, the greater
the robustness of the evaluation results is. An arhiteture of high robustness has a
greater probability of being reused even after hanges of the ompany goals. Saving
development eort is one of the benets of having a robust arhiteture espeially
in domains applying produt line approahes (see Etxeberria and Sagardui [ES05℄
and Bosh [Bos00, Bos06℄) for whih minor hanges are not unusual. Atually, the
robustness ould be seen as quality of arhiteture. But, the robustness of the evalua-
tion results is addressed by this subdimension. Thus, the robustness is onsidered as
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dimension regarding the evaluation and not the arhiteture, i.e. it is no arhiteture
quality attribute.
On the basis of the expliit and quantiable sensitivities and tradeos, the robust-
ness of evaluation results an be determined by onsidering the partial results aeted
by the requirement hanges. The greater the share of aeted partial results, the less
the robustness of the results is and vie versa. Atually, the robustness provides no
general statements on an arhiteture variant but is related to onrete requirement
hanges. The benet of robustness is learly loated at deision support and less
interesting for evaluation tatis.
The robustness of evaluation results should not be onfused with the modiability
as a quality attribute. Robustness is strongly direted to evaluation results. Modi-
ability usually is onerned with hanges of the funtionality for supporting produt
lines and future projets. Changes in the ontext of robustness are hanges of the
requirements that are not to be hanged in order to have a reliable basis for ar-
hiteture development and evaluation. Nevertheless, hanges of the requirements
annot be avoided in pratie and thus have to be onsidered somehow. The in-
tention of robustness is that an arhiteture should still be suitable even after suh
hanges. Considering robustness as quality attribute is a self-ontradition beause
high robustness in general would debase the expressiveness of the results ahieved
with respet to onrete and weighted requirements. A high quality result of an ar-
hiteture usually has less robustness than a low quality result. After all, high quality
means high potential of quality loss if requirements are hanged. This onit learly
exeeds tradeos in the evaluation. A robust evaluation result is desirable indeed but
has no priority over arhiteture quality attributes.
The main interest in deision support is related to whih arhiteture variant to
hoose and whih arhitetural artifats to hange to improve the overall quality. In
most ases, arhiteture evaluation identies appropriate andidates but is not ne-
essarily denite. Robustness an give the asting hint with respet to future benets
not yet to be aounted in the atual evaluation. For example, two arhiteture vari-
ants reah the same quality rate and thus neither of them an be preferred initially
sine there would be no advantage in any hoie. Senarios desribing hanges in
the requirements an be used to make a deision. Atually, suh senarios are no
arhiteture quality senarios as they are onerned with hanges of the requirements
and not with arhiteture. Furthermore, onsiderable dierenes in the robustness
may lead to rethinking of the arhiteture rationale at least for future projets.
5.1.2 Evaluation Eort
Although arhiteture evaluation an take plae quite early in the overall development
proess, performing the evaluation should not take too muh of the development
resoures. Even more, the evaluation eort should be kept low in order to provide
a quik and eient deision support in terms of whih variants to keep in the
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evaluation, whih ones to rejet, and how to slightly hange promising ones in whih
way if neessary. The evaluation eort has three subdimensions: extent, omplexity,
and input. Extent and omplexity are quite omplex ones themselves. Espeially for
their appliation in evaluation tatis, a further subdivision is helpful. Atually, the
input, whih is needed to perform an evaluation, ould be aounted to omplexity as
well. But beause of its exposed meaning for building an arhiteture, it is onsidered
as subdimension on its own. If the input is already used to desribe the strutural
part of the arhiteture, no additional eort will be aused by using this input for
evaluation. If it is exlusively needed by the evaluation, the input will have to be
onsidered in more detail.
Extent
The extent of the evaluation is omposed of the number of arhiteture variants to
be evaluated and its sope. Considering just the number of variants is not suient
to desribe the extent beause the size of eah variant, i.e. the number of artifats
ontained, namely its sope, and artifats ourring in representations of several
arhitetural deision have a great inuene on the overall evaluation eort. Thus,
knowing just the number of variants is not that expressive. Furthermore, variants
diering in just some details may not ause the same evaluation eort beause most
of the evaluation results may be alike whih may save evaluation eort. Besides the
number of variants, the sope is important to denote the extent of an evaluation.
The early evaluation in the development proess of the embedded domain is meant
to selet promising arhiteture variants out of a set. In some ases, new variants are
generated on basis of remaining ones or newly-made experienes. The main trend is
an early sorting with the eet that evaluation and development will be ontinued
only for seleted variants. Thus, the extent hanges over the development phase
based on the remaining number of variants and their ommon artifats. The more
deision are represented, i.e. the bigger the sope is, the more dierent the variants
an be, whih inreases the evaluation eort.
For evaluation tatis, the extent of an evaluation is an important fator. The
less extent, the more resoures an be spent on more preise evaluation tehniques
and maybe used for the development of additional variants. Usually, development
resoures are quite short. Thus, knowledge about extent an help to onentrate the
resoures to ahieve results more eiently.
Besides additional experienes made by evaluating several arhiteture variants,
evaluation extent has no appreiable inuene on deisions support in terms of how
to hange an arhiteture variant. Nevertheless, the knowledge of partiular arhi-
tetural deisions and their realization suess as variant an be quite insightful.
Synergies regarding the arhitetural artifats between several variants an onsoli-
date these insights.
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Complexity
The omplexity is based on the number of evaluation tehniques to be performed,
whih are part of the leaf quality attributes, and the spei eort to evaluate a
variant regarding the respetive tehniques. This spei eort is determined by the
setup and the proessing. The setup denotes the omplexity in terms of preparing the
evaluation by setting up hardware (e.g. test stands, prototypes, et.) and software to
perform the evaluation. The proessing desribes how omplex it is to perform the
evaluation. In ase of metri-based evaluation, the proessing may just be an auto-
mated omputation whih does not need any interation with experts. In other ases,
the proessing may be based on expert interation or even a sequene of meetings
keeping several stakeholders busy. Early evaluation may just need a subset of the
number of evaluation tehniques to selet suitable arhiteture variants. Evaluation
taking plae late in the development proess is usually meant to assure the quality
of arhiteture. Thus, eah of the evaluation tehniques has to be performed on eah
of the respetive arhiteture variants.
The omplexity may also be inreased in ase of the setup has to be redone not
just for eah evaluation tehnique but for eah variant as well. The more omplex
the setup itself is, the stronger the multiplier eet will be. Hene, setup based on
software and models rather than on hardware is to be preferred on early evaluation
with many arhiteture variants partiipating.
The omplexity of ertain parts of the evaluation struture an be used to keep
evaluation eort low in early evaluation phases. Low omplexity, ideally in ombina-
tion with high impat, allows eient and expressive estimations about the suitability
of an arhiteture variant. If many K.O. attributes are involved based on low om-
plexity tehniques, preferring these attributes might be a reasonable tati to assure
suitability and push the seletion of the variants (see Setion 5.2).
To estimate the impat of an arhitetural deision, evaluation of a (partially)
hanged arhiteture variant may beome neessary. Hene, evaluation tehniques
with low omplexity are preferred over those with high omplexity for re-evaluation.
Furthermore, tehniques with less auray and thus less omplexity as well may
be a possible and helpful substitute in deision support onerns to quikly ahieve
statements on promising arhitetural hanges.
Input
The neessary arhiteture models (inluding their renements) to provide the in-
formation required by the evaluation are alled the input of the evaluation. Both,
arhitetural deisions and renements an be onsidered as steps in building an ar-
hiteture variant. Beause of arhiteture being an initial part of the development,
the input is not available initially. Although piees of information may be ontained
in digital libraries, most of them depend on arhitetural deisions not yet made.
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Besides the evaluation omplexity, deision making and information aquisition are
onstitutive parts in evaluation eort. In partiular, input whih is additionally
needed only by evaluation and not for modeling the arhiteture should be kept low.
Its reuse in the same as well as in further developments is limited. For aquiring and
representing further information, additional modeling, measuring, and simulation
beome neessary whih are ost-intensive and need speial setup and proessing.
The reuse of input diretly presented by an arhiteture variant, i.e. the input
of the arhiteture model, does not ause additional evaluation eort. Espeially
performane evaluation, whih in many ases is based on measuring and simulation,
demands performane models and detailed knowledge about the runtime behavior of
system omponents. This kind of input usually annot be generated and is reusable
in few ases only. The evaluation eort is pushed by this kind of evaluation teh-
niques. Thus, they should be performed on variants already sueeded earlier in
the evaluation. This dereases the number of variants to be taken into aount and
avoids waste of evaluation eort on unsuitable ones.
In ases, in whih seletion is based on evaluation results, the input is not essen-
tial for deision support. In other ases, deisions are supported by looking ahead
regarding alternatives. Further input may beome neessary not just for one but
rather various look-aheads. Thus, the less input is needed per look ahead, the more
eient deision support will be performed.
5.1.3 Evaluation Soundness
Soundness addresses the quality of an evaluation result in terms of its validity. To
reason about soundness an have dierent intentions. More soundness means more
ertainty, i.e. less risk in the seletion proess of an evaluation. Trying to keep
initial evaluation on a number of arhiteture variants in bounds, soundness may
allow earlier rejetion of arhiteture variants seeming to be unsuitable. Espeially
in the embedded system domain, in whih resoures are short, not muh tolerane
regarding their alloation an be granted. Unsound evaluation results may have
fatal onsequenes in terms of resoure overload. Thus, the risk of ruling out suit-
able or even keeping unsuitable arhiteture variants should be kept low by sound
evaluation results. Three subdimensions substantiate soundness as dimension of ar-
hiteture evaluation: auray, suseptibility, and hallenge whih are addressed in
the following.
Auray
Espeially in the early phases of development, information on the arhiteture an
be oarse-grained or needs to be estimated. Consequently, the evaluation results
are oarse-grained and maybe even inaurate. The auray has to be onsidered
beause the resoures of embedded systems are short. On the one hand, oarse-
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grained and estimated information in early phases of development might lead to a
potential overload of these resoures if there is no adequate amount of tolerane.
On the other hand, to muh tolerane may lead to wrong and ineient hoies of
arhitetural variants to be taken into aount in the ongoing evaluation proess. An
analogy about how the resoures are alloated may help to understand this problem.
The resoure may be a ontainer whih is to be lled with objets. While the size of
the objets is known only inaurately, it is not easy to estimate the amount of objets
tting in the ontainer. In ase of small objets, the total number tting is quite
high. Thus, inauraies anel out eah other, whih lowers the need for additional
reserves. In ase of bigger objets, the anel-out eet is dereased drastially or
even not existent. The handling of tolerane an be fatal in both ways, providing too
muh reserves, whih leads to too high osts, and providing too less reserves, whih
leads to tehnial insuienies. Following, the need for auray is muh higher in
the latter ase. Aording to the analogy, lower resoure requirements an be e.g.
relatively low memory need with respet to the available memory.
As already mentioned, more evaluation auray means a less risky seletion of
arhiteture variants. Nevertheless, high auray may be expensive in terms of time
and money whih both are to be saved by a well thought-out methodology. Based on
the risk aepted in an evaluation proess, a tradeo between auray and its osts
has to be aepted.
Suseptibility
Suseptibility addresses the possible faultiness of evaluation results as onsequene of
faulty input. Suseptibility is strongly related to sensitivity. The risk of generating
faulty results, i.e. the suseptibility, diers from auray as dimension beause the
resulting inauray is based on faulty input and not on missing detail of the input.
Even if information on the arhiteture is expressed in detail, faulty information will
lead to faulty results. Atually, no arhitet intends to use faulty data. But in ase
of a highly sensitive evaluation, minor disrepany has more impat than in ase
of lowly sensitive ones. This should be taken into aount during evaluation for an
eient exeution and espeially in deision support whih is based on sensitivity as
well.
The idea of limitation of damage is the most interesting one for an eient method-
ology. Arhiteture variants with highly suseptible evaluation results are more likely
to fail in the evaluation proess than other ones. Therefore, variants with suh eval-
uation results should be ruled out if a seletion is needed anyway and they are not
that promising regarding other qualities. Another way to deal with suseptibility
an be a loser look to the partiular results. There is no general suseptibility of
evaluation results beause it is based on the sensitivity. Thus, the impat of the
faultiness of input depends on the atual arhiteture variant aording to the atual
arhitetural impat (f. Figure 5.3). Additional seletive re-evaluation with further
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information lowers the risk of having an unsuitable variant under development. Al-
though arhiteture is a high-level view with respet to a system implementation, at
least in late evaluation, suseptibility eets an be more and more assumed to be
quite low beause of the maturity of the arhiteture variants.
Suseptibility as well as deision support are both based on sensitivity, moreover,
on the impat of faultiness and hanges of the input. Deision support tehniques are
diretly aeted by the suseptibility of an evaluation and an be used to investigate
it. Deision support has a dierent intention in early than in late evaluation. In
early evaluation, deisions regarding variant seletion are most important. In late
evaluation, deisions regarding hanges of arhiteture variants build the enter of
interest. With suseptibility investigation, new possibilities are opened up. Usu-
ally, suseptibility eets are higher in early than in late evaluation beause of still
missing maturity of the arhiteture. Deision support an be used to investigate
suseptibility and avoid misleading seletion deisions. With evaluation in terms of
quality assurane, the onsideration of suseptibility by deision support an be used
to denote the risk of arhiteture hanges by missing deision support estimations
regarding the expeted quality. Following, hanges of arhiteture artifats ausing
quite suseptible results may be planed and realized more arefully.
Challenge
The hallenge denotes the best ahievable quality in an arhiteture evaluation. The
hallenge is not neessarily a quality rate of 100% as ompeting requirements may
be impossible to be ompletely met in one and the same arhiteture variant. To
determine the hallenge of an arhiteture is quite omplex beause not all of the
tradeos aused by ompeting quality requirements are known. However, knowledge
about the hallenge is neessary to determine if the valuation of a result is sound.
For example, a quality result of 70% quality rate may be valuated as satisfatory
result. Without knowledge on the hallenge, this valuation annot be onsidered as
sound valuation. Maybe results up to 90% quality rate are possible. In this ase,
70% are not quite good. But if 75% quality rate already meet the hallenge, this
result will be very good. The hallenge is needed to determine the soundness of the
valuation of an evaluation result and not the soundness of the result itself.
A stand-alone and quantied quality result misses expressiveness. Quantied re-
sults are expressive only if omparative results of other arhitetures are available or
a referene value or sale, whih represents the diulty to ahieve good results, i.e.
the hallenge, an be given. Tradeos are the key to determine the hallenge beause
many strong tradeos an ause diulties to reah a ertain level of quality as stated
above. The reason for low quality results may be aused by quite ompeting require-
ments and not neessarily on bad arhiteture deisions. This is a very important
means of ommuniation between stakeholders. It an be used to explain why some
system annot be realized on an overall satisfatory level. Moreover, ost-intensive
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improvement intentions an be put into relation with the potential for improvements
with respet to the hallenge.
In evaluations with many variants, the hallenge is one outome of the overall eval-
uation proess in terms of experienes on the atual evaluation proess. Following,
knowledge about the hallenge annot be applied to inrease evaluation eieny.
In ase of already known hallenge, this will help seleting variants to remain in the
evaluation proess.
The potential of an arhiteture variant and thus its improvement is in the enter
of interest of deision support. The hallenge allows for onrete statements about
the potential of an arhiteture variant. Therefore, the hallenge an be used to stop
improvement attempts in time.
5.2 Evaluation Tatis
The time needed for evaluation as well as all other resoures like speial hardware
or even experts are multiplied by the number of arhiteture variants taken into
aount in the development proess. The evaluation of eah of the variants should
be performed as eiently as possible. Atually, the most resoure-saving way is
to skip an evaluation. Of ourse, this is intended to be done only if the variant
is not promising, whih is not known initially. Thus, eah of the variants taken
into aount auses at least some evaluation eort until it an be rejeted from
the evaluation. Keeping the extent of the evaluation low by reduing the number
of variants is possible only if the evaluation is based on the seletion out of several
variants. In pure software projets, usually just one arhiteture variant (maybe with
some options regarding partiular deisions) is available. In this ase, a redution
of the number of variants is not appliable. The tatis presented in this setion
are meant to redue the number of variants to be evaluated as early as possible in
proessing the evaluation without rejeting them unseen and avoiding eort-intensive
evaluation tehniques as long as possible. Thus, the deision whether to rejet or
ontinue has to be based on as few partial results as possible to be sure of the
rejetion and save further evaluation eort. Those results, on whih the seletion
is based, should be gained as eiently as possible in terms of saving eort and
produing aurate results. All in all, the seletion deisions are to be made as
quikly and as thoroughly as possible.
For evaluation of the ase studies, mostly measurement tehniques based on metris
will be applied. In the Body Comfort System ase study, the evaluation is performed
early in the development proess. Many variants need to be evaluated with limited
availability of input for the evaluation. The intention of this early evaluation is to
identify promising variants and rejet unappropriate ones in order to ontinue with
just a small set of the variants originally given. The In-Car Radio Navigation Sys-
tem ase study, however, is direted to deeper analysis of the evaluation results. The
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more detailed modeling of the arhiteture variants ontains exeutable performane
models whih provide a alulation based evaluation of arhitetures. On the same
basis, further analysis an be performed to be integrated with the analysis for arhi-
teture potential (see Setion 7.3). The appliation of the tatis is exemplied in
the Body Comfort System ase study.
The tatis an be ombined in several ways to ahieve a quik redution of the
number of variants. Atually, it strongly depends on the underlying domain and
the renement of the arhiteture, whih tatis and whih ombination of them are
most eient. However, there is an overall tati whih is not onsidered in terms
of dereasing the extent of the evaluation but more a priniple of evaluation pro-
essing methodology. Aording to the hierarhial struture of a QADAG, whose
onstrution is addressed in Setion 4.3, a preseletion of evaluation tehniques to be
performed should be kept in mind. The quality attributes loated nearby the root of
the QADAG represent the superior goals of the arhiteture, e.g. osts, performane,
and so on. Like any omposite quality attribute, their quality rate is hierarhially
based on the results of their subattributes. In ontrast to evaluation tehniques,
the joining of results is usually less expensive. To get a more preise idea of the
quality reahed by an arhiteture variant, evaluation tehniques belonging to the
same branh of the QADAG, i.e. the same omposite quality attribute, should be
performed as a group to evaluate the quality of the respetive superior quality at-
tributes as whole. Hene, if there is no stronger preferene suggested by an applied
tati, this grouping an be very useful. Moreover, evaluation tehniques of quality
attributes belonging to more than one omposite quality attribute are to be preferred
as well beause they provide input for more than one omposite attribute. Note that
the QADAG is a direted ayli graph and not just a tree.
Again, the tatis are meant to save evaluation eort. It might be useful to evaluate
variants whih are not promising in the overall evaluation but in ertain qualities
just to gain more experiene. Nevertheless, this intention is not addressed by the
tatis presented below and should be disregarded until spare evaluation resoures
are available. The term arhitetural tatis introdued by Bahmann et al. [BBK03℄
is direted to arhiteture design and not to evaluation. The objetives of the tatis
of this approah are dierent. Bahmann et al. aim at arhitetures of higher quality
than arhitetures designed without appliation of their tatis whereas the tatis
represented below are meant to improve the evaluation in terms of eieny.
In the following, the tatis are presented one by one with a desription of how
the tati is meant to work. The desription will highlight evaluation dimensions
indiating a promising appliation. Their assets and drawbaks will be disussed as
well as a typial appliation ontext. Although methodology in terms of applying
evaluation tatis annot be given in general, a heuristi appliation an be dened
with respet to partiular needs.
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5.2.1 Great Strutural Impat
Identifying a set of evaluation tehniques holding a ertain share of importane to
get a sound statement on the most promising arhiteture variants.
As part of sensitivity, the strutural impat (see Setion 5.1.1) denotes the absolute
importane of a quality attribute, i.e. its weight in most ases, with respet to the
overall evaluation. Hene, the more important a quality attribute is, the bigger
its ontribution to the evaluation result will be. Thus, dierenes of variants in
important quality attributes lead to signiant dierenes in the overall result. A
seletion of a ertain number of variants to be ontinued in the evaluation should be
based on partial results with great strutural impat to inrease the reliability of the
seletion.
For evaluations, in whih one quality attribute is quite dominant regarding its
weight, it may be eetual to evaluate the variants with respet to this one in-
luding its subattributes. Usually, this is not the ase. Espeially in more om-
plex evaluations ontaining many quality attributes, a good portion of strutural
impat is spread over several quality attributes. Hene, the strutural impat is
helpful to identify a set of evaluation tehniques to hold a ertain share of the total
weight/importane. On this basis, a seletion of most promising variants an be
performed. This tati is a good example for ases in whih to ignore the hierarhi-
al struture in advantage to push the evaluation. Evaluation tehniques loated at
dierent parts of the QADAG may be preferred over a set within the same branh.
As an be seen in Table 4.5, whih is part of the Body Comfort System ase
study, the ommuniation performane as well as the osts subattributes have high
strutural impat whih qualies them to be aounted rst.
5.2.2 K.O. Attributes
Aounting K.O. attributes rst to inrease the hane of early rejetion of
insuient arhiteture variants.
Besides strutural impat, the arhitetural impat is interesting to get an idea of
an arhiteture variant's quality without performing a omplete evaluation. Knowl-
edge about the sensitivity in terms of arhitetural impat may not be available in
early evaluation. A good substitute is the potential of a quality attribute to re-
jet an arhiteture variant. Suh quality attributes are alled K.O. attributes (see
Setion 4.2). Although sensitivity might not be known in detail at this stage of eval-
uation, a possible K.O. evaluation of an arhiteture variant has muh impat due to
a possible rejetion. Additionally, an evaluation regarding K.O. attributes is pretty
eient in most ases beause of onrete requirements on whih a K.O. is dened.
Arhiteture variants evaluated K.O. will not be suitable. Thus, further evaluation
eort an be saved regarding those variants.
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Espeially, evaluations with a strong onstraints satisfation (see Tsang [Tsa93℄)
harater provide a good basis for this tati. The seletion is based on rejeting
arhiteture variants whih will not be buildable regardless their quality in other
attributes. Leaving aside possible experienes, useless evaluation eort an be saved
to be invested in other arhiteture variants. The set of potentially eetive K.O.
attributes may hange over arhiteture variants if various K.O. attributes are on-
tained in the QADAG and problems with partiular arhiteture variants an be
identied. Moreover, an arhiteture variant will be ruled out by its rst K.O. result.
There is no need to have more than one beause it will not be buildable anyway.
K.O. attributes in the Body Comfort System ase study are all performane sub-
attributes, the osts, and the battery subattributes. No K.O. attributes are mod-
iability subattributes and the weight. As a onsequene, the rst ones are to be
preferred by this tati.
5.2.3 Available Input
Saving eort early in the evaluation to avoid investing too muh modeling eort in
arhiteture variants that may be rejeted.
Although separately disussed from setup, aquiring information needed as input
for the evaluation has a strong setup harater (see Setion 5.1.2). Information, whih
is not available as part of an arhiteture model but has to be provided for evaluation
exlusively, signiantly inreases evaluation eort. Beause of the great number of
arhiteture variants in early evaluation, tehniques requiring not yet available input
may ause gainless eort.
In the ase that the input an be reused in later development phases, avoiding
evaluation tehniques requiring suh input means a shift of evaluation eort. With
the bakground of applying additional tatis reduing the number of arhiteture
variants, this shift means an overall derease of eort beause of the savings regarding
arhiteture variants no longer under onsideration. The objetive of this tati is
not based on quik seletion but on deferring eort aused by further evaluation
tehniques until the seletion of arhiteture variants has been performed.
The weight of the hardware omponents and the battery of the Body Comfort
System are initially known. The subattributes of physis an be evaluated without
additional input aquisition beause of the available input and the known parameters
to alulate the evaluation raw result. Hardware pries will be available as well if no
prie negotiations are neessary and prie lists are on-hand. Usually, CPU, RAM,
and ROM information is early available, too. But in the Body Comfort System
ase study, they depend on the ommuniation mapping and the resulting LIN bus
sheduling. Thus, they are not available at rst.
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5.2.4 Easy Setup
Saving eort early in the evaluation to avoid investing too muh in not reusable
setup for arhiteture variants that may be rejeted.
The setup of evaluations, mostly with tehnial bakground, an be quite omplex
(see Setion 5.1.2). Spei hardware or simulators beome neessary and have to
be adapted for eah of the arhiteture variants. The eort based on the setup
should be avoided if possible beause most of it is needed for evaluation only and
an hardly be reused in later design phases. Setup for arhiteture variants, that will
not be ontinued in the development, should be saved by deferring setup-intensive
tehniques.
For most quality attributes, various evaluation tehniques are available providing
dierent auray dependent on their input and setup eort (see Setion 4.3). Never-
theless, their is a signiant disrepany regarding the applied evaluation tehniques
in a QADAG. To keep setup eort low, tehniques should be ordered regarding their
setup eort in ase no onurring preferene by other tatis has to be onsidered.
First hoie evaluation tehniques are these with no setup required. The seond
hoie usually is based on COTS (ommerial of the shelf) software produts. The
third one ontains tehniques inluding simulators for software and even hardware.
The latter tehniques require additional hardware models (f. Available Input ta-
ti above). The most omplex tehniques are performed on adaptable hardware or
even prototypes that have to be rebuilt for eah of the arhiteture variants in the
evaluation proess. This lassiation is an example and an be rened for ertain
purposes.
Neither the Body Comfort System nor the In-Car Radio Navigation System are
evaluated by tehniques whih need speial setup. Thus, this tati is more an outlook
for later development phases in whih prototypes and simulations are applied.
5.2.5 Easy Proessing
Saving eort early in the evaluation to speed up evaluation to quikly get an idea of
whih arhiteture variants to be ontinued.
The proessing as part of the evaluation omplexity (see Setion 5.1.2) has to be se-
riously onsidered beause it has to be spent for eah of the variants. As the Available
Input and the Easy Setup tatis, this one has a stronger eort deferring harater
than a seletion intention. Espeially for evaluations based on expert and stakeholder
meetings, a great number of arhiteture variants an be very time onsuming and
even annoying. A previous seletion of arhiteture variants is reommendable.
While proessing eort is well known for most evaluation tehniques, a respetive
sorting an be easily done. Again, this tati relies on a seletion of arhiteture
variants by other ones to atually save evaluation eort. Beause easy proessing,
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e.g. by automated evaluation, annot be provided in many ases, manual evaluation
has to be performed. Deferring this until a ertain number of arhiteture variants is
rejeted from the evaluation proess signiantly dereases evaluation eort in those
ases.
The modiability subattributes of the Body Comfort System ase study are evalu-
ated by experts whih requires an expert looking at eah of the arhiteture variants.
To avoid this evaluation eort, modiability should be deferred as long as possible.
5.2.6 Sope Synergy
Preferring evaluations aounting arhitetural artifats with multiple ourrenes in
other arhiteture variants to ahieve synergy eets in evaluation proessing.
It is possible that several arhiteture variants represent ommon subsets of arhi-
tetural deisions, whih leads to similarity in parts of the arhiteture, i.e. multiple
ourrene of idential artifats in several arhiteture variants (see Setion 5.1.2).
Identifying evaluation tehniques onerned with these artifats enables the evalua-
tion of arhitetural deisions just one and overs all variants representing them.
This tati aims at the synergy eet ahieved by evaluating equal artifats of dif-
ferent arhiteture variants. Deisions represented by the arhiteture variants build
the starting point of this tati. Thus, the arhiteture variants have to be taken into
aount for its appliation. For some deisions, the evaluation tehniques themselves
are the key beause arhitetural deisions may not diretly aim for spei values
of ertain arhitetural artifats but aim to reah a partiular overall quality. With-
out proper knowledge about those deisions and their inuene on the evaluation
result, an identiation of evaluation tehniques to be performed is quite hard. This
knowledge has to be provided by the arhitets that atually have made the dei-
sions. Their intentions ontain the partiular quality goal represented by a quality
attribute that may be equally represented in several arhiteture variants.
The Body Comfort System ase study is based on a legay system and on three
arhiteture deisions. Although some arhiteture artifats are inuened by more
than one of the deisions, most deisions are diretly reeted in the arhiteture
variants. Thus, the deision variants our repeatedly in several arhiteture variants.
The ommuniation performanerarely a andidate to be preferredis direted to
only two LIN shedule variants. The evaluation of one of these variants overs half
of the possible arhiteture variants, whih is quite a sope synergy. Weight and the
battery subattributes, however, are inuened by several deisions. There are many
variants regarding eah of these attributes. Hene, these attributes are not to be
preferred.
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5.2.7 Why Soundness Does Not Contribute
The soundness of evaluation results as addressed in Setion 5.1.3 is an important
and highly interesting dimension of arhiteture evaluation. It provides statements
on the quality of the results themselves. Nevertheless, it is not onsidered for dening
evaluation tatis for the following reasons:
1. The main intention of the tatis is to save evaluation eort by dereasing
the number of arhiteture variants to be evaluated and by deferring eort
until a seletion of arhiteture variants has proeeded. The soundness neither
ontributes to the rst nor to the seond kind of tati.
2. A statement on the soundness is most interesting with respet to evaluation
tehniques regarding the same arhitetural artifat and quality requirement.
In a QADAG instane, a hange of tehniques to inrease the soundness is
onsidered regarding iterations of evaluation (early and late) in the development
progress. During the same iteration, all arhiteture variants are evaluated by
the same QADAG instane providing equal soundness for eah of the variants.
3. Atually, a higher soundness is equivalent to the ertainty about evaluation
results. Although this may be desirable, early evaluation is designed to deal
with this unertainty and so are the tatis, espeially seletion oriented ones.
The seletion is never performed areless but as a neessary means of pushing
the evaluation. An inreased soundness may lead to more ertainty but adds
few to performing the evaluation more eiently.
For late evaluation, espeially of a single or few arhiteture variants, soundness
beomes more interesting. That is beause unsound results may ause fatal mis-
takes and deisions support and evaluation are growing together. Deisions are no
longer used for arhiteture variant seletion but for developing a variant. Thus the
soundness of evaluations beomes an important piee of information.
5.3 Related Work  Evaluation Methods
With arhiteture as essential part of software and system development, arhite-
ture evaluation has beome important in the development proess as well. Sev-
eral approahes deal with the evaluation of arhitetures in dierent domains. Ali
Babar et al. [BZJ04℄, Dobria and Niemelä [DN02℄, and Grunske [Gru07℄ provide an
overview of the most ommon approahes. Ali Babar and Gorton [BG04℄ and Ionita
et al. [IHO02℄ fous senario-based approahes as one main domain of arhiteture
evaluation. In the following, the methodology of the urrent hapter will be om-
pared to one of the most ommon arhiteture evaluation and analysis approahes,
the Arhiteture Tradeo Analysis Method by Kazman et al. [KKB
+
98, KKC00℄.
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Arhiteture Tradeo Analysis Method
The Arhiteture Tradeo Analysis Method (ATAM) has been introdued by Kaz-
man et al. [KKC00, KKB
+
98, KK98℄. ATAM is a senario-based approah applying
questioning tehniques to assess the quality of an arhiteture. It is direted to a sin-
gle arhiteture to be evaluated and not to a set of arhiteture variants. It desribes
the whole arhiteture evaluation proess inluding partiipants of the evaluation,
the outputs of the evaluation, and the steps to be performed. The ATAM an be
onsidered as extension of the Software Arhiteture Analysis Method (SAAM) pre-
sented in Kazman et al. [KBWA94, KABC96℄ and Clements et al. [CBKA95℄. The
partiipants, the outputs, and the steps to be performed will briey be disussed
below.
The partiipants of an ATAM evaluation proess are an external evaluation team,
the projet deision makers, and the arhiteture stakeholders. It is quite important
to have an external evaluation team instead of an internal one to avoid a lak of
objetivity. The evaluation team onsists of people with dierent roles and responsi-
bilities to guide and perform the evaluation. The projet deision makers usually are
represented by the projet manager, an arhitet of the urrent projet, and maybe
a ustomer representative. The stakeholders of an arhiteture are representatives of
several groups of people interested in the arhitetureatually its qualityfor er-
tain reasons. Examples for stakeholders are users, operators, developers, ustomers
(buying the software, not atually using it), and so on.
The outputs of the ATAM are a onise representation of the arhiteture, an
artiulation of the business goals, quality requirements in terms of a olletion of
senarios, a mapping of arhitetural deisions to quality requirements, a set of iden-
tied sensitivity and tradeo points, a set of risk and nonrisks, and a set of risk
themes. Although the arhiteture to be evaluated is input of the evaluation proess,
an appropriate representation of the arhiteture with respet to its intention is one
of the outputs of ATAM. This emphasizes the problem of arhiteture doumenta-
tion that often is not initially provided in a suient way. Moreover, the business
goals of the software projet need to be artiulated again beause these goals are
not neessarily known by the development team right from the beginning. A set
of senarios will be presented and disussed in the ATAM. They are output of the
ATAM in terms of quality requirements. For a proper understanding of arhitetural
deisions, the ATAM provides a mapping between deisions and the quality require-
ments. The ATAM identies sensitivity and tradeo points for the arhiteture with
respet to the fulllment of the requirements. The sensitivity and tradeo points will
help to guide further development of the arhiteture. Based on the sensitivity and
tradeo points, risks and nonrisks regarding the arhiteture and its requirements
an be stated. The risks and nonrisks express whih requirements may not be met
and whih ones are onsidered as safe to be met. A set of risk themes will represent
systemati weaknesses of the arhiteture regarding the identied risks.
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The ATAM onsists of four phases dealing with preparation, evaluation, ontinued
evaluation, and follow-up. In Phase 0, the evaluation is set up by evaluation team
leaders and key deision makers. Phase 1 is the rst evaluation phase that usually
will take one day to be proessed. After Phase 1 and a so-alled Hiatusa break in
the evaluation proessof about two to three weeks, the seond evaluation phase,
Phase 2, starts with a summary of the Phase 1. Phase 2 will take two days to be
performed. Phase 3 is meant as follow-up of the evaluation. The evaluation team will
produe a nal report on the evaluation. Moreover, disussion on what ould be done
more eiently in the next evaluation will take plae in this phase. The evaluation
phases are most relevant in this disussion and are presented in the following. These
two phases are performed in six and three steps, respetively.
The six steps of the rst evaluation phase are:
Step 1: Present the ATAM
The steps of the ATAM are briey presented by the evaluation leader (member
of the evaluation team). The proess will be explained and the partiipants are
introdued.
Step 2: Present Business Drivers
The deision makers present the business drivers of the system development,
i.e. the funtionality, tehnial, eonomial, et., onstraints, business goals, the
major stakeholders, and the arhitetural drivers. The latter are represented
by the most important quality attributes.
Step 3: Present Arhiteture
The arhiteture is presented by its arhitets. A presentation of about one
hour based on about 20 slides is reommended.
Step 4: Identify Arhitetural Approahes
The arhitetural approahes applied to build the arhiteture will be identied
in this step. The most ommonly known type of arhitetural approahes is
the appliation of spei pattern to ahieve ertain goals.
Step 5: Generate Quality Attribute Utility Tree
The root of the Utility Tree is alled utility. Its hildren are the quality at-
tributes. The most ommon attributes are performane, modiability, seurity,
usability, and availability although this set is not xed. These quality attributes
need to be rened via so-alled quality attribute renements whih an be
onsidered as quality attributes themselves. The lowest renement levelthe
leaves of the Utility Treeare the senarios. The senarios will be prioritized
by the deision makers regarding their importane for the projet and the dif-
ulty to be satised by the arhiteture. A sale from 0 to 10 an be used
for this prioritizations. However, a sale of high, medium, and low should be
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preferred beause it is easier to handle and takes less time than the use of
the number-based sale. Afterwards, eah senario has a pair of two priorities
whih are used to generate a prioritized list of senarios. An example for a
Utility Tree is depited in Figure 4.11.
Step 6: Analyze Arhitetural Approahes
Relevant arhitetural deisions are identied as well as sensitivity and tradeo
points and thus risks and nonrisks. On this basis, the arhitetural approahes
identied above will be seriously disussed with respet to their suieny and
appliation in the arhiteture.
After the Hiatus, Steps 7 to 9 are performed as seond evaluation phase.
Step 7: Brainstorm and Prioritize Senarios
Besides the senarios arranged in the Utility Tree, additional ones may be
identied by brainstorming by the stakeholders. These senarios are prioritized
like the ones already ontained in the Utility Tree.
Step 8: Analyze Arhitetural Approahes
Aording to Step 6, the newly disovered senarios are mapped to the arhi-
tetural deisions relevant for them by the arhitets.
Step 9: Present Results
The results to be presented in this step are (see Bass et al. [BCK98℄):
1. Arhitetural approahes doumented
2. Set of senarios and their prioritization from the brainstorming
3. Utility Tree
4. Risks disovered
5. Nonrisks doumented
6. Sensitivity points and the tradeo points found
The ATAM is direted to the proess of quality assessment of an arhiteture.
Although many (until its appliation) unovered requirements will be identied and
analyzed, an expliit modeling of the requirements as provided by the QADAG is
not the intention of the ATAM. The ATAM has a more proess-oriented view on
arhiteture evaluation. The QADAG is used to support the evaluation proess but
does not dene the whole proess. However, the underlying ideas of a strutured
evaluation and representation of requirements and how to meet them are the same.
The evaluation methodology presented for the QADAG has a dierent idea of
evaluation proessing than the ATAM. The ATAM is onerned with one arhiteture
and whih parts to improve or hange to meet a set of requirements. One main
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benet of the ATAM is that the partiipants of the ATAM evaluation beome aware
of the requirements, not yet onsidered problems and risks, and how to ahieve the
arhiteture and business goals. The Utility Tree is mainly used as auxiliary struture
to generate senario priorities. Aording to the priorities, the available development
resoures are spent to meet the requirements represented by the highest prioritized
senarios. Thus, the eieny intention is direted to a redution of the development
eort taking only to the most important requirements into aount. The methodology
of evaluation proessing presented with respet to the QADAG is meant to deal with a
set of arhiteture variants to be eiently evaluated. The requirements are expliitly
given and usually not disussed anymore during evaluation. The main intention is
how to identify the most promising arhiteture variants (or a small set of them) in
a short period of time without ausing to muh expenses. A onsideration of only
the most important requirements is not intended like in the ATAM. The whole set of
requirements represented by quality attributes will be kept in mind at least for the
most promising arhiteture variants. All in all, Phases 1 and 2 of the ATAM try to
keep further development eort low whih is onsidered to be quite short (f. Bass
et al. [BCK98℄). The evaluation eort is not in the enter of interest of these phases.
However, Phase 3 of the ATAM is meant to redue the evaluation eort of future
ATAM proessings by inreasing the eieny of the interation of the evaluation
partiipants. However, this is not based on the evaluation struture as bakbone like
in the tatis presented in Setion 5.2, whih are meant to inrease the eieny of
the evaluation proessing.
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Two ase studies have been introdued in Chapter 3. The Body Comfort System
ase study is an example for a seletion-based arhiteture evaluation. The In-Car
Radio Navigation System ase study shows the apabilities of the approah for late
evaluation taking more detailed arhiteture models into aount.
Aording to the seletion-based harater of the rst ase study, the appliation
of the evaluation tatis presented in Setion 5.2 is motivated with respet to the
quality attributes applied in the Body Comfort System QADAG. This QADAG has
been onstruted in Setion 4.3 and will now be used in the ase study evaluation.
The In-Car Radio Navigation System ase study with its three variants will be eval-
uated applying the Modular Performane Analysis (MPA) introdued by Wandeler
et al. [WTVL06℄. The results of that approah will even be reused for analysis of the
overall evaluation results as will be shown in Setion 8.2. The ase study QADAG
will be introdued in Setion 6.2. The table view on the weights and impat of the
quality attributes are presented in Table 8.4, Setion 8.2.
In Setion 6.1, the Body Comfort System ase study is evaluated. The evaluation
results are presented at the end of that setion and in Appendix B. The In-Car Radio
Navigation System ase study is evaluated in Setion 6.2.
6.1 Body Comfort System Evaluation
The Body Comfort System (BCS) ase study is onerned with arhiteture variations
based on extensions of a legay system. It has been developed in ooperation with
the VOLKSWAGEN AG (f. Mielke [Mie07℄) and has been introdued in Setion 3.1.
The main intention of this evaluation is to identify the most promising variant out
of the available ones. Beause of the great number of arhiteture variantsand this
ase study overs only a relatively small part of a omplete automotive embedded
systemthe evaluation proess is aimed at seletion of the variants. To ahieve a
time-saving and ost-eient evaluation, the methodology presented in Chapter 5
is taken into aount. Although a omplete evaluation of eah of the variants is
performed, the tatis to be applied in order to push the evaluation are pointed out
with respet to the evaluation tehniques. In the subsequent setions, the evaluation
of the variants aording to the ase study QADAG in Figure 6.1 is presented.
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Figure 6.1: BCS ase study QADAG
6.1.1 Communiation Performane
The performane of the ommuniation of the Body Comfort System variants is eval-
uated by alulating the bus utilization, i.e. average bus load. Liu and Layland [LL73℄
introdued a method to alulate the utilization of ommuniation resoures by
U =
m∑
i=1
(Ci/Ti) (6.1)
with U as the utilization, Ci as the time needed for the transmission of signal i,
and Ti as the transmission period of signal i. This alulation has to be performed
for both buses in the system, i.e. the LIN bus and the CAN bus. The worse result
will be taken as the evaluation tehnique's result beause that result may beome a
bottle-nek ausing too big delays. Aording to the funtion mapping, the signals
to be ommuniated via the buses are taken into aount. Their width in bits and
an estimation of their periodi appearane in ombination with the transmission rate
of the bus (e.g. LIN with 19.2 bit/s) are input for the alulation (see Tables A.1
and A.3). The signal appearane is assumed to be periodi. Hene, no senarios
are taken into aount as evaluation driver. Nevertheless, the utilization does not
onsider any overhead like message headers et. And although the messages will be
sent periodially, message ollisions and ineient utilization may lead to jitters. To
take these fats into aount, the bus utilization will be multiplied by a fator for
the message overhead and one for ineient utilization as an be seen below.
A omparison of the evaluation results of the LIN and the CAN bus of this ase
study has shown that the LIN bus has a higher utilization whih leads to worse
results. They will be taken into aount as onservative result of the evaluation
tehnique for ommuniation performane.
The LIN speiation [LIN06℄ allows to adjust the rate for the messages to be
transmitted. Two dierent ommuniation mappings with respet to the LIN are
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ontained in the ase study. For arhiteture variants in whih the Short Lift Control
is mapped to the Power Window Devies, a dierent ommuniation mapping (see
Table A.8) is needed than for the arhiteture variants with Short Lift Control on the
Body Control Devie (see Table A.9). To meet the high requirements of the Short
Lift Controlquik response time to release the window from its grooves before the
door is openedadditional messages with short periods of 40ms have to be inserted
into the sheduling. The short periods let the utilization of the bus raise from 14.32%
(SLC on BCD) to 14.56% (SLC on PWD). Moreover, the integration of additional
(short period) messages leads to additional message headers but to a better utilization
of the user data spae in the messages. The utilization of the LIN bus with 10ms
period by user data of 14.32% is multiplied by 1.94 to take the message headers
into aount and by 1.8 to take the suboptimal utilization of the user data spae
of the messages into aount. The 5ms sheduling of the seond LIN shedule for
the variants with Short Lift Control on Power Window Devies denes more (and
shorter) messages. This leads to additional message headers taken into aount by a
fator of 4.0. The utilization of the user data spae is quite eient and represented
by a fator of only 1.1. The results of the evaluation are 14.32% · 1.94 · 1.8 ≈ 50%
and 14.56% · 4.0 · 1.1 ≈ 65%. The interpretations of the bus utilization aording to
the interpretation instane depited in Figure 6.2 are 98% and 34%, respetively. A
utilization of more then 80% will lead to a K.O.
K.O.
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Figure 6.2: BCS ommuniation utilization interpretation
Only two variants of the ommuniation need to be taken into aount by the om-
muniation performane evaluation. This is the best premise for the appliation of
the Sope Synergy tati (see Setion 5.2.6). All 18 arhiteture variants are overed
by only two variants regarding the LIN shedule (see Tables A.8 and A.9) based on
the ommuniation mapping. Although the evaluation regarding the ommuniation
performane might have higher eort than others, the sope synergy will help to keep
the overall eort low. Moreover, the great strutural impat of this quality attribute
may motivate the appliation aording to the Great Strutural Impat tati (see
Setion 5.2.1).
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6.1.2 CPU Performane
The CPU performane is based on utilization as well. The main dierene to ommu-
niation performane is the stati utilization whih is assumed for RAM and ROM
utilization, too. Thus, the resoure is not dynamially alloated but statially, i.e.
a funtion with a ertain need for some resoure will alloate this amount perma-
nently. Conits between dierent funtions sharing the same resoure do not need
to be taken into aount. Nevertheless, the evaluation is done in the arhiteture
development, when aurate resoure requirements of the implemented funtion are
still unknown. Nearly omplete utilization should only be aspired if aurate resoure
requirements are available and only a segregated part of the system (say subsystem)
is aeted for whih suient resoures are granted.
As hardware resoures an hardly be shared aross ontrollers, eah of the on-
trollers have to be separately evaluated. The worst result will be taken as overall
result of the evaluation tehnique. Controllers, for whih the resoure requirements
are aurately known and whih an be onsidered segregated parts of the system,
may not be taken into aount for the overall result as long as they are still aeptable
and although they may be worse than others.
The input needed for evaluating the CPU performane are the resoures avail-
able on the ontrollers (see Table A.5), the resoures required by the funtion (see
Tables A.3 and A.2), and the funtion mapping to determine whih funtion needs
resoures on whih ontroller. The ratio between available and required resoures
an easily be alulated. In this ase study, the Power Window Devies an be on-
sidered segregated as well as the Convertible Top Devies (if available). Their CPU
performane will not be taken into aount for aggregation of the overall result of
this evaluation tehnique as long as they do not ause any problems, i.e. lead to a
K.O. of the arhiteture variant. Beause of the stati alloation of the resoures, no
senarios are needed to drive the evaluation. However, software like the operation
system et. will derease the available resoures, whih in fat has to be taken into
aount although suh software is no funtions in the literal sense.
Table 6.1 ontains the input for the evaluation of the CPU performane of the
Body Control Devie as well as the results. There are only four arhiteture variants
(instead of 18) regarding this ontroller as an be seen in the table. The mapping
of the Short Lift Control to the Body Control Devie requires to shorten the LIN
periods from 10ms to 5ms. The LIN master software needs more proessor power at
5ms, whih leads to a bigger dierene than just the 1% of the Short Lift Control.
As already stated above, the CPU performane of the Body Control Devie will
be taken as representative beause the other ontrollers an be onsidered segregated
and will not lead to a K.O. of arhiteture variants. The interpretation of the results
aording to the interpretation instane of Figure 6.3 leads to 100%, 100%, 98%,
and 95% quality rate, respetively. A utilization of more than 100% will lead to a
K.O.
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type CPU util ratio mapped to BCD
PCC 2.80MIPS 35% × × × ×
SLC 0.08MIPS 1% × ×
CTC 0.40MIPS 5% × ×
CLC 0.16MIPS 2% × × × ×
mis 0.88MIPS 11% × × × ×
LIN master 10ms 0.16MIPS 2% × ×
LIN master 5ms 0.32MIPS 4% × ×
RF reeive 0.16MIPS 2% × × × ×
OS 16 bit 0.64MIPS 8% × × × ×
BCD variants sums
standard 4.80MIPS 60% ⇐
with SLC 5.08MIPS 63% ⇐
with CTC 5.20MIPS 65% ⇐
with SLC + CTC 5.44MIPS 68% ⇐
Table 6.1: CPU performane of the Body Control Devie (8MIPS)
The CPU performane attribute is promising for the Available Input tati (see
Setion 5.2.3) as the input needed usually is known from earlier projets or an be
taken from omponent libraries in future projets. Nevertheless, the ommuniation
mapping needs to be available before starting the evaluation beause this may have
some eet on the CPU utilization as well. Thus, the evaluation annot be brought
forward that muh with respet to the appliation of evaluation tatis.
In this ase study, the CPU utilization is indiretly inuened by the ommuni-
ation mapping beause the LIN master is parametrized aording to the mapping
requirements. In ase a 5ms period is needed, the LIN master auses a higher CPU
utilization of 0.32MIPS instead of only 0.16MIPS as for the 10ms period (see Ta-
ble A.2).
CPU utilization
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Figure 6.3: BCS CPU utilization interpretation
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6.1.3 RAM Performane
As for CPU performane, a stati utilization is assumed for RAM performane. Dy-
nami alloation is not yet implemented for embedded automotive systems beause
of the relatively high risk ompared to the small benet. Most funtions do not need
muh memory exlusively for alulation whih ould be freed afterwards. States of
the internal behavior of funtions and representations of the atuators states (like
e.g. power window position) have to be held in memory permanently anyway. Aess
time is not yet onsidered in this evaluation but may be integrated in later evaluation.
Memory annot be shared aross ontrollers. Thus, the ontrollers have to be
evaluated in separate. Again, the worst result will be taken as overall result for the
evaluation tehnique. Controllers, whih an be onsidered segregated (see above),
an be omitted in the aggregation as long as they do not lead to a K.O. of the variant
under onsideration.
The input needed for this evaluation ontains the RAM apaity of the ontrollers
(see Table A.5), the RAM required by the funtions (see Tables A.3 and A.2), and the
mapping of the funtions. Again, beause of the stati alloation, no senarios are
needed to drive the evaluation. The results will be rounded up to avoid pretending
auray that, in fat, is not available at the arhiteture development state.
type RAM util mapped to BCD
PCC 320 byte × × × ×
SLC 30byte × ×
CTC 200 byte × ×
CLC 120 byte × × × ×
mis 2420 byte × × × ×
LIN master 10ms 100 byte × ×
LIN master 5ms 120 byte × ×
RF reeive 150 byte × × × ×
OS 16 bit 180 byte × × × ×
BCD variants results
standard 68% ⇐
with SLC 69% ⇐
with CTC 70% ⇐
with SLC + CTC 71% ⇐
Table 6.2: RAM utilization of the Body Control Devie (8 kbyte)
The evaluation results regarding the Body Control Devie RAM are listed in Ta-
ble 6.2. Again, only four variants of the Body Control Devie have to be taken
into aount due to the mapping of the Short Lift Control and the Convertible Top
Control.
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Figure 6.4: BCS RAM utilization interpretation
The results of 68%, 69%, 70%, and 71% utilization are interpreted to 100%
quality rate as an be seen in Figure 6.4. A utilization of more than 100% will lead
to a K.O.
The RAM performane attribute is promising for the Available Input tati (see
Setion 5.2.3) as the input needed usually is known from earlier projets or an be
taken from omponent libraries in future projets. Like for the CPU performane at-
tribute, the ommuniation mapping needs to be done before starting the evaluation
beause this may have some eet on the RAM utilization as well.
In this ase study, the RAM utilization is indiretly inuened by the ommuni-
ation mapping beause the LIN master is parametrized aording to the mapping
requirements. In ase a 5ms period is needed, the LIN master auses a higher RAM
utilization of 120 byte instead of only 100 byte as for the 10ms period (see Table A.2).
6.1.4 ROM Performane
The evaluation of RAM and ROM (and CPU) are quite alike in this early state of
arhiteture development. One main dierene is that the stati alloation of ROM
will hardly be substituted by dynami alloation in future development.
Again, the worst result of the ontroller spei evaluation is taken as overall
result for the evaluation tehnique. And again, ontrollers, whih an be onsidered
segregated (see above), an be omitted in the aggregation as long as they do not lead
to a K.O. of the arhiteture variant under evaluation.
The ROM apaity of the ontrollers (see Table A.5), the ROM required by the
funtions (see Tables A.3 and A.2), and the mapping of the funtions build the input
needed for ROM performane evaluation. Again, beause of the statial alloation,
no senarios are needed to drive the evaluation. In ontrast to CPU and RAM
evaluation, software inative during standard runtime mode needs to be onsidered
(represented by the ash software for system updates in this ase study). They do
alloate some of the ROM even when inative. The results of the evaluation will
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be rounded up to avoid pretending auray that, in fat, is not available at the
arhiteture development state.
type ROM util mapped to BCD
PCC 35840 byte × × × ×
SLC 3072 byte × ×
CTC 12000 byte × ×
CLC 5000 byte × × × ×
mis 68520 byte × × × ×
LIN master 10ms 2500 byte × ×
LIN master 5ms 3000 byte × ×
RF reeive 9500 byte × × × ×
OS 16 bit 15000 byte × × × ×
BCD variants results
standard 73% ⇐
with SLC 74% ⇐
with CTC 77% ⇐
with SLC + CTC 79% ⇐
Table 6.3: ROM utilization of the Body Control Devie (256 kbyte)
The evaluation results of the ROM are ontained in Table 6.3. They are interpreted
to 95%, 91%, 75%, and 64% quality rate for a ROM utilization of 73%, 74%, 77%,
and 79%. A utilization of more than 100% will lead to a K.O. as an be seen in
Figure 6.5.
ROM utilization
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Figure 6.5: BCS ROM utilization interpretation
As for the CPU and RAM performane attributes, the ROM performane attribute
is promising for the Available Input tati (see Setion 5.2.3) as the input needed
usually is known from earlier projets or an be taken from omponent libraries in
future projets. Again, the ommuniation mapping may inuene the utilization,
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whih impedes bringing the evaluation forward in the evaluation proess with respet
to the appliation of evaluation tatis.
In this ase study, the ROM utilization is indiretly inuened by the ommu-
niation mapping beause the LIN master is parametrized aording the mapping
requirements. In ase a 5ms period is needed, the LIN master auses a higher ROM
utilization of 3000 byte instead of only 2500 byte as for the 10ms period (see Ta-
ble A.2).
6.1.5 Costs
The osts of a system are the total osts of all its hardware omponents and the
battery. Moreover, installation osts an be taken into aount whih are not overed
neither by the arhiteture model nor by the evaluation.
The evaluation of osts signiantly diers from other quality attribute evaluations
of this ase study. Although the osts quality attribute is a omposite one, the
atual interpretation of its subattributes results takes plae after they have been
joined. This is not just possible but rather reommended beause osts are a type
of resoure that an easily be shared by several omponents. A ounter-example are
hardware resoures like memory. Free memory resoures annot be used by another
ontroller whih may be short of memory aording to the funtions mapped on it.
However, expenses saved by some omponent may be spent on another one. Hene,
the osts for the hardware are taken into aount in ombination. They are weighted
equally as none of them is more or less important than the others.
The input needed to sum up the overall osts of the system are the osts of the
omponents used to build one system. While sensors, atuators, ontrollers, and
the battery have a ost property assigned (see Tables A.4, A.5, and A.7), the osts
for the able harness need to be alulated on basis of its weight (see Table A.6)
multiplied with the urrent market value of opper. Espeially in market segments
of high volume prodution, the hardware osts for a system are stritly limited in
order to ahieve a ost-eient prodution and a protable produt. The osts to be
spend are given as interpretation instane as disussed below.
Although taken into aount in ombination, the osts are separately alulated
as dened by the ase study QADAG (on page 106) to keep trak of the osts and
put eets of arhiteture hanges into relation. Resulting hanges of the osts for
ontrollers of e.g. e 1 indeed are to be onsidered in a dierent way than hanges of
the same size of sensors and atuators. Usually, the osts for them are about the
fth part of the ontroller osts in this ase study.
Figure 6.6 depits the interpretation of osts. The oordinate system does not
ontain the whole interpretation but the interesting range. The quality rate axis
is interseted at nearly 80%. That does not mean that there is no possibility to
reah 100% at all but the arhiteture variants of this ase study are out of that
range. Atually, the ost pressure of high volume manufaturers is reeted in high
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Figure 6.6: BCS osts interpretation
requirements and thus in demanding interpretations as depited above. Assuming
that pries will derease, an adjustment of the osts interpretation an be taken for
granted as well. The osts quality attribute is a K.O. attribute. The 0% interpreta-
tion of e 138 and above will rejet the respetive variant. In this ase study, 6 out
of 18 variants (those with Redues Convertible Top Devie) are ruled out beause of
too high osts. Even the least expensive variant with osts of e 111 reahes a quality
rate of just 67%, whih emphasizes the ost pressure in this appliation domain.
The osts quality attribute is a favorite of the most evaluation tatis. It has
great strutural impat, the input is available and it is proessed without too muh
eort. Moreover, it is a K.O. attribute whih may rejet inadequate variants and
thus beomes a andidate for the K.O. Attributes tati (see Setion 5.2.2).
This ase study does not take software osts into aount beause they are not
onsidered in the original development proess either. First, software and espeially
its osts are not visible in the still applied ontroller-oriented proess beause these
osts are ontained in those of the ontrollers. Seondand in the funtion-oriented
proess, the software omponents an be taken from a digital library and an
relatively easily be installed on dierent hardware platforms (f. AUTOSAR, see
Heineke et al. [HSF
+
04℄). In this ase, not additional software unit osts need to
be taken into aount (ignoring an apportion of development osts). A detailed
disussion of the onsideration of osts in the evaluation is ontent of Setion 7.4.
6.1.6 Weight
The weight of the system is measured by adding the weight of its eletrial system
onsisting of hardware omponents and the battery. The weight of a single omponent
alone is not expressive beause it is the overall weight whih is ruial.
The weight of the hardware omponents (see Tables A.5 and A.4) and of the
battery (see Table A.7) are the input for this evaluation. The weight of the able
harness is based on the length and the ross-setional area of the ommuniation
lines multiplied with the density of opper (see Table A.6). The limit of the system
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weight is impliitly given by the interpretation. In ontrast to e.g. RAM as resoure,
there is no onrete resoure limiting the weight of the system. This evaluation
tehnique emphasizes the importane of evaluation doumentation. Otherwise, there
is no hane to reprodue the quality result of this evaluation beause the resoure
limit is not part of the arhiteture model.
As the weight is evaluated with respet to the entire arhiteture and numerous
omponents are needed to build it, arhiteture variants with equal evaluation result
are quite rare. However, the appliation of the evaluation is very simple. Hene,
the evaluation is not presented with all the results in detail here (they an be seen
in the results in Setion 6.1.11) but are disussed by means of seleted arhiteture
variants. The biggest battery (72Ah apaity) is the heaviest as well. Variants
with this battery have a weight between 22.3 kg and 22.8 kg. The medium battery
(61Ah apaity) variants have a weight between 19.3 kg and 19.8 kg. The arhiteture
variants with the smallest battery (50Ah apaity) have a weight between 18.3 kg
and 18.8 kg.
Although the main dierene of the results is aused by the battery, the admittedly
small amount of weight of other omponents needs to be taken into aount as well.
First, most of the omponents like ommuniation lines are quite numerous. Seond,
their overall share of weight is an important means to put their atual weight into
relation in order to identify potential to save weight. There is no reason to neglet
this potential only beause some heavy omponents are part of the arhiteture.
Nevertheless, the heavy ones may be the rst hoie in order to derease weight.
After all, they have the most potential for saving weight.
The interpretation in Figure 6.7 results in the following quality rate ranges. The
72Ah variants are in the range of 73% and 79%. The 61Ah variants are in the range
of 93% and 95%. The 50Ah variants are in the range of 96% and 98%.
The weight quality attribute is a andidate for the the Available Input tati as
the weight of the omponents is initially known and rarely hanges over time. Addi-
tionally, it is easy to proess and does not require any setup before its appliation.
22.5
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Figure 6.7: BCS weight interpretation
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6.1.7 Battery Standby Time
The standby time of the battery is alulated by Equation 6.2
tbattstandby =
qbattery · 0.35
istandby ·
24 h
d
(6.2)
with qbattery as the apaity of the battery in ampere-hours and istandby as the standby
urrent of the system in ampere. The standby urrent of the system is the sum of
the standby urrents of the system's devies (see Table A.5).
The battery standby time is direted to a permanent standby, e.g. until it will
be impossible to start the engine with the remaining battery power. The battery
needs to be harged about 40% in order to provide enough power. Too low harge
leads to a power drop. The battery is onsidered fully harged between 80% and
100% of its nominal apaity. 80% is the lower limit of harge before a reharge is
initiated. With the 40% remaining harge to start the engine in mind, the fator in
Equation 6.2 represents 80% - 40% - 5% (energy reserve) = 35%. This fator refers
to the part of the battery apaity that is available for standby in the worst ase
based on the lowest limit for full harge and energy reserve taken into aount.
devies
standby
urrent
variants (SLC and CTC mapping)
BCD BCD BCD PWD PWD PWD
BCD Mini. Red. BCD Mini. Red.
PWD 0.25mA 4 4 4 2 2 2
PWD (ext.) 0.35mA 0 0 0 2 2 2
BCD 4.50mA 1 1 1 1 1 1
MiniCTD 0.12mA 0 1 0 0 1 0
RedCTD 0.02mA 0 0 1 0 0 1
surveillane 6.00mA 1 1 1 1 1 1
others 6.56mA 1 1 1 1 1 1
standby urrent in mA 18.06 18.08 18.18 18.26 18.28 18.38
battery variants battery standby time (rounded down)
50Ah 40 d 40 d 40 d 39 d 39 d 39 d
61Ah 49 d 49 d 48 d 48 d 48 d 48 d
72Ah 58 d 58 d 57 d 57 d 57 d 57 d
Table 6.4: Battery standby time of the Body Comfort System
Table 6.4 ontains the standby urrent of the devies and their ourrene in the
variants for Short Lift Control and Convertible Top Control. On this basis, the
standby urrent for the variants an be alulated whih will be the input for the
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battery standby time with respet to the battery variants as shown in the bottom
part of the table. The results are rounded down beause only omplete days are
taken into aount.
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Figure 6.8: BCS battery standby time interpretation
The interpretation instane shown in Figure 6.8 starts with 1% quality rate for a
minimum of 40 days standby time. As the battery standby time quality attribute
is a K.O. one with the minimum requirement of 40 days standby, every arhiteture
variant with a standby of 39 days or less will result in a K.O. In this ase study, the
arhiteture variants with Short Lift Control on the extended version of the Power
Window Devie and a 50Ah apaity battery do not reah the required 40 days and
therefore are rejeted.
The battery standby time an be evaluated quite easily in terms of input aquisition
and proessing. Thus, it is preferred by the Available Input tati (see Setion 5.2.3)
and the Easy Proessing tati (see Setion 5.2.5).
6.1.8 Battery Life Time
The battery life time depends on the battery apaity in ampere-hours and the daily
urrent in ampere per day. The daily urrent is alulated by Equation 6.3 as the
standby urrent for tstandby = 22.7 h (a day) and a
follow-up energy of ffollowup = 3.875Ah (a day).
idaily =
tstandby
d
· istandby +
qfollowup
d
(6.3)
Equation 6.4 alulates the life time of the battery in years.
tbattlife =
qbattery · 100
idaily ·
365 d
y
(6.4)
The battery apaity is multiplied by 100 to get the overall apaity provided by
the battery in its life time of 100 full harging yles. The daily urrent is multiplied
by 365 days per year to get the yearly urrent. The result is the life time in years.
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variants standby
urrent
daily stby
urrent
daily
urrent
battery life time
SLC, CTC 50Ah 61Ah 72Ah
BCD, BCD 18.06mA 0.410Ah 4.285Ah 3.19 a 3.90 a 4.60 a
BCD, Mini. 18.08mA 0.410Ah 4.285Ah 3.19 a 3.89 a 4.60 a
BCD, Red. 18.18mA 0.413Ah 4.288Ah 3.19 a 3.89 a 4.60 a
PWD, BCD 18.26mA 0.415Ah 4.290Ah 3.19 a 3.89 a 4.59 a
PWD, Mini. 18.28mA 0.415Ah 4.290Ah 3.19 a 3.89 a 4.59 a
PWD, Red. 18.38mA 0.417Ah 4.292Ah 3.19 a 3.89 a 4.59 a
daily standby time: 22.7 h
daily follow-up urrent: 3.875Ah
Table 6.5: Battery life time of the Body Comfort System
The results of applying the equations mentioned above are shown in Table 6.5.
Although there are dierenes in the daily urrent, they have no signiant eet on
the results. The battery apaity, however, has major inuene on the results, i.e.
about 250 days between the battery variants.
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Figure 6.9: BCS battery life time interpretation
Figure 6.9 ontains the interpretation of the battery life time whih is oriented at
the requirement of at least 2 years (implied warranty) and at best at 4 years or more.
A life time less than 2 years leads to a K.O.
The battery life time an be evaluated quite easily in terms of input aquisition
and proessing as well. The input aquisitions ontains the modeling of user behavior
to estimate the frequeny and duration of the systems runtime. Nevertheless, it is
andidate for the Available Input tati (see Setion 5.2.3) and the Easy Proessing
tati (see Setion 5.2.5).
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6.1.9 Extendability
The evaluation of the extendability is based on expert knowledge. The arhiteture
variants are shown to an expert who, atually based on fats and metris, forms an
opinion. The fous of this evaluation tehnique annot be stated initially beause
it depends on the expert's opinion whih parts of the arhiteture are essential for
the evaluation and whih are not. In this ase study, the expert's fous lies on free
resoures of the ontrollers mainly based on memory (ROM) load. Hene, there
will be subresults for dierent ontrollers whih need to be aggregated. The Body
Control Devie and the Power Window Devies in the front are taken into aount.
While extendability is speulative, it is quite hard to give a meaningful aggregation
for the subresults. After all, the extension to ome are not yet known. However, it
is unlikely that the front Power Window Devies will be aeted dierently. Thus,
the extendability will be based on both types of ontrollers in equal shares although
there are double as many front Power Window Devies than Body Control Devies.
The resoure apaities of the ontrollers in ombination with the resoure needs
with respet to the funtion mapping are the input needed for this evaluation. A-
tually, the resoure needs of the funtions have to be derived from the needs of the
funtions mapped to the respetive ontroller. As this evaluation tehnique is based
on expert knowledge, the result will be a quality rate.
The evaluation of the Body Control Devie results in 100% extendability if nei-
ther the Short Lift Control nor the Convertible Top Control is mapped to it. Thus,
resoures for further extensions are still available. If one of the funtions is mapped
to the Body Control Devie, 50% extendability will be determined by the expert.
Both funtions mapped to the Body Control Devie lead to 0% extendability. The
evaluation of the Power Window Devies seems to be a paradox at the rst sight.
Mapping the Short Lift Control to the front Power Window Devies leads to more
extendability (100%) than leaving the devies untouhed (0%). But the hange of
the devies is the key. The Power Window Devie without Short Lift Control has
suient resoures for its atual onguration but has no resoures left for exten-
sions. Mapping the Short Lift Control to the devie requires additional memory
whih is available only in spei amounts. Hene, the extension of the memory
(ROM) exeeds the need for additional memory, what leads to unused resoures for
further extensions. As already mentioned, the evaluation result of this tehnique is
aggregated to equal shares of the subresults. A Convertible Top Devie is not taken
into aount beause it is applied only for speial purpose and thus rarely onsidered
for extensions.
Beause the extendability result is based on expert knowledge, the result is already
given as quality rate. An interpretation instane is not neessary. Moreover, no raw
value to be interpreted is available beause the expert knowledge provides no suh
output.
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6.1.10 Salability
Like extendability, salability is evaluated based on expert knowledge. Salability
is direted to up- and downsizing the funtionality of the system without adding
new features. Existing features may be extended. Examples are additional power
windows in other bodies or dierent grades of automation of powered tops. They
have been developed starting with manually ontrolled soft tops via powered soft
tops to powered hard tops and even ones inluding a sliding roof today. Moreover,
the Body Comfort System may be deployed in other bodies without onvertible top.
In these ases, the Convertible Top Control beomes obsolete. In another senario,
the Convertible Top Control may be saled up to support powered tops. Additional
ontrol for the atuators driving the top will beome neessary depending on its type.
However, suh ontrol is quite omplex and the atuators require a ertain amount
of power to move the heavy top. Besides omputation resoures, power has to be
provided with respet to the Convertible Top Control. Thus, a loation of the ontrol
lose to the atuators is desired to avoid long power providing ommuniation lines
in ase a powered top needs to be supported. The arhiteture variants with the
Convertible Top Control mapped to the Body Control Devie neither meet the rst
nor the seond requirement of salability. These variants are evaluated to 0% sal-
ability. The arhiteture variants with a Convertible Top Devie avoid long power
providing ommuniation lines beause of the devie positioning at the rear end of
the body. Furthermore, the Redued Convertible Top Devie is at least apable to
ontrol simple powered tops like e.g. soft tops. Thus, those variants are evaluated
to 80% salability whereas the variants ontaining a Mini Convertible Top Devie
are evaluated to 70% salability beause of the lak of omputing resoures. None
of the variants reahed a quality of 100% in salability beause the Convertible Top
Devies of the more salable variants are designed only for various soft tops. Nowa-
days, onvertible hard tops beome available requiring speial atuator ontrol whih
is not overed by the devies onsidered in this ase study.
Again, no interpretation is needed as the salability evaluation tehnique is based
on expert knowledge diretly providing quality rates as result.
6.1.11 Evaluation Results
The results of the Body Comfort System evaluation are listed in Table 6.6 (ordered
by rank). The K.O. of some of the variants is represented by rossed out results.
Evaluation result tables of four arhiteture variants are exemplarily presented in
this setion. The four arhiteture variants are (1) the favorite of the evaluation
(see Table 6.7), (2) the best one without additional Convertible Top Devie (see
Table 6.8), (3) the best one for whih only the Body Control Devie was hanged
and no additional Convertible Top Devie is needed (see Table 6.7), and (4) the one
with least quality but no K.O. (see Table 6.7). Atually, the latter is also the least
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expensive one whih makes it a top favorite for the management. The results have
been presented in parts with respet to their quality attributes. The overall results
are presented and analyzed in detail in Chapter 8.
rank result
variant on
page
SLC CTC battery
1 70.6% PWD MiniCTD 61Ah 121
2 69.6% PWD MiniCTD 72Ah 189
3 67.3% PWD BCD 61Ah 122
4 65.3% PWD BCD 72Ah 189
5 61.5% BCD MiniCTD 61Ah 190
6 60.1% BCD BCD 61Ah 122
7 59.5% BCD MiniCTD 72Ah 190
8 58.0% BCD BCM 72Ah 190
9 54.6% BCD MiniCTD 50Ah 191
10 52.5% BCD BCD 50Ah 122
11 /////////63.4% PWD MiniCTD 50Ah 191
12 /////////60.2% PWD BCD 50Ah 191
13 /////////56.0% PWD redCTC 72Ah 192
14 /////////55.9% PWD redCTC 61Ah 192
15 /////////47.6% PWD redCTC 50Ah 192
16 /////////42.3% BCD redCTC 72Ah 193
17 /////////42.2% BCD redCTC 61Ah 193
18 /////////34.0% BCD redCTC 50Ah 193
Table 6.6: BCS evaluation results overview
Variant SLC on PWD, CTC on MiniCTD, 61Ah
70.6%
-
80 120 60 40
performane osts physis modiability
98.2% 38% 89.2% 85.0%
- e 132 - -
100 100 100 100 100 80 120 100 100
om ECU ECU s+a e.sys weight batt ext sal
98% 98.3% - - - 94% 86.0% 100% 70%
50 % - e 92 e 17 e 23 19.6 kg - - -
100 100 100 100 100
CPU RAM ROM stby life (weights)
100% 100% 95% 92% 80% QA name
60 % 68 % 73 % 48 d 3.89 a quality rate
result
Table 6.7: Evaluation results Variant SLC on PWD, CTC on MiniCTD, 61Ah
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Variant SLC on PWD, CTC on BCD, 61Ah
67.3%
-
80 120 60 40
performane osts physis modiability
94.5% 48% 89.6% 37.5%
- e 124 - -
100 100 100 100 100 80 120 100 100
om ECU ECU s+a e.sys weight batt ext sal
98% 91.0% - - - 95% 86.0% 75% 0%
50 % - e 84 e 17 e 23 19.4 kg - - -
100 100 100 100 100
CPU RAM ROM stby life (weights)
98% 100% 75% 92% 80% QA name
65 % 70 % 77 % 48 d 3.89 a quality rate
result
Table 6.8: Evaluation results Variant SLC on PWD, CTC on BCD, 61Ah
Variant SLC on BCD, CTC on BCD, 61Ah
60.1%
-
80 120 60 40
performane osts physis modiability
60.2% 64% 92.3% 0.0%
- e 113 - -
100 100 100 100 100 80 120 100 100
om ECU ECU s+a e.sys weight batt ext sal
34% 86.3% - - - 95% 90.5% 0% 0%
65 % - e 78 e 13 e 22 19.3 kg - - -
100 100 100 100 100
CPU RAM ROM stby life (weights)
95% 100% 64% 96% 85% QA name
68 % 71 % 79 % 49 d 3.90 a quality rate
result
Table 6.9: Evaluation results Variant SLC on BCD, CTC on BCD, 61Ah
Variant SLC on BCD, CTC on BCD, 50Ah
52.5%
-
80 120 60 40
performane osts physis modiability
60.2% 67% 48.2% 0.0%
- e 111 - -
100 100 100 100 100 80 120 100 100
om ECU ECU s+a e.sys weight batt ext sal
34% 86.3% - - - 98% 15.0% 0% 0%
65 % - e 78 e 13 e 20 18.3 kg - - -
100 100 100 100 100
CPU RAM ROM stby life (weights)
95% 100% 64% 1% 29% QA name
68 % 71 % 79 % 40 d 3.19 a quality rate
result
Table 6.10: Evaluation results Variant SLC on BCD, CTC on BCD, 50Ah
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6.2 In-Car Radio Navigation System Evaluation
The In-Car Radio Navigation System (ICRNS) ase study is based on three arhi-
teture variants (see Figure 3.9) built from srath and is mainly direted to per-
formane evaluation. Thus, not just partiular performane requirements are to be
expressed but rather performane analysis of the variants beomes possible. The
results of the analysis will be used as partial result in the evaluation and as input
for the analysis of arhiteture potential as will be shown in Setion 7.3. Besides
performane, ost-eieny and modiability are also objetives of the system de-
velopment. Hene, they are topmost quality attributes of the ase study QADAG
presented in Figure 6.10.
performance
com. saving pot. scalability
modifiability
compositeQA
leafQA
separator
architectural impact
structural impact
devices
memory
ROMRAM
CPU
software
com.CPU
hardware
costs
architecture evaluation
Figure 6.10: ICRNS ase study QADAG
To keep trak of the overall evaluation results as well as for further analysis of the
variants, the weights and the impat of the quality attributes are given by Table 8.4.
However, the weights are ontained in the evaluation results tables at the end of
this setion as well. The partial results, whih are joined aording to the weights,
are assessed by evaluation tehniques attahed to the leaf quality attributes of the
QADAG. The joining is based on weighted and normalized summation. The evalua-
tion of the arhiteture variants with respet to the quality attributes in ombination
with their required input are presented in the subsequent setions.
Figure 3.9 ontains Variants I, II, and III of the In-Car Radio Navigation System
introdued and analyzed by Wandeler et al. [WTVL06℄. Besides the underlying
arhiteture, the Modular Performane Analysis (MPA) of Wandeler et al. will be
adopted in this evaluation. The MPA will shortly be introdued in the ontext of
arhiteture analysis in Setion 7.2.
6.2.1 Costs
As an be seen in Figure 3.9, the arhiteture variants dier in the underlying hard-
ware arhiteture. The implementation of the funtions is assumed to be invariant
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regarding the ontrollers on whih they are mapped. Thus, software osts are onsid-
ered without details. Variants I and II are based on a ontroller network whih leads
to additional osts in ontrast to Variant III whih is based on a single ontroller.
Furthermore, the omputation power will serve as basis for ontroller osts. Atu-
ally, the pries are ontrived whih does not eet the presentation of the possibilities
of this approah. Moreover, pries will hange over time anyway. Thus, the dou-
mentation of them is an important means to understand bak-dated arhitetural
deisions.
The variant pries are:
Variant I: e 16 (e 10 + e 1 + e 5 (network))
Variant II: e 14 (e 4 + e 5 + e 5 (network))
Variant III: e 10
100
(%)
interpretation:
HW costs: 14 EUR
=> 60% quality rate
quality rate
50
105 15 20 HW costs (EUR)
Figure 6.11: ICRNS osts interpretation
The interpretation of hardware osts is depited in Figure 6.11. Variant III with
osts of e 10 is the most aordable one, the one with osts of e 16 is least aordable.
Thus, e 10 will be interpreted to 90% quality rate. Atually, e 16 is still aordable
as the interpretation will be 40% quality rate. e 14 is interpreted to a quality rate
of 60%.
6.2.2 Performane
Although the performane of omputation hardware (devies) and of ommuniation
hardware are related, they an be separately taken into aount. Thus, a more de-
tailed analysis an be applied on the arhiteture based on more spei evaluation
results. The simple sheduling algorithm of Liu and Layland [LL73℄ (s.a.) an be
used to assess bus utilization. Again, RAM and ROM are mostly statially used in
the automotive domain. Their evaluation an be done on basis of the sheduling
algorithm or by simple utilization alulation taking resoure apaity and require-
ments of the funtions into aount. The CPU usage is quite a bit more diult to
evaluate. Espeially in early design phases, only few details of resoure requirements
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and sheduling are available. In the Body Comfort System ase study, a legay sys-
tem has been reused, whih leads to the advantage of available experiene data. If
suh data is not available, experts will have to estimate the CPU utilization. With
growing amount of detailed information, approahes like the MPA an be applied
in the evaluation proess and used to alulate the CPU utilization, whih leads to
inreased auray of the results.
user’s tolerance limit
(%)
50
100
100%50% 150% expected delay (%)
quality rate
Figure 6.12: ICRNS expeted delay interpretation
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Figure 6.13: Change volume senario, f. [WTVL06℄
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MPA is based on the behavior of the system direted to the time needed for ex-
eution and ommuniation. While multimedia mass data is not onsidered in the
evaluated arhitetures (there are additional ommuniation lines for suh data), the
delay of ommuniation and the following omputations are most interesting. Delay
in the ommuniation will lead to delay of the start of omputation. Furthermore,
the omputation itself will take time, too. The Tra Message Channel (TMC) may
ause omputation-intensive reations of the system, i.e. realulation of the route.
The user will tolerate some delay for suh alulations. But in ase of a hange of
the radio volume, the reation should be immediately notieable to save the user's
patiene. Thus, the system performane an be measured by the reation delay. An
interpretation of the expeted delay is given in Figure 6.12. The expeted delay is
given as perentage of the user's tolerane to over various expetations regarding
dierent use ases. MPA works on use ase senarios (for ommuniation behavior)
represented by sequene diagrams ontaining timing requirements (see left hand side
of Figure 6.13). In ombination with detailed information on time and omputation
power onsumption of the messages and omputations as well as knowledge of the
hardware resoures, an MPA model (performane model) an be reated for eah
arhiteture variant. This model supports analyzing (evaluating) the performane of
the respetive variant.
0
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50
0
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20
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0
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40
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80
0
150
300
450
VolK2V Delay [ms] Vol A2V Delay [ms]
TMC Delay [ms]Addr Delay [ms]
A EDCB EDCBA
A EDCB EDCBA
Figure 6.14: Maximal end to end delays, see [WTVL06℄
MPA results state that the requirements are met by all arhitetures. Thus, a
100% quality rate is assigned for eah variant for CPU performane as well as for
ommuniation performane as an bee seen in Figure 6.14 taken from Wandeler
et al. [WTVL06℄. It ontains the MPA results with respet to dierent senarios
for whih the MPA has been performed. In the gure, Variants C, D, and E are
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Variants I, II, and III, respetively. The benets of integrating the MPA are presented
in Setion 8.2 in whih the results are onsidered in detail.
6.2.3 Modiability
Suient performane for all variants in ombination with onsideration of the osts
quality attribute qualies the least expensive variant to be realized. This is no
surprise and represents most business strategies. The evaluation of the arhiteture
modiability shows the benets of taking several quality attributes into aount.
A growth senario attahed to the modiability quality attribute denes that the
arhiteture should be reusable in produt lines targeted at lower budget. Thus, the
navigation system an be left out of the arhiteture while radio and MMI (man-
mahine interfae) are still neessary. Let Variant II and III be favorites beause
of their low osts. If the navigation system is left out, the hardware arhiteture
of Variant II will be saled down to a single ontroller arhiteture. Variant III
already ontains only one ontroller. The performane will not be aeted negatively
beause the omputation-intensive navigation system is no longer part of the system
(salability: ok). Variant II an get rid of the unused apaities and thus of osts
(saving potential: e 9, i.e. 100% quality rate), Variant III an not (saving potential:
e 0, i.e. 0% quality rate). Variant II without navigation system is only e 5 whih
is half the prie of Variant III. 100% quality rate will be the modiability result for
Variant II. 50% quality rate will be the modiability result for Variant III beause
a modiation is possible even if not ost-eient. Variant I has the same problem
like Variant III and reahes 50% quality rate for modiability, too.
6.2.4 Evaluation Results
Besides spei diagrams representing e.g. tehnial evaluation results, a summation
of the results is represented with respet to the QADAG in Tables 6.11, 6.12, and 6.13.
They are the basis for disussion regarding the importane of quality attributes,
i.e. their weight. As seen above, the most ost-eient Variant III is ruled out by the
more expensive Variant II. The weights reet the requirement for at least partial
reuse of the arhiteture in other produts or produt lines with the bakground of
saving expenses for future system development. Omitting the modiability, Vari-
ant III will be the most promising one.
The results are input for further analysis introdued in Setion 7.3 and applied in
Setion 8.2. In the latter, the disussion of whih arhiteture variant may be the
favorite after hanging some details will arise again. Up to now, deision support was
direted to seletion of variants. The analysis results will lift it to deision support
in terms of how to hange arhitetures to push the evaluation results, i.e. identify
unused arhiteture potential.
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Variant I
80%
-
50 100 50
osts performane modiability
70% 100% 50%
- - -
100 100 200 100 100 100
HW osts SW osts devies om sav.pot. salab.
40% 100% 100% 100% 0% 100%
e 16 - - MPA:ok e 0 ok
100 100 50 150
devies om mem CPU
- - 100% 100%
e 11 e 5 - MPA:ok
100 100 (weights)
RAM ROM QA name
100% 100% quality rate
- - result
Table 6.11: Evaluation results Variant I
Variant II
95%
-
50 100 50
osts performane modiability
80% 100% 100%
- - -
100 100 200 100 100 100
HW osts SW osts devies om sav.pot. salab.
60% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
e 14 - - MPA: ok e 9 ok
100 100 50 150
devies om mem CPU
- - 100% 100%
e 9 e 5 - MPA: ok
100 100 (weights)
RAM ROM QA name
100% 100% quality rate
- - result
Table 6.12: Evaluation results Variant II
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Variant III
86.25%
-
50 100 50
osts performane modiability
95% 100% 50%
- - -
100 100 200 100 100 100
HW osts SW osts devies om sav.pot. salab.
90% 100% 100% 100% 0% 100%
e 10 - - MPA: ok e 0 ok
100 100 50 150
devies om mem CPU
- - 100% 100%
e 10 e 0 - MPA: ok
100 100 (weights)
RAM ROM QA name
100% 100% quality rate
- - result
Table 6.13: Evaluation results Variant III
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In this setion, arhiteture analysis is presented in terms of investigating the sensi-
tivity of arhiteture quality. The knowledge of sensitivities will be used to explain
arhiteture evaluation results and improve the development proess by supporting
arhitetural deisions. One main intention is to identify parts of an arhiteture
whih will seriously aet the evaluation result if hanged. Undesired eets and
risks an be avoided by well thought-out hanges. Deisions regarding hanges of
an arhiteture an be guided to ahieve better evaluation results. Potential of an
arhiteture variant an be unovered. The arhiteture knowledge gained by ar-
hiteture analysis an be used in the urrent as well as in future projets. It will
help to understand an arhiteture and to doument and ommuniate the rationale
of an arhiteture. Furthermore, development eort an be saved as arhiteture
omponents and even whole parts of an arhiteture an be reused, deisions an be
supported, and mistakes an be avoided.
In Setion 7.1, the term arhiteture sensitivity is introdued and brought into
relation to terms like dependeny and tradeo. The Modular Performane Analysis
and its results with respet to further arhiteture analysis are presented in Se-
tion 7.2. How to identify relevant dependenies as starting point for Arhiteture
Potential Analysis is introdued in Setion 7.3. Related approahes are disussed in
Setion 7.4.
7.1 Arhiteture Sensitivity
As arhiteture elements and their properties are in the enter of interest for arhi-
teture evaluation, hanges of these elements are foused by sensitivity analysis. In
this approah, arhiteture hanges are addressed in terms of hanges and exten-
sions of existing and promising arhiteture variants. Arhitetural deisions usually
aet several parts of an arhiteture variant. Often, a single deision in terms of
arhitetural hanges auses omplex eets regarding the arhiteture quality re-
sults. Moreover, even the arhiteture requirements an depend on the arhiteture,
for example if restritions are dened in relation to available resoures speied by
an arhiteture variant. As a basis for a onsideration of these eets, the terms
sensitivity and dependeny need to be disussed in detail. On this basis, omplex
sensitivities an be investigated with respet to several dependenies of the evaluation
result.
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7.1.1 Dependeny and Sensitivity
As introdued in Setion 5.1, the sensitivity of arhiteture evaluation an be sepa-
rated into strutural and arhitetural impat. Strutural impat, representing the
relative importane of a partial evaluation result, will be taken into aount to or-
relate sensitivities of partial evaluation results with respet to arhiteture hanges.
Arhitetural impat denotes the impat of an arhitetural hange on partial evalu-
ation result. For the disussion of dependenies, arhitetural impat is in the enter
of interest.
In the following setions, dierent kinds of dependenies are addressed with respet
to arhitetural hanges to explain whih dependenies provide the basis for sensi-
tivity. Sensitivity is not referred to as sensitivity point like in Bass et al. [BCK98℄
denoting a part of an arhiteture whih may ause problems in ahieving a par-
tiular quality goal. It is meant to be an expliit and quantied statement on how
the quality of an arhiteture variant will be aeted by arhitetural hanges. Suh
hanges an be direted to a single omponent and its properties as well as to more
omplex arhitetural deisions like e.g. the mapping of funtions to ontrollers. In
partiular, hanges of the mapping often have omplex eets on several omponents
of an arhiteture variant and thus its evaluation result.
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Figure 7.1: Dependenies in arhiteture development
Figure 7.1 depits the dependenies on whih the strutural and arhitetural im-
pat is based as well as the parts of arhiteture and evaluation whih are ontained
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in the hain of dependenies. Sensitivities regarding a single objetivei.e. a single
quality requirement/resultare based on the dependenies overed by the arhite-
tural impat. Sensitivities regarding multiple objetivesi.e. multiple qualitiesare
based on all of the dependenies represented in the gure.
7.1.2 Single Objetive Sensitivity
Aording to Figure 7.2, three main questions arise regarding the dependenies on
whih single objetive sensitivities are based.
 Whih parts of the arhiteture are inuened by arhitetural hanges?
- Does an arhitetural hange ause hanges of element properties?
- Does an arhitetural hange ause hanges of the mappings?
 Whih elements are relevant for the evaluation tehnique?
- Whih properties of whih element types are relevant?
- Are available resoures determined by the arhiteture?
 Whih of the evaluation tehniques subresults are relevant?
- Will hanges of a subresult have eet on the evaluation result?
- Whih elements are aountable for the eet?
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Figure 7.2: Dependenies regarding single objetives
In the following, some examples for sensitivities based on dierent dependenies are
provided. The examples are motivated by the most ommon situations in arhiteture
development in the automotive domain.
In the rst example, the sensitivity of an arhiteture variant's quality is based
on the dependeny on one spei property of a set of omponents. The restritions
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speied by the quality requirement an be onsidered as independent with respet
to an arhiteture in the this example whih is the sensitivity of osts. The sensitivity
is based on the osts property of eah of the hardware omponents and the battery
osts as well. The restritions of osts atually are represented by the interpretation
of the osts attribute. The eet of hanges of the arhiteture in terms of using
dierent or additional hardware may lead to hanges of the osts of the arhiteture
variant under onsideration.
In the next ase, the sensitivity is be based on several dierent properties of dier-
ent types of omponents. An example is the sensitivity of the battery standby time.
It depends on the power onsumption of eah of the ontrollers of the arhiteture.
The restritions of the resourethe battery apaityare determined by the arhi-
teture variant and not by the quality attribute. Thus, this is an example for more
than one dependeny on the arhiteture.
Both of the sensitivity examples illustrated above are mapping-invariant. Atually,
the properties of a ontroller, espeially its power onsumption, may hange with
hanging funtion mapping. However, the overall power onsumption, whih is taken
into aount by the evaluation tehnique, will not dier very muh as long as the
ontrollers stay the same. The bottom line of the examples is that the resoures are
shared by the omponents without taking the mapping into aount. The following
sensitivities are diretly aeted by the mapping as the resoures annot be shared
aross omponents, e.g. ontrollers.
In the following example, the mapping of funtions to hardware is taken into a-
ount. The sensitivity of performane quality attribute results usually does not only
depend on omponent properties desribing the resoure apaities and those desrib-
ing the resoure onsumption. The mapping of resoure onsuming omponents like
funtions to resoure providing omponents like ontrollers annot be taken into a-
ount as whole arhiteture. As the resoures annot be shared aross omponents,
the fous of the evaluation tehnique has to be onsidered. The arhiteture's re-
soures do not only depend on its omponents. The availability of resoures depends
on the mapping of onsumers as well. Thus, eah of the resoure providing ompo-
nents has to be onsidered in separate, whih may lead to several dependenies to be
analyzed.
In the next example, the aggregation of subresults of an evaluation tehnique are
onsidered. Aording to the aggregation, the sensitivity has to be direted to the
global eet of the hange. If a loal hange does not aet the evaluation result,
e.g. the worst utilization of some ontroller, the overall evaluation result will not
be aeted by this hange either. Examples are the utilization of ROM, RAM, and
CPU for whih the resoure apaity is given by and restrited to the respetive
omponents. A hange of the funtion mapping leads to dierent utilizations whih
may have an eet on the quality or will let the quality be untouhed if e.g. the highest
utilization is not hanged. An even more omplex example is provided by the bus
utilization whih depends on the ommuniation mapping that in turn depends on
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the funtion mapping. Moreover, the utilization is not neessarily linear. In the ase
of bus utilization, it depends on the bus protool. Thus, small hanges may have
strong eets.
Espeially for the latter sensitivities, these an only be determined for onrete
arhiteture variants and onrete hanges. Hene, analyzing arhiteture based on
suh dependenies an be quite expensive and is no appropriate means for automati-
ally improving arbitrary arhiteture variants. A thoughtful seletion of arhiteture
variants and promising hanges is still essential for arhiteture analysis.
7.1.3 Multiple Objetive Sensitivity
Usually, more than one quality attribute result is aeted by an arhiteture hange.
This depends on the arhiteture parts whih are aeted and the dependenies on
these parts on whih sensitivities are based. These sensitivities an beome quite
omplex as presented above. In this setion, sensitivities are assumed to be known.
The main attention is direted to interdependenies between sensitivities.
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Figure 7.3: Dependenies regarding multiple objetives
If two qualities depend on the same parts of an arhiteture to be hanged, onits
in sensitivities an arise. In ase that a hange has a more or less positive eet
on one of the qualities and a more or less negative eet on the other one, the
respetive sensitivities are alled onitive. Bass et al. [BCK98℄ all suh situations
for an arhiteture a tradeo point. But not only the existene of the tradeo but
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rather its expliit onsideration based on the expliitly expressed sensitivities is most
interesting for deision support regarding hanges, i.e. their diretion and magnitude.
Figure 7.3 piks up and extends the set of questions regarding single objetive
sensitivity asked at the beginning of Setion 7.1.2. At this point, the most inter-
esting question is direted to inner dependenies of/between arhiteture elements
inuened by hanges of the arhiteture. These inner dependenies are disussed
in the following paragraphs and will be the basis for later orrelation of onitive
sensitivities addressed in Setion 7.3.2.
There are three lasses of inner dependenies. The rst lass deals with sensitivi-
ties based on the same omponent properties of the arhiteture. The seond one is
onerned with dependenies on the same omponents but not the same properties
of the omponent. The third lass overs onitive sensitivities with inner depen-
denies whih are not diretly based on spei omponents but on e.g. the funtion
mapping. A hange of the mapping usually aets many parts of an arhiteture
variant.
For the rst lass, no additional dependeny needs to be taken into aount as the
sensitivities are already based on the same parts of the arhiteture. Thus, they an
diretly be orrelated taking the strutural impat into aount.
For the seond lass, a strong relation between the properties of the omponents
on whih the sensitivities are based an be taken for granted. This relation needs
to be expressed in order to be able to orrelate the sensitivities. An example is the
relation between proessor speed and ontroller osts in the In-Car Radio Navigation
ase study. Changes of a ontroller will lead to hanges of its osts as well as of its
proessor power.
For the third lass, no general advie how to obtain the relation between the arhi-
teture parts on whih the sensitivities are based an be provided as multiple dierent
omponents may be involved. It strongly depends on the underlying arhiteture and
the sensitivities themselves. However, this third lass is an example for so-alled ex-
pert knowledge in the eld of sensitivity analysis. Even if onrete relations annot
be expressed, tendenies an be desribed by experts and an be taken into aount
for arhiteture development.
For Arhiteture Potential Analysis as presented in Setion 7.3, the relationsor
inner dependeniesan be aounted to the seond lass. Even several relations in a
hain may beome neessary to express the inner dependenies. However, the seond
lass an still be handled while dependenies of the third lass usually are too omplex
for a preise onsideration. Dependent on the omplexity of an arhitetural hange,
suh dependenies may be redued to lass 2 dependenies by expert knowledge
providing development tendenies. Unfortunately, tradeos of the rst lass are
mostly rare.
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7.2 The Modular Performane Analysis
One of the main quality attributes in the embedded system domain represents per-
formane requirements. The Modular Performane Analysis (MPA) by Wandeler et
al. [WTVL06, WTVL04℄ has been developed to evaluate embedded system perfor-
mane based on performane models of embedded system omponents. For perfor-
mane evaluation of the In-Car Radio Navigation System ase study, the MPA has
been applied (see Setion 6.2). Besides using the analysis results as partial evaluation
results in the QADAG instane of the ase study, the MPA an be used for design
spae exploration. Not only the performane of the urrently evaluated arhiteture
variant but rather of variants after hanges an be assessed. Inner dependenies of
arhiteture variants an be unovered and used as input for Arhiteture Potential
Analysis as introdued in Setion 7.3. The priniples of the MPA are presented in
the urrent setion.
7.2.1 Real-Time Calulus
The theoretial bakground of the MPA is based on Real-Time Calulus by Thiele
et al. [TCN00, TW04℄. The Real-Time Calulus is direted to networks of omputa-
tion resoures. Eah of the resoures in the network provides a spei apaity for
omputation or ommuniation of events (e.g. user request, messages, interrupts).
Information on the ourrene of the events as event streams and the resoure a-
paity and time needed for proessing the events build the basis for alulation of
the delay between event ourrene and its omplete proessing.
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Figure 7.4: MPA event proessing, see [WTVL06℄
Figure 7.4 shows an example for a resoure whih proesses events. The funtion
R(t) (left hand side) desribes the ourrene of events over time. It is alled the
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request funtion. The funtion R′(t) (right hand side) desribes the event stream
after its proessing and will be the input for the next resoure to proess the event
streams. Delays aused by the proessing by this resoure are ontained in funtion
R′(t). It is alled the delivered omputation funtion. The apaity funtion C(t) (at
the top) desribes the apaity of the resoure. It is the maximum of apaity amount
that ould be delivered up to time t by the resoure. The apaity remaining after
proessing the events is represented by funtion C ′(t) (at the bottom) whih is alled
the remaining apaity funtion. In a network of resoures, the delivered omputation
funtion as output of one resoure will be the request funtion of another resoure.
The remaining apaity funtion as output of one resoure will be the input for the
same resoure for another event stream to be proessed. Hene, the proessing delay
for an event an be alulated with respet to all resoures needed to proess the
event onsidering further events urrently proessed by the network. How to build
the network on basis of arhiteture models and senarios will be presented later in
this setion.
7.2.2 Timed Automata
For alulating the delay aused by a single resoure, a model desribing the tempo-
ral behavior of the resoure beomes neessary. For modeling the temporal behavior,
timed automata are used whih extend automata by loks (dense time) and lok
onstraints. The state of a timed automaton is represented by a loation and a
lok interpretation. A transition of a timed automaton is either a swith (a tran-
sition between loations) or a hange in time. Furthermore, timed automata an
be synhronized via hannels whih will be needed to build the resoure networks
mentioned above. For a detailed introdution on timed automata, see Alur and
Dill [AD94℄. The implementation of timed automata in the model heker UPPAAL
is used as referene tool in the MPA. An introdution on UPPAAL is given by
Behrmann et al. [BDL04℄. Templates for distributed system arhitetures are pro-
vided by Perathoner et al. [PWT05℄. In the following, examples of timed automata
for the arhitetures analyzed in Wandeler et al. [WTVL06, WTVL04℄ are presented.
These examples are taken from Hendriks and Verhoef [HV06℄.
idle
adjust_volume
x<=AV
handle_TMC
x<=HTMC
setvolume>0
hurry!
setvolume--, x=0
rec>0
hurry!
rec--, x=0
x==HTMC
receive_out++
x==AV
notice_audible_change1!
getvolume_out++
Figure 7.5: Radio funtion automaton, see [HV06℄
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Figure 7.5 depits a timed automaton for the behavior of the radio funtion han-
dling TMC (Tra Message Channel) messages and adjusting the volume. HTMC
and AV denote the time needed for handling a TMC message and adjusting the vol-
ume, respetively. Obviously, the radio funtion an either handle a TMC message
or hange the volume but not both at the same time.
idle sending_setvol
x<=BYTES4
sending_getvol
x<=BYTES4
sending_receive
x<=BYTES64
sending_htmc
x<=BYTES64
setvolume_out>0
hurry!
setvolume_out--,
x=0
x==BYTES4
setvolume++
getvolume_out>0
hurry!
getvolume_out--,x=0
x==BYTES4
getvolume++
receive_out>0
hurry!
receive_out--,x=0
x==BYTES64
rec_nav++
handle_tmc_out>0
hurry!
handle_tmc_out--, x=0
x==BYTES64
htmc++
Figure 7.6: Bus automaton, see [HV06℄
Figure 7.6 ontains a timed automaton for the bus of the ase study in Wandeler
et al. [WTVL06℄. The time needed for proessing (sending) an event depends on its
size. Therefore, BY TES64 and BY TES4 are delared to be used for modeling the
sending of various events.
Automata as shown above an be used to model the temporal behavior of arhite-
ture omponents. The proessing time an be expressed by suh models to alulate
the delay of event proessing. Temporal logi expressions (see Clarke et al. [CES86℄)
an be used to express requirements to be heked by the UPPAAL model heker.
Even upper and lower bounds of proessing delays an be alulated.
7.2.3 Modular Performane Analysis Model
The system struture on whih the MPA an be performed is built of resoure models
ontaining timed automata. Senarios desribing user interation an be given as
sequene diagrams as shown in Figures 4.6, 6.13, and 7.7. They determine whih
funtions need to ommuniate with eah other in order to proess an event. An
arhiteture model is neessary to determine by whih resoures an event is proessed
on its way through the system. The arhiteture model presented in Chapter 2 with
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its funtion mapping and ommuniation mapping provides the required views. From
the arhiteture model and senarios, a Modular Performane Analysis model an be
derived building the resoure network on whih the MPA an be performed.
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enario, 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Figure 7.8: MPA model, see [WTVL06℄
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Figure 7.8 depits suh a performane model ontaining two senarios. At the
top of the gure, the funtion mapping an be seen. The mostly horizontal arrows
desribe the event streams' ways through the system resoures for proessing the
events (f. Figure 7.4). In terms of senarios, the event an be onsidered as the
stimulus. The vertial arrows desribe the order of resoure utilization.
Performane models usually are quite expensive to be onstruted and to be
adapted to an arhiteture variant. In ase of the performane modeling used in
the MPA, the models are build highly modularly. For additional arhiteture vari-
ants with hanged funtion mapping, an MPA model an be provided quite eiently.
Available performane models of the resoures an be reused to build the resoure
network on whih the MPA model is based. This is a big advantage in terms of
eiently performing arhiteture evaluation and even design spae exploration re-
garding system performane.
7.2.4 Modular Performane Analysis Results
As stated above, the MPA is apable of providing results in terms of design spae
exploration. By hanging e.g. the proessing apaity of a CPU, the apaity for
event proessing of funtions mapped to the CPU will be inreased and the delay of
event proessing will be dereased. Atually, no additional models or new senarios
are needed for suh onsiderations. The MPA, as implementation of the Real-Time
Calulus, an alulate the eet of suh hanges. An output regarding possible
hanges of proessor speed is given in Figure 7.9. The analysis does not only provide
a single evaluation result with respet to a single arhiteture but rather provides
results on hanges of an arhiteture variant. Suh results will be input for the
Arhiteture Potential Analysis whih will be introdued in Setion 7.3.
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Figure 7.9: MPA result (Variant II), see [WTVL06℄
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7.3 Arhiteture Potential Analysis
In this setion, Arhiteture Potential Analysis will be introdued as rst dened by
Florentz [Flo07b℄. It is motivated by the need for knowledge of the insides of the eval-
uation, i.e. sensitivities of the arhiteture quality. With this knowledge, arhiteture
spae exploration an be performed more eiently. Without this knowledge, the
evaluation of a hanged arhiteture variant has to be performed to hek its quality,
whih an be quite expensive. Known sensitivities an guide the development and
hanges of an arhiteture and save development resoures. Furthermore, they help
to explain and doument arhitetural deisions. Besides for ommuniation pur-
pose, doumentation is quite important beause sensitivities may hange over time.
For example, the tradeo between osts and performane depends on the market
and available tehnology. Over the years, the osts for performane (i.e. powerful
hardware) will derease as well as the willingness to pay will do. But the need for
performane will rise in order to provide additional funtionality. This is just a small
example for omplex sensitivities. To atually analyze arhiteture and its evalua-
tion regarding its potential, i.e. the possibility of inreasing the overall quality of an
arhiteture variant, the sensitivities have to be taken into aount seriously.
The identiation of relevantto be analyzedsensitivities is addressed in Se-
tion 7.3.1. In Setion 7.3.2, the priniples of the appliation of sensitivities in Arhi-
teture Potential Analysis are presented.
7.3.1 Identifying Relevant Sensitivities
Most of the quality attributes depend on a set of properties of the arhiteture om-
ponents as well as on the arhiteture deisionsespeially the mapping of funtions
to ontrollersand their hanges. Neither all of the sensitivities are known nor all of
them are relevant for further analysis. For performing Arhiteture Potential Anal-
ysis in order to identify potential of seleted arhiteture variants, i.e. regarding a
single deision or a small set of deisions, promising sensitivities or even tradeos
have to be identied. The rst analysis tehnique presented in this setion is the
result sreening to be applied to a omplete set of arhiteture variants (at least with
respet to a ertain set of represented deisions). The seond tehnique refers to
expert knowledge and tradeo analysis as ommonly known.
Result Sreening
Identifying relevant sensitivities by sreening the results requires full evaluation of all
variants based on a set of deisions. For example, in the Body Comfort System, these
deisions onern the mapping of the Short Lift Control (2 variants), the realization
of the Convertible Top Control (3 variants), and the battery apaity (3 variants),
whih leads to a total of 18 arhiteture variants as presented in Setion 3.1. In
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order to support a result based sreening, the results need to be ranked as shown
in Table 6.6 for the Body Comfort System ase study. K.O. results are separately
ranked and appended to the list.
The rst step of the sreening is a grouping of the ranked results. Groups are
motivated by similarities of deision variants, by order patterns of deision variants
in the ranking, by the quality result dierenes in ranked variants, and by K.O.
results. Grouping helps to struture the results in order to redue the number of
relevant variants to be ompared. A pairwise sreening of results leads to a number
of
(
n
2
)
omparisons whih means 153 omparisons for 18 variants. This is not only
ostly to perform but rather bears quite a great number of omparison results to
be interpreted. The interpretation or even investigation of dependenies identied
during the grouping is the seond step of the result sreening and will be addressed
below.
rank
variant
pattern
A B C
1 A1 B1 C1
Deision C has
more impat
than Deision B
2 A1 B2 C1
3 A1 B1 C2
4 A1 B2 C2
5 A2 B1 C1
Deision B has
more impat
than Deisions C
6 A2 B1 C2
7 A2 B2 C1
8 A2 B2 C2
Table 7.1: Order patterns for Deisions B and C
An abstrat but simple example an be given based on three deisions, namely
A, B, and C, with two deision variants eah. Table 7.1 ontains a ranking of all
arhiteture variants. The rst four and seond four variants have similarities of
A deision variants. But depending on the atual deision variant of A, the ordering
of Deisions B and C hanges. For A1, Deision C has more impat then Deision B.
B1 leads to better results than B2 and C1 than C2. Variant A1B2C1 is better than
A1B1C2, i.e. hanges of C have more impat. The sensitivity dierene will hange
if Variant A2 is seleted. Both of the A2B1 results are better than the A2B2 results
regardless Deision C.
Similarities of variants regarding one or more deisions means to mask the dei-
sions' impat on the results. The ranking of results is not inuened by this masking
of deisions. Thus, the sensitivity of the varying (not masked) deisions an be
highlighted and ompared. Atually, the masking of arbitrary deisions and their
inuene an simply be ahieved by sorting the variants by these deisions. The
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result ranking should be kept up where possible although the deision-based sorting
has priority over the result ranking in this ase.
For applying the grouping, not only the overall ranking should be kept up but
rather dierenes in the quality results should be observed. After all, those sensi-
tivities are most relevant whih may provide hints how and why some quality has
been ahieved. Thus, big quality dierenes motivate a separation of the respetive
variants into dierent groups. An example for a proper grouping is provided by the
Body Comfort System ase study in Setion 8.1.
The similarities of grouped variants provides a representative-based inter group
omparison whih drastially dereases the eort. Furthermore, dierenes of in-
ner group dependenies based on order patterns an be investigated. The seond
step of the result sreening is the investigation of dependenies identied during the
grouping. By starting with the quality results, only the existene of dependenies
is observed. Further knowledge of these dependenies is not yet available. Thus,
experts have to investigate the dependenies based on their knowledge, whih is a
quite informal proess. Their insights an be used to explain why some arhiteture
variant is to be preferred over another one and whih arhiteture deision variants
are to be preferred in future development. In most ases, the result sreening is
more reasoning support than deision support. However, if suient modeling de-
tails are available, even tradeo analysis like presented in the following setion an
be performed. Hene, result sreening an be onsidered as starting point for further
analysis. In suh ases, additional modeling details may be required for a preise
investigation of the dependenies.
Tradeo Analysis
Arhiteture evaluation is often performed for only a small set of possible arhite-
tures. First, short development resoures restrit the number of variants to be taken
into aount. Seond, only a few of them are promising anyway. Suh variants need
to be identied based on experienes and expert knowledge and are often derived
from legay systems. Beause of the relatively small set of arhiteture variants,
omplete overage even of only some deisions is quite unlikely. Thus, result sreen-
ing is not the rst hoie for identifying relevant dependenies in suh ases. But the
limited number of variants often enables more detailed evaluation and investigation,
in partiular with respet to tradeos. Moreover, relevant dependenies leading to
tradeos may already be ommonly known in an appliation domain or an be iden-
tied by tradeo analysis (e.g. the Arhiteture Tradeo Analysis Method, ATAM,
see Bass et al. [BCK98℄ and Clements et al. [CKK01℄). Even result sreening an be
used to identify tradeo but requires a omplete set of arhiteture variants as stated
above. Unfortunately, this annot be taken for granted.
The performane models in ombination with the relatively exible resoure alloa-
tion of the MPA provides insights of arhiteture dependenies whih are relevant for
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Figure 7.10: TMC delay versus MMI proessor speed, f. [WTVL06℄, Fig. 18
tradeo analysis. The In-Car Radio Navigation System is evaluated, amongst other
tehniques, by the Modular Performane Analysis (see Setion 6.2). Figure 7.10 (f.
Wandeler et al. [WTVL06℄, Fig. 18) ontains the reation delay regarding the TMC
message handling senario (see Figure 7.7) against the proessor speed of one of the
proessors, on whih the man mahine interfae is mapped. It is an extrat from the
MPA result presented in Figure 7.9. The dependeny of reation delay on proessor
speed is used for analysis of the In-Car Radio Navigation System in Setion 8.2.
7.3.2 Quality Correlation
Arhiteture quality is represented by quality attributes and eventually expressed in
terms of quality rates. Quality rates, after all, depend on the evaluation results in
terms of their interpretation (see Setion 4.2.4). Thus, an interpretation represents
the dependeny of the quality rate on the evaluation result. Those interpretations
need to be orrelated in order to express tradeos between arhiteture qualities. The
knowledge about tradeos as well as the ahievements of result sreening an now
be used to identify further dependenies whih may be relevanteven neessary
for arhiteture requirements orrelation. The orrelation is performed in two basi
steps. The rst one regards domains of dependenies and thus takes the values into
aount on whih some other values depend. The seond one regards the odomains
of dependenies and thus takes the values into aount whih depend on another
ones. Figure 7.10 shows a dependeny of the odomain delay in ms on the domain
proessor speed in MIPS. Taking interpretations as an example, the domain is given
by the evaluation result measurement. The odomain is given by the quality rate
measurement.
The orrelation of two domains will require additional knowledge on inner depen-
denies if the domains are not the same. Even more, the domain orrelation an
be based on several orrelations itself. But, those are prinipally step-by-step orre-
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lations of dierent domains. Figure 7.11 ontains two simple examples for domain
orrelations. Figure 7.12 depits a orrelation hain over three domains.
The odomain orrelation is onsiderably easier to perform. As the odomains to
be orrelated are arhiteture requirements expressed by quality rates, they already
are alike. Thus, no dierent odomains have to be brought into relation. The or-
relation of the odomains is simply based on the strutural impat, i.e. the absolute
weight of the involved quality attributes representing the requirements. By build-
ing the weighted sum over the orrelated domains, the partial result (regarding two
quality attributes) an be alulated.
Figure 7.13 depits the potential of an arhiteture variant based on the orrelation
of the quality rates of two quality attributes. The joined result ontains the odomain
orrelation with respet to the dierent weights of the quality attributes.
In Setion 8.2, the orrelation of quality attributes is performed on basis of an
MPA result (see above). Two speial ases for orrelation will be inluded in the
ase study. First, one of the orrelation steps regarding the domains requires an ad-
justment beause the requirement domain is a relative expression regarding dierent
requirements whereas the dependeny domain is given as absolute values. The rela-
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Figure 7.12: Correlation hain over three domains
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Figure 7.13: Correlation of quality interpretations
tive expression is neessary in order to over use ases with dierent requirements,
i.e. dierent expeted and tolerated delays. However, as the absolute requirements
for eah of the use ases are known, they an be adjusted to math the relative
expression. Seond, if there are signiant dierenes (osets) between e.g. two ar-
hiteture variants, whih are not overed by the sensitivities, they an be integrated
by shifting the orrelation. This leads to several orrelation results aording to the
osets. An example is a dependeny between osts and performane. Only a part of
the osts is taken into aount by the ost measure of a dependeny but some of the
arhiteture variants ontain additional osts. The additional ostsatually ost
dierenesan be onsidered by shifts in the orrelation as shown for the network
osts of the In-Car Radio Navigation System ase study.
7.4 Related Work  Arhiteture Analysis
The Cost Benet Analysis Method as one of the most ommon approahes taking
the overall arhiteture into aount will be presented and ompared to the Arhi-
teture Potential Analysis. The intention of the approahes and the way to ahieve
arhiteture improvement are in the enter of interest in this disussion.
The Cost Benet Analysis Method
With respet to an eient development, the Cost Benet Analysis Method (CBAM)
by Kazman et al. [KAK01, KAK02℄ will append the ATAM proess. The senarios
prioritized in the ATAM proess and maybe newly identied ones will be used to
selet arhiteture strategies leading to the highest benet under onsideration of
osts and time. As depited in Figure 7.14 (f. Kazman et al. [KAK01, KAK02℄)
osts are meant to be development osts and not unit osts like in the ase studies of
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Figure 7.14: Context for the CBAM, f. [KAK01, KAK02℄
this work. They are not represented as quality attribute but build an upper bound
for ongoing development. The steps of CBAM are briey presented in the following.
Step 1: Collate Senarios
The senarios identied and prioritized during the ATAM proess are reviewed
and new ones may be added (and prioritized as well) by stakeholders. The top
one-third will be onsidered in the ongoing CBAM.
Step 2: Rene Senarios
If not yet done, the stimulus and response measure of the senarios is rened.
The response measure will be mapped to response levels of worst, urrent,
desired, and best-ase.
Step 3: Prioritize Senarios
100 votes will be alloated to eah of the stakeholders. The votes will be
distributed among the senarios with respet to the desired response level. The
top 50% of the senarios aording to their total of votes will be seleted. The
highest ranked one gets a weight of 1.0 assigned. The others are weighted in
relation to their votes. This weights will be needed for alulating the overall
benet of an arhiteture deision/strategy.
Step 4: Assign Utility
The utility of the response level will be assigned for all senarios.
Step 5: Develop Arhitetural Strategies for Senarios and Determine Their Ex-
peted QA Response Levels
With respet to the senarios identied in Step 3, arhiteture strategies are
developed and already developed ones are taken into aount. The response
level, that is expeted to be ahieved by implementing the strategies, will be
determined.
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Figure 7.15: Utility response urves examples, f. [KAK02℄
Step 6: Determine the Utility of the Expeted Quality Attribute Response Level by
Interpolation
For eah of the senarios, the utility of the expeted response level will be
determined. The relation between utility and response measure is represented
by so-alled utility response urves as depited in Figure 7.15.
Step 7: Calulate the Total Benet Obtained from an Arhitetural Strategy
The utility dierene of the urrent and the expeted level will be normalized
using the weights determined in Step 3. On this basis, the benet of arhite-
tural hanges/strategies an be alulated.
Step 8: Choose Arhitetural Strategies Based on ROI Subjet to Cost and Shed-
ule Constraints
With respet to ost and shedule onstraints, the arhiteture strategies lead-
ing to the highest return on investment (ROI), i.e. the ratio between benet
and osts, will be hosen. This is done by ranking the strategies based on their
ROI. The top strategies will be implemented until the budget or the shedule
are exhausted. Thus, the most eient strategies are implemented.
Step 9: Conrm the Results with Intuition
A onrmation between the results and the business goals will be done. If
signiant issues seem to be overlooked, an iteration of the steps starting at
Step 2 will be performed.
The CBAM onsiders one arhiteture to be developed. The arhiteture strate-
gies identied by the CBAM to be implemented are meant to ahieve the highest
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benet with respet to the available development resoures. In terms of arhiteture
evaluation of a set of variants, this is the most promising arhiteture variant. But in
ontrast to the ase studies of this work, osts are not onsidered as quality attribute
but as short development resoure that will be exhausted by the most promising
arhiteture strategies. Thus, not a seletion of arhiteture variants but a seletion
of strategies regarding one arhiteture is the intention of CBAM. Nevertheless, the
CBAM an be ompared to the Arhiteture Potential Analysis presented in the ur-
rent hapter as the latter is meant to identify promising hanges (or even further
development) of seleted arhiteture variants as well. Both approahes an be on-
sidered as some kind of arhiteture spae exploration. The similarity of the utility
urves of CBAM and the interpretation instanes of the QADAG underline ommon
priniple ideas. The main dierene in exploring the arhiteture spae is that the
CBAM identies arhiteture strategies, i.e. a set of arhiteture hanges or further
development, and hooses the most eient ones to be realized with limited devel-
opment resoures. The Arhiteture Potential Analysis works the other way around.
Without diretly taking development eort into aount, the most promising hanges
are identied on the basis of dependenies between arhiteture and the evaluation
results, i.e. the ahieved quality. The expliit modeling of arhiteture requirements
as QADAG instane and the onsideration of onrete hardware as part of the arhi-
teture provide this tehnial bakground and enable expliit and quantied tradeo
onsideration.
7.4.1 The SymTA/S Approah
An alternative to the Modular Performane Analysis is the SymTA/S approah by
Henia et al. [HHJ
+
05℄. It has been used in ombination with the QADAG as well
(see Florentz et al. [FGB
+
07℄). Like MPA, SymTA/S has already been applied in the
automotive domain (see Rihter and Ernst [RE06℄). SymTA/S implements timing
analysis on proess and task-level models. Single ontrollers as well as ontroller
networks an be analyzed regarding their time behavior and possible problems and
solution an be identied. Although it has not been used on the ase studies presented
in this work, appliation elds of the SymTA/S approah with respet to arhiteture
evaluation as presented in this work will be outlined in the following.
Design spae exploration based on the SymTA/S approah developed by Hamann
et al. [HRE06, HE07℄ provides limitations of hanges of resoure usage in order to
avoid performane laks and point out safety margins of resoures. Information like
this an be used to identify insuient resoure utilization and avoid unfavorable
hanges. Moreover, relations between performane and other extra-funtional qual-
ities an be investigated as starting point for tradeo analysis and thus as input
for Arhiteture Potential Analysis. In return, Arhiteture Potential Analysis an
help to motivate the investigation of spei parts of an arhiteture by design spae
exploration based on the SymTA/S approah. First, a seletion of promising arhi-
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teture variants is provided by arhiteture evaluation. Seond, relevant (and maybe
ritial) parts of an arhiteture variant an be identied by Arhiteture Poten-
tial Analysis. Iterations between Arhiteture Potential Analysis and design spae
exploration based on SymTA/S an help to ahieve eient usage of development
resoures. Relevant parts an be identied, investigated, and after all be fed bak to
the evaluation proess.
However, the SymTA/S approah requires models on task-level whih are hardly
available for early evaluation but will beome neessary for later design anyway.
Thus, for late evaluation and preise adjustments of an arhiteture variant, the
SymTA/S approah is very appropriate. Two main appliation elds of the SymTA/S
approah in late evaluation will be addressed in the following. Late evaluation usually
is performed to assure the quality of one or at most a small set of arhiteture
variants. With growing availability of modeling details, information on tasks and
ommuniation inluding exeution and transmission priorities beome available as
well. The SymTA/S approah an be applied to assure that latenies are kept low
to avoid too big ation-reation delays. Moreover, hanges of task exeution and
ommuniation sheduling an be identied in order to derease suh latenies and
avoid exeeding deadlines. This is the seond ase of appliation in late evaluation.
If an overall promising arhiteture variant fails regarding one performane quality,
SymTA/S may suggest a solution to x the performane problem. Thus, an otherwise
insuient variant will get another hane if the arhiteture variant's overall result
is worth to be onsidered some further.
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The ase studies evaluated in Chapter 6 are analyzed in this hapter regarding their
evaluation results. The Body Comfort System ase study is an example for a omplete
evaluation of all arhiteture variants regarding the arhiteture deisions to be made.
Relevant sensitivities are identied by result sreening. Grouping of the results will
help to keep the analysis eort low. The analysis results will help to understand why
some arhiteture variants are to be preferred over others. Moreover, hints for future
development and even promising hanges of arhiteture omponents an be provided.
In this ase study, hanges of the funtion mapping are not to be expeted anymore
as the arhiteture variants ompletely over all mapping variants to be onsidered
regarding Short Lift Control and Convertible Top Control. In the seond ase study,
the In-Car Radio Navigation System, results of the Modular Performane Analysis
are part of its evaluation. This ase study overs only a small subset of possibleand
promisingvariants. The Modular Performane Analysis provides further results,
whih represent inner dependenies of the evaluated arhiteture variants. Here,
they an be used to estimate the impat of hanges to identify unused arhiteture
potential.
In Setion 8.1, the Body Comfort System ase study is analyzed. The In-Car Radio
Navigation System ase study is analyzed in Setion 8.2.
8.1 Body Comfort System Analysis
The Body Comfort System ase study ontains 18 arhiteture variants. All of them
have been evaluated in Setion 6.1. With respet to the three deisions taken into
aount, the 18 arhiteture variants build a omplete set as well as the 18 evaluation
results do. Hene, analyzing this ase study will not identify new arhiteture variants
in terms of the three deisions. The benet of performing the analysis is direted to
explain why some arhiteture variant is ranked higher than others. What an be
done to improve (partial) results and what an be learned from the overall evaluation?
At the end of Setion 6.1, four arhiteture variants have been stated to be quite
interesting with respet to the arhiteture deisions whih they do represent. The
deision results an be interpreted on basis of the evaluation results. The impat of
deisions on the ranking is more ompliated to explain. In the following setions,
a result sreening is performed to identify relevant sensitivities leading to the result
ranking. On that basis, seleted arhiteture variants an be ompared to get an idea
of the reasons on their ranking. Afterwards new insights regarding inner dependenies
are disussed.
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8.1.1 Body Comfort System Result Sreening
The sreening will be performed in several steps aording to Setion 7.3.1. First,
reasons for K.O. result are analyzed in Setion 8.1.1. Seond, ordering patterns
are identied with respet to similarities of deision variants in the ranking in Se-
tion 8.1.1. Finally, result groups are built based on the previous onsiderations.
K.O. Reasons
Besides the K.O., the six worst evaluation results have a similarity in the deision
regarding the Convertible Top Control realization. All of thoseand only those
results have the ontrol realized by the Redued Convertible Top Devie. And all
of them are rejeted beause of too high osts that atually are aused by the quite
expensive Redued Convertible Top Devie.
Three of the arhiteture variants are evaluated to K.O. beause of too less standby
time. They even have double similarity, one regarding the battery apaity (50Ah)
and another one regarding the Short Lift Control mapping (to the Power Window
Devies). Atually, it is the ombination of applying the extended Power Window
Devies with Short Lift Control and providing less battery apaity.
Although the Redued Convertible Top Devie is not the only hardware omponent
ausing osts, the similarity of the set of the arhiteture variants that are K.O.
beause of too high osts identies this devie as one of the main reasons. Espeially
the fat that none of the arhiteture variants ontaining the Redued Convertible
Top Devie sueeded in the evaluation onsolidated this suspiion. The K.O. aused
by too less standby time is an example for a ombination of deisions aountable for
this result. Suessful arhiteture variants may at least partially represent the same
deisions even if not in ombination. For later sorting of the arhiteture variants to
mask ertain deisions, the K.O. of the results should be omitted to enable a proper
sorting. This will be no problem for the aspired grouping beause the sorting is only
a temporal means and will be undone afterwards and as the K.O. annot neessarily
be aounted to one deision it should not be taken into aount for sorting as well.
Usually, the K.O. results have a lower quality assigned anyway beause a K.O. means
to have 0% quality for at least the attribute for whih the K.O. has been evaluated.
Order patterns
Omitting the arhiteture variants ontaining the Redued Convertible Top Devie,
whih atually are K.O., the attention is direted to the arhiteture variants with
Convertible Top Control on the Mini Convertible Top Devies or the Body Control
Devie. Sorting the arhiteture variants aording to the Short Lift Control mapping
reveals order patterns for the Power Window Devie as well as for the Body Control
Devie for the rst four arhiteture variants, respetively. The similarity of Power
Window Devie deisions ontains an order of the Convertible Top Control whereas
the Body Control Devie deisions ontain an order regarding the batter apaity.
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Atually, this order patterns are diretly represented in the ranking, whih makes it
even more obvious that there is some interesting and maybe relevant sensitivity.
rank result
variant
SLC CTC battery
ommon sorted unsorted
1 70.6% PWD MiniCTD 61Ah
2 69.6% PWD MiniCTD 72Ah
3 67.3% PWD BCD 61Ah
4 65.3% PWD BCD 72Ah
ommon unsorted sorted
5 61.5% BCD MiniCTD 61Ah
6 60.1% BCD BCD 61Ah
7 59.5% BCD MiniCTD 72Ah
8 58.0% BCD BCM 72Ah
Table 8.1: BCS evaluation result patterns
Table 8.1 extrats the eight best results of the ranking of Table 6.6. The ranking
is ompletely kept up. The arhiteture variants with 50Ah battery apaity do not
math the observed patterns and are not ontained in the table. In aordane to the
ranking, they have a similarity regarding the battery apaity. Beause of the K.O.
results for the Short Lift Control mapping, the order of that deision is hanged in
ontrast to the rst eight arhiteture variants.
Variant Groups
Motivated by the order patterns, the rst and the seond four highest ranked arhi-
teture variants are grouped, respetively. The third four arhiteture variants have
a similarity as stated above but are separated by the K.O. results. Thus, two groups
are built for them. The last group is based on the K.O. results aused by the osts
of the Redued Convertible Top Devie. Moreover, the dierenes between the last
and rst result of two neighboring groups onsolidate the grouping as they are bigger
than the dierenes of neighboring results in the groups. Following observations an
be made regarding the grouping shown in Table 8.2. They will be disussed in the
next setion.
 The order of the middle arhiteture variants of Groups A and B are swapped
aording to the represented deisions. A hange of the Short Lift Control
mapping seems to have far-reahing eets revealing sensitivities to be taken
into aount.
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 Besides the K.O. of the arhiteture variants of Group D, their result seems to
be promising ompared to Groups A and B. The K.O. even seems to avoid the
group's positioning in between of Groups A and B despite a small dierene of
the results.
 Group E ontains battery apaity orders from the biggest to the smallest
apaity. Although the respetive arhiteture variants are not promising, this
observation may help to understand inner dependenies.
rank result ∆
variant
SLC CTC battery
Group A Group A
1 70.6%
1.0%
2.3%
2.0%
PWD MiniCTD 61Ah
2 69.6% PWD MiniCTD 72Ah
3 67.3% PWD BCD 61Ah
4 65.3% PWD BCD 72Ah
Group B 3.8% Group B
5 61.5%
1.4%
0.6%
1.5%
BCD MiniCTD 61Ah
6 60.1% BCD BCD 61Ah
7 59.5% BCD MiniCTD 72Ah
8 58.0% BCD BCM 72Ah
Group C 3.4% Group C
9 54.6%
2.1%
BCD MiniCTD 50Ah
10 52.5% BCD BCD 50Ah
Group D Group D
11 63.4% (K.O.) PWD MiniCTD 50Ah
12 60.2% (K.O.) PWD BCD 50Ah
Group E Group E
13 56.0% (K.O.) PWD redCTC 72Ah
14 55.9% (K.O.) PWD redCTC 61Ah
15 47.6% (K.O.) PWD redCTC 50Ah
16 42.3% (K.O.) BCD redCTC 72Ah
17 42.2% (K.O.) BCD redCTC 61Ah
18 34.0% (K.O.) BCD redCTC 50Ah
Table 8.2: BCS evaluation result groups
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8.1.2 Body Comfort System Insights
Groups A and B The hange of the order in Group A and Group B is a hint
for relevant sensitivities based on the Short Lift Control mapping. Espeially, the
dierenes between the results of the 2nd and 3rd and between those of the 6th and
7th variant in the ranking, shown in Table 8.3, need to be explored in more detail.
2nd in ranking: Variant SLC on PWD, CTC on MiniCTD, 72Ah
69.6%
-
80 120 60 40
performane osts physis modiability
98.2% 35% 90.4% 85.0%
- e 136 - -
3rd in ranking: Variant SLC on PWD, CTC on BCD, 61Ah
67.3%
-
80 120 60 40
performane osts physis modiability
94.5% 48% 89.6% 37.5%
- e 124 - -
6th in ranking: Variant SLC on BCD, CTC on BCD, 61Ah
60.1%
-
80 120 60 40
performane osts physis modiability
60.2% 64% 92.3% 0.0%
- e 113 - -
7th in ranking: Variant SLC on BCD, CTC on MiniCTD, 72Ah
59.5%
-
80 120 60 40
performane osts physis modiability
65.5% 44% 90.4% 47.5%
- e 127 - -
Table 8.3: Results of the 2nd, 3rd, 6th, and 7th variants in the ranking
The better results of Group A are mainly based on better modiability and per-
formane results. But, the dierene of the modiability between the 2nd and 3rd
variant are the same as between the 6th and 7th variant. As modiability evaluation
is based on expert knowledge, its sensitivityatually its arhitetural impatan
hardly be investigated without additional expert onsultation. An expert, however,
needs detailed information on the urrent situation in order to provide additional
advie. The most inuential quality attribute for the respetive arhiteture vari-
ants seems to be osts. The ost dierene between the 2nd and 3rd variant is e 12
with a result dierene of 13 perentage points. The ost dierene between the 6th
and 7th variant is e 14 with a result dierene of 20 perentage points. Obviously,
the arhitetural impat of the hanges between the respetive variants hanges as
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well, i.e. from 1.08% per e to 1.43% per e . This an be interpreted as follows.
Modiability in terms of free resoures auses osts. Beause of additional resoures
provided by the arhiteture variants of Group A, not only the modiability is raised
but rather the performane. Higher performane is the reason for Group A being
ranked higher than Group B despite the higher osts. But the additional expenses
pay of twie, for performane and for modiability. Additional modiability an be
ahieved with less eort for Group A variants than for Group B ones. The lower osts
dierene in ombination with lower osts sensitivity makes investments for modia-
bility more valuable. The more expensive and more modiable arhiteture variants
are preferred in Group A while the less expensive ones are preferred in Group B.
Even a battery with more apaity for ahieving a small physis result improvement
is aordable in Group A.
Groups C and D The K.O. of the 50Ah battery arhiteture variants with promis-
ing quality rates motivates the onsideration of additional battery apaities. A-
tually, the arhiteture variants miss the K.O. limit by less than one day. With
additional apaity, at least the arhiteture variant with 63.4% quality may reah
higher ranks. The standby time and life time attributes have 6.4% strutural impat
eah (see Setion 5.1), whih denotes the limit of perentage points ontributing the
overall evaluation result. Higher apaity of the battery will raise both results, whih
may be enough to push the arhiteture variant to the top. As other battery types are
not available at the moment, estimations for new types have to be made or onrete
oers need to be invited. However, when the information is available, the evaluation
of new variants an be ost-eiently performed beause only osts and physis need
to be re-evaluated. Expensive evaluations, e.g. performane and modiability, an
be reused as they are not eeted by the battery apaity (see Setion 6.1). To get
an idea of the dimensioning of possible battery types, the 61Ah battery an be taken
as an upper limit. The evaluation results of the mathing arhiteture variants with
the 61Ah batteries an even be used to estimate the upper limit of improvement by
building new arhiteture variants.
Group E The reverse order of the battery apaity for the arhiteture variants with
Redued Convertible Top Devie is notieable beause the 61Ah battery arhiteture
variants usually are preferred over those with 72Ah apaity. Beause of the K.O.
result regarding the osts attribute, additional osts for a bigger battery do not
matter anymore but the positive eet still exists. However, the dierene between
the results for 61Ah arhiteture variants and those 72Ah is omparatively small.
Taking the results with 61Ah battery apaity into aount reveals that they already
meet the requirements quite well (86% for the battery attributes) and save some
weight with respet to the bigger battery arhiteture variants. Again, this approves
the 61Ah battery as upper limit and guides future development in the opposite
diretion, i.e. the use of batteries with less apaity.
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8.2 In-Car Radio Navigation System Analysis
For the In-Car Radio Navigation System ase study, the tradeo between perfor-
mane and osts has been identied as relevant. The legitimate question arises how
to orrelate performane and osts without known orrelation (see Figure 8.1). In
ase of osts, the interpretation shown in Figure 6.11 is based on the raw value of
the evaluation result whih is provided in e . Performane in terms of user notie-
able quality is expressed in system reation delay. Beause of various use asesin
this ase rather meaning user interationsthe interpretation has to be given with
respet to the partiular timing requirements of a partiular use ase. Figure 6.12
depits the ommon interpretation of delay based on the expetations of the user.
The tolerane limit, whih represents to 100% of the timing requirements, is applied
as point of referene for all use ases.
?
(%)
interpretation:
HW costs: 14 EUR
=> 60% quality rate
quality rate
50
105 15 20 HW costs (EUR)
100
quality rate
(%)
50
100%50% 150% expected delay (%)
user’s tolerance limit
100
correlation
Figure 8.1: ICRNS interpretations to be orrelated
8.2.1 In-Car Radio Navigation System Tradeo Analysis
Although the existene of a osts performane tradeo is well known, information
on how to orrelate those quality interpretations is quite rare. Espeially a relation
between expeted delay with respet to various use ases and osts is not available
without further analysis. Hene, performane analysis is just a rst step of getting a
link in a hain of dependenies needed for orrelation. Furthermore, the performane
analysis results themselves determine additional dependenies to be investigated. The
MPA provides results desribing dependenies in terms of delay of partiular use ases
in milliseonds over proessor speed. While delays regarding various use ases an
easily be aligned at the user's tolerane limit as stated above, the dependeny of
proessor speed on osts still needs to be investigated. Atually, this an be done
by inquiring a business department and sifting through some prie lists. In this
setion, the steps to orrelate the quality interpretations via a hain of dependenies
are performed on the In-Car Radio Navigation System ase study.
The evaluation is based on osts, performane, and modiability as shown in Ta-
ble 8.4. While performane is suient in all variants, osts redution is the enter
of interest. But, osts and performane quality attributes are reiproally inuened
by hanges in the arhiteture. MPA provides analysis results for the favorite Vari-
ant II as shown in Figure 7.10. The delay will grow if proessor speed is dereased.
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Weights and Impat
25 % 50 % 25 %
50 100 50
osts performane modiability
12.5 % 12.5 % 33.33 % 16.67 % 12.5 % 12.5 %
100 100 200 100 100 100
HW osts SW osts devies om sav.pot. salab.
6.25 % 6.25 % 8.33 % 25 %
100 100 50 150
devies om mem CPU
4.17 % 4.17 % impat
100 100 weights
RAM ROM QA name
Table 8.4: ICRNS weights and impat
More delay means worse interpretation, i.e. a lower quality rate. In general, higher
performane of a CPU is the equivalent to higher osts. Thus, in ase of higher
performane, the results of the ost quality attribute beomes worse. These fats are
ombined to unover arhiteture potential (f. Florentz [Flo07b, FH07℄). Figures 8.2
to 8.7 depit input, intermediate steps, and output of the analysis for arhiteture po-
tential. Following, the rationale and meaning of the oordinate systems is explained
in detail.
user’s tolerance limit
(TMC)
(other)40
500(TMC)
(other)20
A2V: audible and visible change
1000
7550 100
delay (ms)
125
delays between
TMC: TMC receive and visible changes
K2A: key press and audible change
(TMC)
(K2A)
(A2V)
~40% ~60% ~80% ~100%
(MIPS)
processor speed
Figure 8.2: MPA results of MMI/RAD proessor speed (Variant II)
Figure 8.2: MPA results of MMI/RAD proessor speed (Variant II) This
gure ontains the MPA result for arhiteture Variant II (f. Figures 7.9 and 7.10).
It represents the dependenies between the MMI/RAD proessor speed and the delays
of some senarios, i.e. use ases. The dependenies are nearly uniform, whih is true
for most delays observed by MPA in the ase study. Thus, this result is taken as
representative to save analysis eort. For more preise results, this analysis has to
be performed for eah of the arhiteture variants, eah of the senarios, and eah of
the proessors deployed in a variant.
Additionally, the user's tolerane limit is given expliitly in the oordinate system.
This is an important piee of information in order to be able to map osts to delay
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via the proessor speed. Beause the quality rate interpretation for delay is given
as perentage of expeted delay and the dependeny on proessor speed is given
as absolute values in milliseonds. Please note that the requirements taken from
Wandeler et al. [WTVL06℄ are raised to design the analysis more expressive.
(MIPS)10050 150 200
(EUR)costs
10
5
260
processor speed
Figure 8.3: Costs dependeny on proessor speed
Figure 8.3: Costs for proessor speed The dependeny of proessor speed on
osts is depited in this system. Suh information has to be obtained from the busi-
ness/purhasing department and may hange over time. Thus, it is quite important
to doument suh information for later reonstrution of arhitetural deisions.
This dependeny is neessary in Arhiteture Potential Analysis beause the osts
interpretation needs to be orrelated with the performane interpretation via the
MPA results. Hene, a dependeny between osts and the MPA results has to be
identied. While the delay will be orrelated with respet to the user's tolerane limit,
the proessor speed needs to be put into relation with osts. This is the rationale
of the osts performane tradeo. If there was no dependeny between osts and
proessor speed, i.e. the hardware performane, this tradeo would not exist.
expected
processor
solution
simple network
solution (+ 5 EUR)
single
105 15 20 costs (EUR)
50
100
delay (%)
Figure 8.4: Costs-delay dependenies, left: without network, right: with network
Figure 8.4: Costs-delay dependenies left: without network, right: with net-
work The dependeny between osts and delay an be derived via the proessor
speed beause the dependeny of proessor speed on osts and the dependeny of
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delay on proessor speed are already known. The graphs show the osts of the
hardware (without and with network) that keep the delay in the sope of the user's
expetations. Until now, only proessor osts have been taken into aount as hard-
ware osts. Therefore, a seond dependeny ontaining the network osts is shown
in the oordinate system. This is neessary, beause the interpretation of osts takes
network osts into aount. Although they are invariant regarding hanges of the pro-
essor performane, they are not to be negleted. Thus, the additional dependeny
is given.
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Figure 8.5: Correlation of hardware osts and (expeted) delay
Figure 8.5: Correlation of hardware osts and (expeted) delay The depen-
denies represented in Figure 8.4 are neessary to orrelate hardware osts and (ex-
peted) delay as domains of the oordinate systems in Figures 8.6 and 8.7. In those
oordinate systems, the arhiteture potential will be depited, whih to unover and
express was the main intention of the analysis. The reiproal dependeny between
hardware osts and expeted delay requires a hange of the domain orientation of one
of the interpretations for orrelation. Without loss of generality, the expeted delay
interpretation has been seleted for this hange. Beause of the network osts to be
taken into aount for network based arhiteture variants, two orrelation need to be
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provided. The bottom left oordinate system of Figure 8.5 ontains the orrelation
not taking network osts into aount. The lower right one ontains network osts.
Figure 8.6 and 8.7: Arhiteture potential based on osts-delay dependeny
Both systems ontain the same type of analysis result. Beause of dierenes in
Variants II and III (with and without network), the analysis results have to be
presented separately. Thus, the position of the expeted delay quality rate is shifted
to the right with respet to the hardware osts quality rate in the seond system
(Variant II). This is neessary to regard network osts. The third graph in both
systems represents the partial quality result based on the weighted summation of
both quality rates. The distane to the maximum of this graph (see the arrow)
presents the arhiteture potential for the variants. The results are disussed in
detail below.
quality rate
(%) current favoriteVar. IIImax.
50
5 15 20 HW costs (EUR)
100
expected delay (%)
expected delay QR
2550
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Figure 8.6: Arhiteture potential without network (Variant III)
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Figure 8.7: Arhiteture potential with network (Variant II)
8.2.2 In-Car Radio Navigation System Insights
The analysis of arhiteture potential unovers not just potential regarding parti-
ular quality attributes. The doumentation of the analysis results helps to express
arhitetural knowledge.
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First, the osts performane tradeo an be onsidered based on the omplete
sensitivities instead of just sensitive points. Hene, not just the tradeo itself but
the impat of an arhitetural hange is known. It an be predited quite preisely
by taking the intensity of the hange into aount. Furthermore, the tradeo an be
disussed regarding partiular arhiteture variants for whih its eets an be quite
dierent.
Seond, an extended view on the arhiteture rationale is provided. In the oordi-
nate systems in Figures 8.6 and 8.7 is shown that the overall arhiteture potential
regarding saving expenses is signiantly lower for the network based solution. The
single ontroller solution provides more potential on this sore. The reason for this
are the osts for the network, whih are not onsidered in a proessor down-saling
of the urrently available arhiteture variants. Atually, these osts push the modi-
ability result beause the system an be modied during design time and even life
time without diretly aeting the ontrollers. Thus, a low-budget version without
navigation system an easily be realized. Moreover, the system an be oered with
an optional navigation system (whih an be ret later).
While more arhiteture potential is predited for the single proessor solution, the
network solution already made it in the evaluation. To use the identied arhiteture
potential, further onsiderations should be done. The identied potential is direted
to save expenses while keeping the performane up. Modiability is not yet inluded.
Thus, the predited improvements by downsizing one ontroller are arried forward to
the evaluation to onsider modiability. Atually, this proedure is muh simpler than
extending the analysis for arhiteture potential. If the feedbak reveals ambiguous
results, the analysis an still be extended.
The result of a hanged Variant II will be raised to approximately 97.8%. The
result of an even more hanged Variant III will be raised to approximately 86.7%.
This seems to be surprising at rst beause Variant III may be less expensive. But,
the original evaluation favored Variant II already beause of its higher modiability
whih has not been onsidered in the analysis for arhiteture potential. Furthermore,
devie osts have signiantly less strutural impat than the CPU performane in
this ase study (6.25% vs. 25.0%, see Table 8.4) and the arhitetural impat of
osts is limited for Variant III as exemplarily depited in Figure 5.3. Thus, although
Variant III has more potential, this is not suient to make up the advantage of
Variant II.
The nearly optimal fulllment of the requirements by a hanged Variant II do
not motivate building additional arhiteture variants or making further attempts of
improvement. At most down-saling of the remaining ontroller of Variant II may be
taken into aount in this speial ase to ahieve even more improvement. Variant III
will not be regarded any more.
In a less denite ase study, to know about the hallenge of the evaluation (see
Setion 5.1) ould be helpful to determine whether further attempts are promising.
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The summary of this work with respet to the objetives stated in Setion 1.4 is
presented in this hapter. Moreover, the adaptability of arhiteture evaluation
as ontained in this workto other appliation domains than the automotive area
is addressed. Interesting elds for further researh are disussed at the end of this
hapter.
9.1 Conlusion
The main objetive of this work is to provide deision support for arhiteture devel-
opment to improve the development proess. The deision support is mainly based
on the transpareny of arhitetural deisions provided for doumentation, ommu-
niation, and after all for reuse of appropriate deisions.
The metamodel alled QADAG builds the bakbone of the presented approah.
The expliit representation of the arhiteture quality requirements is the starting
point for understanding the rationale of arhiteture development. This again is the
basis for ommuniating and justifying arhitetural deisions. For seletion-based
arhiteture evaluation, deisions regarding arhiteture variants to be kept in the
development proess are supported. The strutured requirements representation us-
ing the QADAG provides the basis for eient proessing of the evaluation in order
to identify promising variants and rejeting insuient ones as early as possible.
This helps to keep evaluation eort low whih is quite short. Moreover, Arhiteture
Potential Analysis an be performed to handle tradeos regarding ompeting require-
ments. For a seletion of arhiteture variants, deisions regarding promising hanges
an be supported and risky ones an be avoided. Hene, arhiteture development
an be integrated with arhiteture spae exploration. This is a rst step to manage
the omplexity of the solution spae of possible arhiteture variants. Furthermore,
hanging approved arhiteture variants is one possibility of arhitetural deision
reuse.
All in all, the arhiteture development proess is improved as not only deision
support an be provided but rather the doumentation of arhiteture and arhite-
tural deisions is signiantly improved. The ommuniation of arhiteture rationals
will beome easier and even knowledge on arhiteture development an be passed
on at an understandable level. Misleading arhiteture onepts an be avoided in
future development, and approved ones an be reused with respet to the atual ar-
hiteture quality requirements. The support of making, ommuniating, and reusing
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arhiteture deisions is a key to improve the eieny and reliability of arhiteture
development. The idea of digital libraries of arhiteture omponents is piked up
and arried on by this approah. With the availability of deision support, a tool-
supported and tool-guided development beomes more and more oneivable. Not
only the modeling but rather deision support will beome the fous of development
tools.
This approah is based on the quantiation of arhiteture quality. Not quanti-
able requirements and results an be integrated but limit the advantages. The overall
hange from qualitative requirements and results in arhiteture evaluation to quan-
titative ones an be performed without atual break in already applied development
proesses. Thus, a parallel proessing of old standards and new methodology is not
neessary as an integration of qualitative requirements in the quantitative approah is
possible. Additional development eort required by this approah in terms of build-
ing QADAG instanes and providing arhiteture details will pay o after a short
time and furthermore will deline in future development projets. However, with the
inreased exibility in arhiteture development as one goal of AUTOSAR, additional
modeling eort will beome neessary anyway to make use of the advantages aimed at
by funtion-oriented development. After all, the hange from ontroller-oriented and
integration-based proesses to funtion-oriented and arhiteture-based development
beomes neessary to handle the growing omplexity of software-intensive embedded
systems in the automotive domain.
9.2 Adaptability
The adaptability of the approah presented in this work has rst been mentioned
in Setion 2.2 with respet to the C&C viewtype. A more detailed onsideration is
given in the urrent setion.
The underlying metamodel for views on embedded system arhiteture is apable of
being adapted for use in other network-based embedded system domains. However,
a exible distribution of the funtions to the hardware should still be intended in
order to motivate the onsideration of arhiteture in the partiular domain. Besides
adaptions of the arhiteture views, domain-spei quality attributes need to be
dened to be applied in QADAG instanes. However, the priniples of evaluation and
analysis stay the same as in the automotive domain. Hene, the approah presented in
this work an be applied in other network-based embedded system domains without
extensive adaption.
Embedded domains regarding systems not based on a ontroller network are inter-
esting to be evaluated and analyzed as well. Although their variety is less distintive
than in network-based domains, arhiteture development is already part of the de-
velopment proesses in suh domains. The underlying metamodel for arhiteture
views needs to be exhanged in order to meet the speis of the respetive do-
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main. Nevertheless, the QADAG as strutured quality requirement representation
an be applied without adaption exept for the appliation of domain-spei qual-
ity attributes and thus evaluation tehniques. The strong relation to hardware of
embedded systems and short hardware resoures still build a problem although the
domains are not restrited to networks. Thus, the quantied representation of ar-
hiteture requirements as well as of evaluation results bears the same benets as
in the automotive embedded domain. The expliit tradeo onsideration based on
Arhiteture Potential Analysis stays appliable.
The adaptation to pure software arhiteture is more problemati. The relation to
the underlying hardware is less onrete than in embedded systems domains. Fol-
lowing, the requirements usually are expressed more abstrat. Again, the evaluation
tehniques build the interfae between quality requirements and arhiteture model.
Beause of the more abstrat requirement desription, evaluation as well as analysis
in general are more diult and even less expressive. To overome this lak of ex-
pressiveness, a referene realization platform an be used. Besides tehnial limits,
an idea of the available hardware during arhiteture development is provided. The
latter one again raises the understandability and traeability of the arhitetural de-
isions. Even without a onrete referene platform, a strutured representation of
arhiteture requirements and evaluation results in whihever expressiveness is not
just nie to have but is an essential basis for eient and suessful development.
9.3 Outlook
A rst step to establish this approah is an integration with tool support for arhi-
teture modeling. Although even manual handling of this approah is possible, for
appliation in modern development proesses, tool support is highly reommended.
Another point of interest is the omplexity based on the number of possible arhi-
teture variants. To derease the overall development eort, this problem should be
seriously taken into aount. The estimation of the evaluation hallenge as refer-
ene point for the evaluation results is promising in terms of motivating Arhiteture
Potential Analysis and further arhiteture development. Even for automated devel-
opment and optimization, knowledge of the hallenge is quite useful.
Integration with Tool Support
Although managing the QADAG is no problem whih requires tool support, the in-
formation ontained in an instane of the QADAG needs to be doumented in order
to ommuniate the arhiteture quality requirements and arhiteture rationale. Es-
peially for understanding past arhitetural deisions, knowledge of the arhiteture
quality attributes, whih motivated respetive deisions, is essential. Moreover, de-
ision support an be provided in terms of a guided development proess based on
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the exemplary representation of partial evaluation results with respet to responsible
arhiteture parts or elements. However, the main advantage is direted to arhite-
ture modeling as basis for evaluation as well as for data aquisition aording to the
needs of the quality attributes.
Complexity based on the Number of Arhiteture Variants
Although the evaluation eort based on the amount of possible arhiteture vari-
ants for software-intensive embedded systems in the automotive domain has been
addresses by the evaluation proessing methodology in Chapter 5, muh work needs
to be done on omplexity handling. The 18 variants of the Body Comfort System
ase study are based on only three deisions taking only stritly limited sets of alter-
natives on a small part of an embedded system into aount. For omplete systems,
several hundreds of thousands of variants might be built. If a system is developed
from srath, i.e. no legay systems are used as referene, the number of variants will
even inrease. As a strong seletion is intended by the evaluation proessing method-
ology of Chapter 5, feedbak of evaluation results is one motivation of arhiteture
analysis. However, for systems built from srath, only few insights regarding the
system quality are available. A strutured variant building proess is needed to guide
the development inluding partial and iterative evaluation to identify promising de-
ision variants and ompose arhiteture variants overing dierent ombinations of
these deisions. As interdependenies are not yet onsidered by this deision-oriented
proedure, it is less meaningful than arhiteture analysis. However, as preseletion
of arhiteture variants, it is one possibility worthwhile to be investigated for future
developments.
Estimating the Challenge
Based on the analysis results and the experienes during system development, the
evaluation hallenge an be estimated as referene for the evaluation results. The
more inner dependenies are known, the better the hallenge estimation will be. With
a deision-based proedure mentioned above, the hallenge may even be assessable
in early development phases in whih few details on inner dependenies are known.
Again, the onsideration of legay systems or at least parts of them may help to
get information on the evaluation hallenge. With approahes like AUTOSAR en-
tering and even dening the development proess, reuse of available and approved
omponents and arhitetures will beome ommon. However, as software-intensive
embedded systems are in the enter of interest for realizing innovations, new parts on
whih no initial quality statement an be made will be ubiquitous in the development
of suh systems. Thus, the evaluation hallenge stays an interesting eld of researh
espeially in reuse-oriented development proesses in the future.
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Automated Development and Optimization
One of the main aspirations of tool supported arhiteture development is the au-
tomation of developing promising arhiteture variants from srath as well as the
automated optimization of suh arhiteture variants. In most ases, arhiteture
evaluation and analysis ontains expert knowledge and integrates design spae ex-
ploration. The latter usually is quite omplex on its own. With growing experienes
and availability of more detailed modeling of omponents and arhiteture, at least
a wizard-like support for development beomes quite oneivable. Most of the de-
pendenies needed for Arhiteture Potential Analysis are not known initially. The
omplexity of the arhiteture variants and even more of the dependenies between
arhiteture and its quality impedes automated optimization. The identiation and
seletion of relevant dependenies has been used in this approah to overome this
problem. A fully automated development and optimization proess without expert
interation is not likely to be realized beause of the omplexity of arhiteture mod-
els and dependenies. Integrating deision support as presented in this approah with
expert knowledge and interation as well as with ommon development proesses is
more valuable at the moment. Moreover, fully automated development dereases
experiene eets as the results are rarely questioned. A feedbak of experienes and
export knowledge to automation an not be supported without expert interation.
Experts are needed to be integrated in the development proess anyway for intera-
tion during development or for setting up and running an automated proess. Results
have to be interpreted and analyzed as well, whih again requires expert interation.
Thus, automation in terms of beoming independent from experts is not worthwhile.
Automation and optimization should learly be direted to support the handling of
evaluation omplexity and thus the development proess itself.
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A BCS Component Properties
type width period notes
pw_req_x 3bit xms diretion + mode
hildlok 1 bit 50ms ative, inative
pw_enabled 1 bit 50ms
wpos_x 8 bit xms
lamp15 3 bit 100ms
top_status 2 bit 100ms opened, losed, unloked
top_error 1 bit 100ms
top_msg 1 bit 100ms in instrument luster
top_warning 1 bit 100ms at speed exeeding 5 km/h
vehile_speed 8 bit 100ms
permanetly provided/required as the ase arises
paddle_x 3 bit xms up to 5 states
swith 1 bit 50ms
lath_x 1bit xms
motordrive 3 bit 10ms diretion + 4 speeds
tiks 1 bit 10ms
fore 8 bit 10ms as urrent
Table A.1: BCS signal properties
type ROM util RAM util CPU util
LIN master 10ms 2500 byte 100 byte 0.16MIPS
LIN master 5ms 3000 byte 120 byte 0.32MIPS
LIN slave 1000 byte 100 byte 0.16MIPS
RF reeive 9500 byte 150 byte 0.16MIPS
ash 8000 byte - -
OS 16 bit 15000 byte 180 byte 0.64MIPS
OS 8 bit 11264 byte 50 byte 0.13MIPS
Table A.2: BCS properties of other software
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A BCS Component Properties
type
ROM util RAM util CPU util
required signals provided signals
PCC 35840 byte 320 byte 2.80MIPS
dd_dd_pw_paddle_50 dd_pw_req_50
fp_fp_pw_paddle_100 fp_pw_req_100
rl_rl_pw_paddle_100 rl_pw_req_100
rr_rr_pw_paddle_100 rr_pw_req_100
dd_fp_pw_paddle_50 hildlok
dd_rl_pw_paddle_50 pw_enabled
dd_rr_pw_paddle_50
all_pw_paddle_50
hildlok_swith
lamp15
top_status
dd_wpos_50
fp_wpos_100
rl_wpos_100 CLC input/output omitted
rr_wpos_100
PWC 3072 byte 50 byte 0.80MIPS
pw_req_50/100 window_motordrive
pw_enabled wpos_50/100
motor_tiks
motor_fore
SLC 3072 byte 30 byte 0.08MIPS
door_lath pw_req_40/100
pw_req_50/100
wpos_50/100
CTC 12000 byte 200 byte 0.40MIPS
_top_lath top_status
fr_top_lath top_error
rl_top_lath top_msg
rr_top_lath top_warning
vehile_speed
CLC ... 5000 byte 120 byte 0.16MIPS ...
mis ... 68520 byte 2420 byte 0.88MIPS ...
Table A.3: BCS funtion properties
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type ost weight signals
sensors provided
power window paddle swith e 3.00 8 g paddle
(up to ve states)
power window paddle swith e 2.00 10 g paddle
(for simultaneous movement)
driver power window panel e 5.00 70 g swith
(ontaining several swithes, paddle
one toggle for hild lok) paddle
paddle
paddle
hall e 0.50 2 g tik
fore e 0.50 3 g fore
(as urrent)
door lath e 4.00 10 g lath
front top lath e 2.00 10 g lath
rear top lath e 2.00 10 g lath
atuators required
powerwindow motor e 4.00 320 g movement
Table A.4: BCS sensor and atuator properties
type ost ROM RAM freq. CPU weight stby ur
BCD e 27.00 256 kB 8 kB 40MHz 8.0MIPS 480 g 4.50mA
PWD e 6.00 16 kB 512B 8MHz 1.6MIPS 95 g 0.25mA
PWD (ext) e 10.00 24 kB 512B 8MHz 1.6MIPS 100 g 0.35mA
MiniCTD e 13.00 ustom ustom ustom ustom 200 g 0.02mA
RedCTD e 40.00 32 kB 4 kB 8MHz 1.6MIPS 400 g 0.12mA
Table A.5: BCS ECU properties
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A BCS Component Properties
from to ross-set. length
ables for ommuniation lines
left door lath BCD 0.70mm
2
216 m
right door lath BCD 0.70mm
2
250 m
driver panel PWD 3.50mm
2
67 m
front passenger paddle swith PWD 1.05mm
2
24 m
left rear paddle swith PWD 1.05mm
2
19 m
right rear paddle swith PWD 1.05mm
2
19 m
left front top lath CTD 0.70mm
2
442 m
right front top lath CTD 0.70mm
2
526 m
left rear top lath CTD 0.70mm
2
108 m
right rear top lath CTD 0.70mm
2
192 m
left front top lath BCD 0.70mm
2
122 m
right front top lath BCD 0.70mm
2
206 m
left rear top lath BCD 0.70mm
2
449 m
right rear top lath BCD 0.70mm
2
533 m
additional paddle swith BCD 1.05mm
2
134 m
additional paddle swith PWD 1.05mm
2
36 m
additional paddle swith CTD 1.05mm
2
358 m
left door lath PWD 0.70mm
2
163 m
right door lath PWD 0.70mm
2
163 m
ables for buses
LIN, 19.2 kBits/s 0.35mm
2
569 m
low speed CAN, 100 kBits/s 0.70mm
2
341 m
CAN extension 0.70mm
2
31 m
Table A.6: BCS able properties
apaity ost weight
50Ah e 18 16 kg
61Ah e 20 17 kg
71Ah e 24 20 kg
Table A.7: BCS battery properties
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from to period width signals
BCD PWD (all) 50ms 2 byte rl_pw_req_100 (3 bit)
rr_pw_req_100 (3 bit)
pw_enable (1 bit)
lamp15 (1 bit)
ollapsed 7 × 1 bit
BCD PWD (front) 40ms 2 byte dd_pw_req_40 (3 bit)
fp_pw_req_40 (3 bit)
ollapsed 3 × 1 bit
DD_PWD BCD 50ms 2 byte dd_wpos_50 (8 bit)
dd_dd_pw_paddle_50 (3 bit)
ollapsed 1 × 2 bit
ollapsed 2 × 1 bit
DD_PWD BCD 50ms 2 byte dd_fp_pw_paddle_50 (3 bit)
dd_rl_pw_paddle_50 (3 bit)
dd_rr_pw_paddle_50 (3 bit)
hildlok_swith (1 bit)
ollapsed 2 × 1 bit
FP_PWD BCD 100ms 2 byte fp_wpos_100 (8 bit)
fp_fp_pw_paddle_100 (3 bit)
ollapsed 1 × 2 bit
ollapsed 3 × 1 bit
RL_PWD BCD 100ms 2 byte rl_wpos_100 (8 bit)
rr_rr_pw_paddle_100 (3 bit)
ollapsed 1 × 2 bit
ollapsed 3 × 1 bit
RR_PWD BCD 100ms 2 byte rr_wpos_100 (8 bit)
rr_rr_pw_paddle_100 (3 bit)
ollapsed 1 × 2 bit
ollapsed 3 × 1 bit
BCD MFSW 100ms 2 byte ollapsed 1 × 7 bit
ollapsed 4 × 1 bit
MFSW BCD 50ms 2 byte ollapsed 2 × 8 bit
MFSW BCD 50ms 2 byte ollapsed 1 × 16 bit
MFSW BCD 100ms 2 byte ollapsed 2 × 4 bit
ollapsed 8 × 1 bit
MFSW BCD 50ms 2 byte ollapsed 1 × 4 bit
ollapsed 11 × 1 bit
Table A.8: BCS LIN messages for 5ms period shedule
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A BCS Component Properties
from to period width signals
BCD PWD (all) 50ms 3 byte dd_pw_req_50 (3 bit)
fp_pw_req_100 (3 bit)
rl_pw_req_100 (3 bit)
rr_pw_req_100 (3 bit)
lamp15 (1 bit)
pw_enable (1 bit)
ollapsed 10 × 1 bit
DD_PWD BCD 50ms 4 byte dd_wpos_50 (8 bit)
dd_dd_pw_paddle_50 (3 bit)
dd_fp_pw_paddle_100 (3 bit)
dd_rl_pw_paddle_100 (3 bit)
dd_rr_pw_paddle_100 (3 bit)
hildlok_swith (1 bit)
ollapsed 1 × 2 bit
ollapsed 4 × 1 bit
FP_PWD BCD 100ms 2 byte fp_wpos_100 (8 bit)
fp_fp_pw_paddle_100 (3 bit)
ollapsed 1 × 2 bit
ollapsed 3 × 1 bit
RL_PWD BCD 100ms 2 byte rl_wpos_100 (8 bit)
rl_rl_pw_paddle_100 (3 bit)
ollapsed 1 × 2 bit
ollapsed 3 × 1 bit
RR_PWD BCD 100ms 2 byte rr_wpos_100 (8 bit)
rr_rr_pw_paddle_100 (3 bit)
ollapsed 1 × 2 bit
ollapsed 3 × 1 bit
BCD MFSW 100ms 2 byte ollapsed 1 × 7 bit
ollapsed 4 × 1 bit
MFSW BCD 50ms 8 byte ollapsed 1 × 16 bit
ollapsed 2 × 8 bit
ollapsed 3 × 4 bit
ollapsed 20 × 1 bit
Table A.9: BCS LIN messages for 10ms period shedule
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message period width signals
airbag (via gateway) 20ms 4 byte ollapsed
ondential 800ms 2 byte ollapsed
BCD1 500ms 6 byte ollapsed
BCD2 200ms 4 byte ollapsed
BCD3 50ms 5 byte ollapsed
air-on 100ms 8 byte ollapsed
diagnosis 1000ms 8 byte ollapsed
ondential 200ms 2 byte ollapsed
ondential 200ms 4 byte ollapsed
ondential 1000ms 2 byte ollapsed
ondential 200ms 8 byte ollapsed
ondential 500ms 3 byte ollapsed
ondential 20ms 4 byte ollapsed
gear (via gateway) 100ms 5 byte ollapsed
ondential 200ms 5 byte ollapsed
engine (via gateway) 100ms 3 byte ollapsed
ondential 100ms 4 byte ollapsed
inst-luster (via gateway) 100ms 3 byte ollapsed
ondential 200ms 2 byte ollapsed
ondential 100ms 8 byte ollapsed
ondential 50ms 4 byte ollapsed
ondential 1000ms 4 byte ollapsed
ondential 100ms 5 byte ollapsed
ondential 500ms 3 byte ollapsed
ondential 500ms 4 byte ollapsed
MFSW (via gateway) 100ms 2 byte ollapsed
ondential 100ms 8 byte ollapsed
PDC 500ms 4 byte ollapsed
ondential 200ms 3 byte ollapsed
ondential 500ms 8 byte ollapsed
ondential 100ms 2 byte ollapsed
ondential 200ms 1 byte ollapsed
AHS 200ms 4 byte ollapsed
ondential 500ms 6 byte ollapsed
ondential 100ms 1 byte ollapsed
CTC 100ms 5 byte top_status (2 bit)
top_error (1 bit)
top_msg (1 bit)
top_warning (1 bit)
ollapsed 1 × 30 bit
ondential 200ms 1 byte ollapsed
ondential 200ms 2 byte ollapsed
ondential 100ms 1 byte ollapsed
ondential 40ms 5 byte ollapsed
ondential 20ms 3 byte ollapsed
ondential 50ms 1 byte ollapsed
ondential 200ms 7 byte ollapsed
Table A.10: BCS CAN messages
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B BCS Evaluation Results
The Body Comfort System ase study has been evaluated in Setion 6.1. Besides a
detailed disussion of the evaluation and its results with respet to spei quality
attributes, the tableviews of four of the arhiteture variants have been presented in
that setion. The remaining tableviews are presented in the urrent setion. Table 6.6
on Page 121 ontains an overview of the results inluding the loation of the respetive
tables representing the results.
Variant SLC on PWD, CTC on MiniCTD, 72Ah
69.6%
-
80 120 60 40
performane osts physis modiability
98.2% 35% 90.4% 85.0%
- e 136 - -
100 100 100 100 100 80 120 100 100
om ECU ECU s+a e.sys weight batt ext sal
98% 98.3% - - - 76% 100.0% 100% 70%
50 % - e 92 e 17 e 27 22.6 kg - - -
100 100 100 100 100
CPU RAM ROM stby life (weights)
100% 100% 95% 100% 100% QA name
60 % 68 % 73 % 57 d 4.59 a quality rate
result
Table B.1: Evaluation results Variant SLC on PWD, CTC on MiniCTD, 72Ah
Variant SLC on PWD, CTC on BCD, 72Ah
65.3%
-
80 120 60 40
performane osts physis modiability
94.5% 42% 91.6% 37.5%
- e 128 - -
100 100 100 100 100 80 120 100 100
om ECU ECU s+a e.sys weight batt ext sal
98% 91.0% - - - 79% 100.0% 75% 0%
50 % - e 84 e 17 e 27 22.4 kg - - -
100 100 100 100 100
CPU RAM ROM stby life (weights)
98% 100% 75% 100% 100% QA name
65 % 70 % 77 % 57 d 4.59 a quality rate
result
Table B.2: Evaluation results Variant SLC on PWD, CTC on BCD, 72Ah
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B BCS Evaluation Results
Variant SLC on BCD, CTC on MiniCTD, 61Ah
61.5%
-
80 120 60 40
performane osts physis modiability
65.5% 49% 90.4% 47.5%
- e 123 - -
100 100 100 100 100 80 120 100 100
om ECU ECU s+a e.sys weight batt ext sal
34% 97.0% - - - 94% 88.0% 25% 70%
65 % - e 86 e 13 e 24 19.6 kg - - -
100 100 100 100 100
CPU RAM ROM stby life (weights)
100% 100% 91% 96% 80% QA name
63 % 69 % 74 % 49 d 3.89 a quality rate
result
Table B.3: Evaluation results Variant SLC on BCD, CTC on MiniCTD, 61Ah
Variant SLC on BCD, CTC on MiniCTD, 72Ah
59.5%
-
80 120 60 40
performane osts physis modiability
65.5% 44% 90.4% 47.5%
- e 127 - -
100 100 100 100 100 80 120 100 100
om ECU ECU s+a e.sys weight batt ext sal
34% 97.0% - - - 76% 100.0% 25% 70%
65 % - e 86 e 13 e 28 22.6 kg - - -
100 100 100 100 100
CPU RAM ROM stby life (weights)
100% 100% 91% 100% 100% QA name
63 % 69 % 74 % 58 d 4.6 a quality rate
result
Table B.4: Evaluation results Variant SLC on BCD, CTC on MiniCTD, 72Ah
Variant SLC on BCD, CTC on BCD, 72Ah
58.0%
-
80 120 60 40
performane osts physis modiability
60.2% 59% 91.6% 0.0%
- e 117 - -
100 100 100 100 100 80 120 100 100
om ECU ECU s+a e.sys weight batt ext sal
34% 86.3% - - - 79% 100.0% 0% 0%
65 % - e 78 e 13 e 26 22.3 kg - - -
100 100 100 100 100
CPU RAM ROM stby life (weights)
95% 100% 64% 100% 100% QA name
68 % 71 % 79 % 58 d 4.60 a quality rate
result
Table B.5: Evaluation results Variant SLC on BCD, CTC on BCD, 72Ah
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Variant SLC on BCD, CTC on MiniCTD, 50Ah
54.6%
-
80 120 60 40
performane osts physis modiability
65.5% 53% 47.8% 47.5%
- e 121 - -
100 100 100 100 100 80 120 100 100
om ECU ECU s+a e.sys weight batt ext sal
34% 97.0% - - - 97% 15.0% 25% 70%
65 % - e 86 e 13 e 22 18.6 kg - - -
100 100 100 100 100
CPU RAM ROM stby life (weights)
100% 100% 91% 1% 29% QA name
63 % 69 % 74 % 40 d 3.19 a quality rate
result
Table B.6: Evaluation results Variant SLC on BCD, CTC on MiniCTD, 50Ah
Variant SLC on PWD, CTC on MiniCTD, 50Ah
/////////63.4%
-
80 120 60 40
performane osts physis modiability
98.2% 41% /////////47.5% 85.0%
- e 130 - -
100 100 100 100 100 80 120 100 100
om ECU ECU s+a e.sys weight batt ext sal
98% 98.3% - - - 97% //////////14.5% 100% 70%
50 % - e 92 e 17 e 21 18.6 kg - - -
100 100 100 100 100
CPU RAM ROM stby life (weights)
100% 100% 95% /////0% 29% QA name
60 % 68 % 73 % 39 d 3.19 a quality rate
result
Table B.7: Evaluation results Variant SLC on PWD, CTC on MiniCTD, 50Ah
Variant SLC on PWD, CTC on BCD, 50Ah
/////////60.2%
-
80 120 60 40
performane osts physis modiability
94.5% 51% /////////47.9% 37.5%
- e 122 - -
100 100 100 100 100 80 120 100 100
om ECU ECU s+a e.sys weight batt ext sal
98% 91.0% - - - 98% //////////14.5% 75% 0%
50 % - e 84 e 17 e 21 18.4 kg - - -
100 100 100 100 100
CPU RAM ROM stby life (weights)
98% 100% 75% /////0% 29% QA name
65 % 70 % 77 % 39 d 3.19 a quality rate
result
Table B.8: Evaluation results Variant SLC on PWD, CTC on BCD, 50Ah
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B BCS Evaluation Results
Variant SLC on PWD, CTC on redCTD, 72Ah
/////////56.5%
-
80 120 60 40
performane osts physis modiability
98.2% /////0% 89.2% 90.0%
- e 167 - -
100 100 100 100 100 80 120 100 100
om ECU ECU s+a e.sys weight batt ext sal
98% 98.3% - - - 73% 100.0% 100% 80%
50 % - e 119 e 17 e 31 22.8 kg - - -
100 100 100 100 100
CPU RAM ROM stby life (weights)
100% 100% 95% 100% 100% QA name
60 % 68 % 73 % 57 d 4.59 a quality rate
result
Table B.9: Evaluation results Variant SLC on PWD, CTC on RedCTD, 72Ah
Variant SLC on PWD, CTC on redCTD, 61Ah
/////////55.9%
-
80 120 60 40
performane osts physis modiability
98.2% /////0% 88.8% 90.0%
- e 163 - -
100 100 100 100 100 80 120 100 100
om ECU ECU s+a e.sys weight batt ext sal
98% 99.0% - - - 93% 86.0% 100% 80%
50 % - e 119 e 17 e 27 19.8 kg - - -
100 100 100 100 100
CPU RAM ROM stby life (weights)
100% 100% 95% 92% 80% QA name
60 % 68 % 73 % 48 d 3.89 a quality rate
result
Table B.10: Evaluation results Variant SLC on PWD, CTC on RedCTD, 61Ah
Variant SLC on PWD, CTC on redCTD, 50Ah
/////////47.6%
-
80 120 60 40
performane osts physis modiability
98.5% /////0% /////////47.1% 90.0%
- e 161 - -
100 100 100 100 100 80 120 100 100
om ECU ECU s+a e.sys weight batt ext sal
98% 98.3% - - - 96% //////////14.5% 100% 80%
50 % - e 119 e 17 e 25 18.8 kg - - -
100 100 100 100 100
CPU RAM ROM stby life (weights)
100% 100% 95% /////0% 29% QA name
60 % 68 % 73 % 39 d 3.19 a quality rate
result
Table B.11: Evaluation results Variant SLC on PWD, CTC on RedCTD, 50Ah
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Variant SLC on BCD, CTC on redCTD, 72Ah
/////////42.3%
-
80 120 60 40
performane osts physis modiability
65.5% /////0% 89.2% 52.5%
- e 155 - -
100 100 100 100 100 80 120 100 100
om ECU ECU s+a e.sys weight batt ext sal
34% 97.0% - - - 73% 100.0% 25% 80%
65 % - e 113 e 13 e 29 22.8 kg - - -
100 100 100 100 100
CPU RAM ROM stby life (weights)
100% 100% 91% 100% 100% QA name
63 % 69 % 74 % 57 d 4.60 a quality rate
result
Table B.12: Evaluation results Variant SLC on BCD, CTC on RedCTD, 72Ah
Variant SLC on BCD, CTC on redCTD, 61Ah
/////////42.2%
-
80 120 60 40
performane osts physis modiability
65.5% /////0% 88.8% 52.5%
- e 151 - -
100 100 100 100 100 80 120 100 100
om ECU ECU s+a e.sys weight batt ext sal
34% 97.0% - - - 93% 86.0% 25% 80%
65 % - e 113 e 13 e 25 19.8 kg - - -
100 100 100 100 100
CPU RAM ROM stby life (weights)
100% 100% 91% 92% 80% QA name
63 % 69 % 74 % 48 d 3.89 a quality rate
result
Table B.13: Evaluation results Variant SLC on BCD, CTC on RedCTD, 61Ah
Variant SLC on BCD, CTC on redCTD, 50Ah
/////////34.0%
-
80 120 60 40
performane osts physis modiability
65.5% /////0% 47.4% 52.5%
- e 149 - -
100 100 100 100 100 80 120 100 100
om ECU ECU s+a e.sys weight batt ext sal
34% 97.0% - - - 96% 15.0% 25% 80%
65 % - e 113 e 13 e 23 18.8 kg - - -
100 100 100 100 100
CPU RAM ROM stby life (weights)
100% 100% 91% 1% 29% QA name
63 % 69 % 74 % 40 d 3.19 a quality rate
result
Table B.14: Evaluation results Variant SLC on BCD, CTC on RedCTD, 50Ah
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